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PREFACE 

The Graying of Torrance is a research report on what 

the author has concluded is an emerging issue facing the 

City of Torrance, California. The trend analysis approach, 

as well as much of the research methodology, was developed 

by and/or presented at the RCalifornia Police Command 

College R
, a program sponsored by the California commission 

on Peace Officer Standards and Training. 

The author's experience as a member of the first class 

of the ·Command College D is included among the noteworthy 

highlights of an exciting and interesting law enforcement 

career. 

While this report, and. especially the conclusions 

and recommendations reached, should not necessarily be 

viewed as a final product to responding to a local trend 

toward an older population, it is hoped that it may serve 

both as a beginning or a point of departure toward that 

end, as well as an assist for future ·Command College R 

attendees as they pursue their research project requirements~ 
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Chapter I 

STUDY METHODOLOGY 

The Graying of Torrance is the result of a three

phase study 0 The first phase was an IS-month research 

project (a part-time effort) devoted to demographic 

trends pertaining specifically to aging. ~hase two 

involved the development of questionnaire instruments 

for the purpose of ascertaining needs, concerns, and 

interests of the police and police-service clientele 

in the qelderly· age bracket. Phase three concerned 

a review (including on-site observations) of selected 

programs in various parts of the country that 

specifically address the issue of police service to 

the elderly. The three phases proceeded as follows: 

Phase 1 

Review of the Literature 

A literature review was conducted in an effort 

to learn as much as was possible about the demographic 

trend (as it pertains to an aging population) within 

the time limitations of the project. The review 

included newspaper articles, magazine accounts, legal 

publications, state law, and related written documentation. 
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This review, along with the personal observations of 

the author, formed the basis for identifying, as an 

emerging issue, the fact that a greater number of 

·senior citizens U will be subject to police service 

requirements by the turn of the century. 

Interviews 

Personal interviews were conducted with various 

key persons who, because of their personal or 

professional concern for, and/or interest in, the 

overall position of ·senior citizens'" in our society, 

are knowledgeable in terms of demographic trends 

toward a greater number of older persons. 

Survey 

Although survey instruments were developed primarily 

for the purpose of ascertaining needs, concerns, etc., 

a portion of the survey approach was devoted tO,the 

trend analysis upon which Phase 1 was focused. 

Phase 2 

Police Officer Survey 

A 13-question survey instrument was distributed 

among entry-level· personnel of both the uniformed and 

2 
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investigative components of the Torrance Police 

Department. Based on a 68% response from uniformed 

personnel and 50% response from those assigned to 

investigative functions, information was obtained as 

to police officer perceptions regarding the issue of 

police service to the elderly, as well as their 

ability to respond to same. 

Police Manager Survey 

A small survey instrument was developed and 

distributed among the managerial staff of the Torrance 

Police Department and, with 100% response, the local 

police managerial perspective was thus obtaineda 

Senior Client Survey 

A 19-question survey instrument was dev~loped and 

distributed through various senior centers and related 

programs within the City of Torrance. An external 

service was utilized to enter and process the response, 

the end result being a basis for identifying the future 

direction that should be taken in order to efficiently 

and effectively address police services to the elderly 

in the next ten to fifteen years. 

3 
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Phase 3 

Review of the Literature 

A literature review was conducted in an effort to 

learn as much as possible about programs in other areas. 

The review included newspaper articles, magazine accounts, 

training manuals, and other material pertaining to actual 

police service programs to the elderly. 

Personal Interviews . 
Interviews were conducted with certain key persons 

considered to be well-versed in police service to the 

elderly. 

On-Site Visits 

Based on the initial research pursuant to Phase 3, 

certain sites were selected and made the subject of 

personal visits by the author. From observations made, 

and the intexviews conducted during these observations, 

conclusions and recommendations could be developed 

addressing the police service to the elderly, including 

some of the problems that may arise in the development 

and maintenance of certain programs • 

4 
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Chapter II 

INTRODUCTION 

The peak year of public school enrollment for the 

Torrance Unified School District was the 1967-1968 school 

year. At that time, a total of 34,196 students were 

enrolled in the 42 elementary schools and four high 

schools within the Torrance Unified School District 

jurisdiction. Since that time, public school enrollment 

has been on a steady decline, and present enrollment 

figures show a total of less than 20,000 • 

Additionally, 12 of the elementary school facilities 

have closed during the past 15 years, with only 30 

remaining. 

During this same period, other observations have 

created a perception that the local population is getting 

older. For instance, the City of Torrance Park and 

Recreation Department, while continuing La provide 

numerous youth-related programs and activities, has 

perceptively increased its interest in, and efforts 

toward, recreational programs devoted to ·senior citizens·. 

Newspaper articles and magazine accounts devoted to 

a multitude of ·senior citizen- issues have, in a11 
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appearances through casual observation, increased to a 

noteworthy extent over the past several yearso These 

media suggestions that more and more seniors are present 

in our society are strengthened through such things as 

senior-interest advertising and entertainment industry 

attention (e.go, the 1985 feature film, ·Cocoon·, etco)o 

Further indication of the growing number of seniors 

in our society is exemplified through the existence 

(and continuing political influence) of such organizations 

as the National Retired Teacher's Association (NaTA); 

the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP): the 

Retired Seniors Volunteer Program (RSVP); -Meals on 

Wheels·; and countless other national, state-wide, and 

local organizations devoted to enhancing the overall 

quality of life for senior citizens. 

With these observations in mind, this research 

effort was undertaken for the purpose of studying the 

trend toward an older population in the City of 

Torrance, and preparing for efficiency and effectiveness 

in providing police-related services to this potentially 

older population. 

6 
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Chapter III 

MAJOR FINDINGS 

The major findings of this research effort do not 

include any significant ·surprises· to an experienced 

local police administratoro The fact that all 

indications are supportive of the contention that 

there is a demographic trend toward an older population 

in the City of Torrance was, frankly, to be expectede 

Considering those factors that may alter this 

anticipated future (birthrate, in-migration, etc.), the 

end result of the effort still supports the be~~~ 

hypotheses that a definite -emerging issueR fo: ?/;"/il,:lj'i j.",/ t:.:,.; 

t I. 

City of Torrance is an increase (most likely" /I"_J ,,-' /,1,/1/ 

increase) in the number of elderly persons (us: .1.-:;; .L:l/ - / !'j,(" .. ~ t f/.' 

most part, the age 65 and older) in need of, , i I .' I ttl . , /" . '.' " , 

concerned with, local governmental services by the year 

2000 .. 

While it is obvious that an increased number of 

senior victims, as well as senior perpetrators, can be 

anticipated (simply because there are more ·seniors" in 

the City), the major findings through this research effort 

are such that one can argue these matters will not.be in 
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need of as much attention as some other, less obvious, 

issues affecting the elderly. 

The actual fear of crime (notwithstanding the 

extent to which persons are actually victimized) is a 

matter in need of increasing attention, in terms of 

governmental provision of a comfortable quality of 

life for the seniors within our society. The ability 

of the police to react to this general perception of 

crime and victimization on the part of seniors is, 

according to this research, of major important. to the 
'--./ 

police administrator preparing for the future. 

While not necessarily a -finding- resulting from 

this study, the financial and budgetary constraints 

facing police organizations now, as well as in the 

future, must be considered when directing one's attention 

to the provision of police services. Keeping this in mind 

throughout the study, it was found that a major resource 

that has been -tapped- to a minimal extent, thus far, 

are the seniors (particuarly those who have retired from 

the regular work force) within our communities. Therefore, 

noteworthy attention was given to the area of senior 

volunteerism as far as the police service is concerned. 
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Finally, through this study, it was determined 

that police personnel are generally lacking in terms 

of their overall awareness of the aging process y and 

the specific problems, concerns, and police-related 

issues facing the elderly. As a result of this finding, 

some attention has been given to this area as a means 

of preparing the police agency for the future. OVerall, 

it is improtant that we face the fact that we are living 

in a society that is getting oldero In order for senior 

citizens in a given community to maximize their overall 

( 
enjoyment of life, as well as the ability of the local • police agency to offer effective and efficient police-

related services to its fullest extent, it will be 

necessary to develop and carry out strategic plans in 

response to this identified need. 

• 
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Chapter IV • TREND ANALYSIS 

What factors lead one to the conclusion that a 

greater number of older persons will be subject to 

receiving police services in the next ten to twenty 

years? Certainly, noteworthy attention is given to the 

news media as a major trend-setting source. John 

Naisbitt, in his book Megatrends, makes this point 

very clear when he explains the wclosed systemW of 

newspaper reporting, and emphasizes the fact that 

actual news in a given paper takes up a certain amount 

of space (commonly referred to as the wnews hole fi
), 

( 
\ and the amount of this space does not change significantly • over timeo Therefore, based on this principle of forced 

choice in a closed system, the amount of actual space 

devoted to news topics is an important indicator of 

societal trends"l 

While an actual comparative study of the amount of 

news space devoted to issues concerning the elderly 

has not been pursued for purposes of this study, 

certainly a routine perusal of newspapers in general 

(not to mention magazines and other periodicals) leads 

one to the unquestionable (albeit unofficial) conclusion 

that the number of persons in the older age brackets 

• 
10 
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is increasing, and general concerns over the issues 

facing the elderly are receiving significant attention 

at all levels. In analyzing this trend toward an "older" 

society, it is, perhaps, best to view it from three 

perspectives: (1) nationwide; (2) as it pertains to 

the State of california; and (3) the applicable trend 

affecting the City of Torrance • 

11 
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NATIONAL TRENDS 

One major source of what is occurring in the United 

States, as far as the population is concerned f is a 

periodical called American Demographicso The Marchv 

1984 issue of this periodical contains an article that 

begins as follows: 

-Americans are growing older, and 
in a hurrys By the turn of the 
century, over 100,000 Americans will 
be at least 100 years old - more 
than three times today's figures.-

wWhile Americans aged 85 and older 
as a group are projected to double 
by the turn of the century, the 100+ 
population will increase its size by 
238%·"2 

While the 100+ age group may be a less than major 

significant example of the aging of our population, it 

is certainly suggestive of the fact that Americans are 

growing older. Of more signficance to such areas as 

the police service are the number of persons who will 

be age 65 and over at the start of the next decade. 

An extensive review of the literature, including news 

media accounts, offers little doubt that the number of 

persons in this ·olderft age bracket will increase to 

a noteworthy extent. Almost three years ago, in the 

spring of 1983, one veZ1r comprehensive account of 

societal trends claimed that persons age 65 and over 

12 
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will account for more than one of every five persons 

in the next century, and further claim that this 

accounting will alter the way the United States lives 

and works_ 3 
Two years later, in l~y of 1985, a researcher, 

involved in studying the aging issue for the Federal 

Government, offered the fact that the number of 

Americans 75 or over (presently at 11.3 million and 

comprising 4.8% of the United States population), 

ft ••• is projected to reach 17.2 million - 6.4% of 

the population - by the turn of the century.R 4 
Tying in these two years is a report of the U.s. 

Census Bureau released in ~my of 1984, which included 

the following note: 

nSome 2.5 million Americans were 
85 or older in 1982. This number 
is expected to increase to 7.7 
million by the year 2025, indicating 
Rgreater health, social and economic 
needs of the elderly in the future," 

• • • • 5 

Oftentimes, national trends n~y be viewed from 

economic and/or political perspectives. One might 

easily argue that, when significant funding is devoted 

to a particular issue or concern, such a commitment of 

13 
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financial resources is indicative of a noteworthy 

societal trend. Taking this financial aspect into 

consideration, it is noteworthy that a major research 

foundation has recently committed 2.1 million dollars 

for a two-year program to look into ·successful aging-. 

According to the foundation sources, -Aging will be 

the number one health problem in the nation over the 

next few decades. Presently, people 65 and older make 

up 11% of the population but account for 29% of 

health-care costs.w 6 

in our society certainly increases the concern of our • ( 
Needless to say, the growing number of older persons 

nation at large over the multitude of problems inherent 

in the aging process. 

Elected officials throughout the country must 

naturally concern themselves with the increasing roles 

of ·senior citizens". Not only are the numbers on 

the increase, but there are numerous examples of the 

fact that America's seniors are joining together in 

groups and organizations which, for the most part, 

are created and maintained fer the sole purpose of 

providing a better and more comfortable life for 

people in the older age groups. Politically, this 

, • 
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is as significant to the political spectrum of our 

society as was (and is) the American organized labor 

movement. The best example of this trend toward 

organization of the elderly is the American Association 

of Retired Persons, established in 1958 for the purpose 

of assisting the elderly in areas that the private and 

public sectors were not serving. Headquartered in 

Washington, D.C., AARP has a present membership of 

19.5 million and, according to one source, has been 

growing at the astonishing rate of 6,700 a day_ In 

terms of size and aro~ition, this organization, a 

spin-off of the National Retired Teacher's Association, 

established in 1947 by Los Angeles educator Ethel Percy 

Andrus, is rather unique from an American historical 

point of view. Without fanfare, the American 

Association of Retired Persons has most definitely 

assumed a major role in American life, as evidenced, 

in part, by the fact that its magazine is received in 

more households than Newsweek, Time, and People combined_ 7 
Another organization representing older, retired. 

individuals is the Retired Public Employees Association 

of California (RPEA), which offered the following 

information from a newsletter in the spring of 1985: 

15 
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WPifty years from now, one American 
in five could be 65 and over, while 
one in ten may be over 75, according 
to the u.s. Census Bureauc~ 

W •• c The Nation's elderly population 
has doubled in the past three decades 
to a total of 27.7 million. w 

WThe 65 and over group could reach 35 
million by the turn of the century 
while the number could soar to 54 
million by the year 2030, about 21% 
of the projected population. w

S 

There have been some suggestions that, what with the 

recent -baby boomR, the indicated trend toward an older 

population will not occur. Most sources, however, argue 

that there will be more elderly people in the United 

States in the future regardless of any changes in today's 

birthrates, and even immigration rates for that matter. g 

Aside from the fact that the fertility rate is 

presently at a near-record low and is expected to remain 

low for the next few years~olife expectancy has reportedly 

increased by 27.5 years since the turn of the century_ 

In 1900, the life expectancy for the typical American 

was 47 years, and this figure has increased to 74.5 

years thus far this century - wan increase that nearly 

equals the gain for the previous 5,000 years. w
ll 
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According to the Congressional Clearing House 

on the future, RThe American population is aging. 

Regardless of birth and immigration rates, there are 

going to be more elderly people in our country in the 

future. 8

12 
The Clearing House, in a report prepared for the 

House Select Committee on Aging, examined long-term 

trends and issues pertaining to the elderly in order 

that Congress would be in a position to act to influence 

the future rather than to wait and be overwhelmed by 

demographic realitieso 13 
In this report, it was noted that the number of 

elderly people in this country has grown at a rapid 

rate in the last 20 years. In fact, this growth has 

been twice as fast as the rest of the population. 

The report adds support to other sources in claiming 

that older people are the fastest growing age group 

in the United States, when it makes reference to. the 

fact that, WIn 1960, just one person in ten was over 

65 (16.5 million people). By the middle of the next 

century, one person in five is expected to be over 

65 (67 million people), a four-fold increase in less 

than a century.N 14 
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This very comprehensive and interesting report 

offers in conclusion: 

AIt is clear that life for tomorrow's 
elderly will differ from the 
experience of previous generations. 
There will be more of them, so 
their concerns will be of greater 
significance to the Nation as a 
whole. illS 

There appears to be little argument that, while 

birthrates and immigration could very well impact on 

overall statistics, the actual number of elderly persons 

will most assuredly increase significantly by the year· 

2000. This, coupled with the fact that there is a 

noted trend toward senior citizens moving into city 

areas (inc:uding planned retirement communities in or 

adjacent to metropolitan areas)~6 leads the forward

thinking police administrator of today to the obvious 

conclusion that his resources best be developed toward 

addressing senior police service needs in the not-too-

distant future. 

18 
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STATE TRENDS 

In studying societal trends across the country, 

the Naisbitt group collects information as to local 

activity and watches for particular patterns. They 

have learned that, of the 50 states, only five 

experience the social invention that the other 45 

states followG Of these five, referred to as the 

"Bellwether States·, california is considered to be 

the "key indicator state"ol7 

It is significant to note that Florida is running 

a close second to california as a "Bellwether State· 

~nd, according to Naisbitt, may very well surpass 

california in that regard. Naisbitt offers the 

following demographic rationale for this conclusion: 

"In 1980, Florida had the Nation's 
oldest population and Floridians 
experienced growing tension between 
the state's older and younger 
residents. This conflict is 
especially noteworthy, because 
by about the year 1995 the entire 
u.s. population will reflect the 
same age-youth ratio that Florida 
has now, according to Census Bureau 
projections. By carefully watching 
what is happening now in Florida, we 
stand to learn a wealth of information 
about the problems and opportunities 
the whole Nation will face in the 
future ° "18 
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John Naisbitt offered the above analysis in 19820 

In August of 1985, an interesting breakdown of the elderly 

population, by state, was offered in a major periodicalo 

According to this source, Americans in the 65 or older age 

group totaled 28 million in 1984, representing 11.9% of 

the total U.So population. Quoting new Census Bureau 

figures, it was noted that the number of older citizens 

increased by 9.7% between April of 1980 and July of 1984, 

which is more than double the 4.2% growth rate of the 

entire u.s. population during that same periodo 19 

The statistical breakdown by state offered in this 

recent account showed Florida as having the highest 

percentage of persons age 65 or older (17.6% of the 

state population), whila California ranked 38th, with 

10.5% of its population falling in that age group. It 

is important to note, however, that California ranks 

number one as far as the number of persons age 65 or 

older, with the State of New York running a rather close 

second. 20 

While the numbers and relative statistics are of 

interest, one must naturally consider the overall 

distribution of the state population when concerned 

with local impact. 

20 
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Dr. Ed Richardson, Superintendent of the Torrance 

Unified School District, offered interesting commentary 

on his perception that the population generally in 

California is becoming somewhat older. He noted that 

the birthrate is down and that the housing costs are 

relatively high; therefore, in-migration of families to 

California is, perhaps, the most significant impact on 

school populations, statewide. Dr. Richardson states 

that approximately one-half of the school districts in 

California are increasing in terms of student population, 

but that those cities in the 50 to 100,000 population 

brackets are, for the most part, representative of the 

remaining 50%. He states that, due to housing costs, 

most families moving into cities of that size have built 

up their equity elsewhere and, by the time they make 

the move, their children are of high school age who, 

upon completing their secondary education, move from the 

area. The parents tend to remain in these cities, the 

result being a trend toward an older population in the 

larger cities of the state- 2l 

Perhaps the most significant statewide indicator of 

a trend toward an older population for California was 

the enactment of Division 8.5 of the Welfare and . 

21 
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Institutions Code, entitled ~Aging·, in 19730 Section 

9001 of the Code states, in part, WThere is a continuing 

increase in the number of older people in proportion to 

the total population; • e _ Today, 12.5% of californiaBs 

population currently is 60 years of age and over; • 0 • 

By the year 2020, older persons will represent 25% of 

California's total population; • - .-22 

Further evidence of the legislative interest and/or 

concern for the elderly is the ·Senior Center Bond Act 

of 1984", which received an overwhelming affirmative vote 

of 100 to 8 in the State r.egislature. This act 

authorizes the State of California to sell 50 million 

dollars in State general obligation bonds for the purpose 

of financing the purchase, construction, renovation, or 

expansion of senior centerso 23 
As in the case of national trends, the literature 

(primarily news media accounts) strengthens one's 

conclusion that there is an increasing number of older 

persons in California. American Demographics, iri its 

December, 1984 issue, notes that Florida is still the 

number one state in attracting older migrants. However, 

that source further notes that California, Arizona, and 

Texas join with Florida as the top four states re€eiving 

the largest number of migrants aged 60 and over since 1960°24 
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While births and in-migration into the State of 

California will certainly impact on the overall 

demographics of the state, there appears no doubt 

that the state trend is toward more older people. This 

being the case, statewide police services and, perhaps 

particularly those in the larger cities, must be 

prepared to address the police-service needs and/or 

concerns facing elderly peoplee 

23 
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LOCAL TRENDS 

Since the State of California has the greatest 

number of senior ci.tizens (3.7 million over the age 

of 60), it is considered a national leader in addressing 

the needs of its seniors and the manner in which 

California serves the aging population often becomes 

the role model for other, less populous stateso 25 
Should the trend toward an older population continue -

and there is every reas,on to believe that it will - there 

will naturally be a corl:'esponding increase in the demand 

for services of all typeso Considering this demographic • 
phenomenon from a local wlnicipality point of view, 

further analysis of this trend must focus on that locale 

with some exclusivity. Should this localized trend 

analysis lead one to the conclusion that the local 

municipality will be serving a great number of senior 

citizens in the future, the importance of developing 

methods of creating efficient and effective services 

to accommodate the growing nwruber of elderly cannot be 

overstated. With this in mind, this study of local 

demographic trends involved a more in-depth approach, 

and included local media review, interviews with certain 

• 
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key members of Torrance City Government, a Torrance 

Police Department management survey based loosely on 

the "Delphi System", and review of certain city documents" 

It has been well over a year since researchers at 

the Rand Corporation in Santa Monica claimed that 

population growth in the Los Angeles area will be 

slow for the remainder of the 20th centurY"26These 

demographers claim that the high cost of housing is 

discouraging potential in-migrants to Los AIllgeles and 

has also caused many current residents, including many 

of the most productive younger ones, to leav'e Los 

Angeles County in the hopes of finding affordable 

housing elsewhere- 27 

More recently, regional planners estimated that 

population growth in the South Bay Area of Los Angeles 

County is among the lowest in that county, and that the 

City of Torrance is one of four in the South Bay 

realizing a population decline over the past four years- 28 
A representative of the City of Torrance Planning 

Department offers the following reason for the sluggish 

or non-existent growth of the local popUlation: ·Young 

people are graduating from college and moving away, 

• 0 • they can't afford to buy homes in this area. 

Torrance has been pretty flat in its growth rate since 1970."29 
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The City of Torrance is becoming increasingly 

concerned over issues facing the elderly and is evidenced 

in several recent news media accounts of a local 

controversy pertaining to proposed construction of 

two apartment units for the elderly in the downtown area 

of the city. The controversy involves claims on the 

part of downtown residents and business people that 

the proposed development will adversely impact on 

downtown parking availability. In a rather recent 

editorial letter to a local newspaper, a resident 

offered the following comments in support of the proposed 

senior housing: 

-A total of two senior citizen 
apartment complexes will be built 
in 1986. However, there are more 
than 9,000 registered senior citizens 
who are long-time residents of this 
City. They have made a large 
contribution to the City over the 
years and have no wish to leave now 
that they are older. N 

-That these people are in great need 
of decent, affordable dwellings in 
the City that they love. It is 
obvious that two apartment complexes 
containing a total of 113 apartments 
is hardly sufficient and should only 
be the beginning of Torrance's senior 
citizen housing."30 
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In order to strengthen the various news media 

indicators suggesting a trend toward an older local 

population, several key members of local government 

were interviewed. Additionally, representatives of 

the Torrance Unified School District provided 

information helpful to this efforte While these 

individuals come from different operational 

perspectives, all have an interest in, and are 

concerned with, future trends that impact upon the 

Torrance community as a whole. 

Torrance City Cou.ncilman Bill App1ega'te, Chairman 

of the Council Committee on Citizen Enrichment (which 

includes senior citizen programs and services), notes 

that there appears to be a greater demand for seniors 

to receive city services, and personally feels these 

demands are likely to increase. Mr. Applegate observes 

that an Raging process· has been taking place in 

Torrance, with the average age increasing five years 

during the decade of the 1970s. He offers, as hi's 

rationale for this phenomenon, the fact that the City 

of Torrance was a "boomtown R during the 1950s and 

that, presently, the children of that era have moved 

out while their parents have remained. The fact that 

the mortgages of these early in-migrants are minimal 
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(if not paid off), and that local residents have grown 

accustomed to a safe and clean environment g along with 

the fact that many of them simply cannot afford to move 

elsewhere due to the higher commitment of such a move. 

Torrance city service providers, including the Police 

Department. must prepare for an increased service 

provision for elderly people as we enter into the next 

decade- 31 

Mr. Dave Ferren, a veteran City employee for 15 

years, is the present Planning Director, in which 

capacity he must pay close attention to trends impacting 

upon overall development within the City. In addition 

to offering the same rationale as Councilman Applegate 

(younger people moving out and older persons ~hanging 

on W to their homes), MIa Ferren states, aWe have found 

that over the last 20 years, using just the census 

figures, that our median age has gone up by about ten 

years. That is a real strong trend, and I think we see, 

with regard to school closures and things along those lines, 

that we are really tending toward an older population 

at least here in the CitY.-32 
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Mr. Gene Barnett is the Director of Parks and 

Recreation for the City of Torrance. For .many years, 

this department has provided numerous youth-oriented 

programs throughout the Citye Mr. Barnett states 

that, while his department will continue offering 

programs for the youth, the number of program offerings 

for seniors has increased significantly in recent 

years 0 Mr. Barnett notes, ROne of the things we have 

noticed is that the number of senior citizens in our 

community is on the increase. We see some of the program 

offerings for the seniors expanding and will probably 

continue to expand, certainly between now and the year 

2000·"'33 

Among the indicators that the local population is 

getting older is the noted decline in Torrance school 

enrollment. During the 20-year period from 1960 to 1980, 

there has been an overall decrease of 18 % in th\e school 

student popUlation. Of more significant note is the 

fact that elementary school enrollment has decreased 

by 37% during that period (see Illustration lYe 

Additionally, this is true even though the peak year of 

enrollment within the district was the 1967-1968 school 

year. In fact, overall Torrance school enrollment 

has decreased by one-half since that peak school year- 34 
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Dr. Ed Richardson, Superintendent of the Torrance 

Unified School District, noted th~t twelve of forty two 

elementary schools in the District have closed since 

1969. Of further interest, particularly with respect 

to this particular trend analysis, is the fact that 

three of these vacated elementary school facilities 

are presently used for adult education and/or senior 

citizen service programse35 

A review of City of Torrance Planning Department 

documents further supports the argument that there is 

a local trend toward an older population. In fact, 

the percent of the total local popUlation that is over 

age 65 has increased remarkably during the 20-year 

period from 1960 to 1980 (see Illustrations 2 and 3). 

In 1960, the total City of Torrance population was 

100,991 and 3,372 (3.3%) were over age 65. In 1970, 

the total population was 134,584 (a 33% increase over 

1960), and 6,730 (5%) were over age 65. In 1980, the 

total population decreased by 4.4% (128,691); however, 

10,767 (8.4%) were over age 65. In fact, while the 

overall population for the City of Torrance has increased 

27% during the 20-year period, that portion of the 

local population over age 65 has increased 219% in that 

same period. 36 
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Finally, while there are several variables that 

could impact on projections, based on the trend of the 

past twenty years, it is well within the realm of 

possibility that 10% or more of the Torrance population 

could be over age 65 by the year 2000 (see Illustration 

3). 

The fact that all sources external to the Police 

Department. substantiate the proposition that there is a 

local trend toward an older population notwithstanding, 

it is important, for purposes of this research effort, 

to consider the issue from the perspective of the Police 

Department itself. For this purpose, an approach based 

loosely on the "Delphi System" - that procedure developed 

for purposes of arriving at a consensus among a group 

of experts - was used. A survey instrument was developed 

(see Appendix A) and distributed among the IS-member 

Torrance Police Department management staff (one Chief, 

four Captains, and thirteen Lieutenants) at a recent 

staff meeting. No discussion was had on the issues, 

the respondents simply being requesred to complete the 

survey and return same at their individual convenience, 

during the meeting. One of the questions asked of the 

respondents was their estimate of the ratio of elderly 
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persons (age 65 and older) to the total Torrance 

population by the year 2000. Of the 18 respondents u 

13 (32%) felt that the ratio would increase 

substantially (10-30%), and three (16%) felt that 

it would increase somewhat (up to 10%)0 The obvious 

conclusion is that those people charged with management 

responsibilities (including establishing policy and 

procedure) over the Torrance Police Department feel 

that this Department will be serving more older people 

in the not-tao-distant futureo 
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TREND ANALYSIS - CONCLUSION 

Whether one views the demographic trends from a 

national, state, or local viewpoint, it appears 

unquestionable that there will be a noted increase in 

the number of elderly persons (age 65 and older), 

regardless of how they are geographically distributed, 

in the year 2000 and beyond. Based on the effort 

directed toward this trend analysis as it applies to 

the City of Torrance, it also appears rather certain that 

this Mfuture M hold true, locally. This being the case, 

the remainder of this research effort is devoted to 

ascertaining the police-related needs and/or concerns 

affecting seniors, and proposed response to same • 
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Chapter V 

SURVEY ANALYSIS 

Por purposes of ascertaining police-related needs 

and/or concerns pertaining to the elderly, a survey 

approach was utilized. Since it is important to consider 

these issues from both the police perspective and that 

of the client being served, three separate survey 

instruments were developed and distributed accordingly: 

(1) Police officer respondents; (2) Police manager 

respondents; and (3) Senior client respondents • 
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POLleE OFFICER RESPONDENTS 

The questionnaire instrument developed for the 

police officer level (Appendix B) contained 13 questions 

(eleven forced-choice and two open-ended). In order 

that any differences based on type of assignment may 

be identified, the questionnaire was administered 

separately to three major components of the Torrance 

Police Department, as follows: 

Patrol Bureau 

Traffic Bureau 

- 64 respondents 

- 23 respondents 

Investigative Bureau - 17 respondents 

(68%) 

(67%) 

(40%) 

For purposes of the following percentage breakdown 

of responses, respondents from the Patrol and Traffic 

components have been combined, inasmuch as both are 

uniformed contingents of the Department, both operate 

in a -field- capacity, and the separate responses were 

so similar that separation for purposes of this review 

serves no purpose. 

1. Do you view the elderly in a 
different light than you do the 
non-elderly? 

UNIFORMED 

Yes - 75% 
No - 25% 
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INVESTIGATIVE 

Yes - 76% 
No - 18% 
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2. Do the police needs of the 
elderly differ from those of 
the "average" citizen? 

UNIFORMED 

Yes - 62% 
No - 38% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Yes - 71% 
No - 29% 

3. Are the elderly more cooperative 
to the police than others? 

4. 

UNIFORMED 

Yes - 72% 
No - 28% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Yes - 65% 
No - 35% 

Do the elderly make greater demands 
on the police than the non-elderly? 

UNIFORMED 

Yes - 25% 
No - 75% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Yes - 29% 
No - 71% 

5. Do the elderly make greater/fewer 
unnecessary service demands than 
the non-elderly? 

UNIFORMED 

Greater - 36% 
Fewer - 54% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Greater - 24% 
Fewer - 59% 

6. Does it require more/less/same time 
to provide services to the elderly 
than others? 

UNIFORMED 

More Time - 47% 
Less Time - 17% 
Same Time - 33% 
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INVESTIGATIVE 

More Time - 47% 
Less Time - 0 
Same Time - 53% 
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70 Do you have sufficient knowledge 
to refer elderly persons to 
specialized social servicesg 

UNIFORMED 

Yes - 31% 
No - 69% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Yes - 41% 
No - 59% 

8. Have you been called upon to provide 
assistance to an elderly person(s) 
recently? 

UNIFORMED 

Yes - 38% 
No - 62% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Yes - 12% 
No - 88% 

9. Have you noticed an increase in the 
number of police calls for service 
that directly concern the elderly 
during your police career? 

UNIFORMED 

Yes - 10% 
No - 90% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Yes - 0 
No - 100% 

10. Do you feel the cooperation between 
the police and social service agencies 
devoted to the elderly is: 

UNIFORMED 

Excellent 
Good 
Needs 

INVESTIGATIVE 

o Excellent 
- 29% Good 

Needs 

6% 
- 24% 

Improvement - 49% Improvement - 53% 
Poor - 13% Poor - 12% 
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11. How familiar are you with the following 
aspects of the aged/aging process? 

a. Senility: 

UNIFORMED 

Very familiar -

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 
unfamiliar 

- 83% 

b. Alzheimer's Disease: 

UNIFORMED 

Very familiar -

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 

- 60% 

unfamiliar - 34% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Very familiar - 18% 

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 
unfamiliar 

INVESTIGATIVE 

- 82% 

Very familiar - 24% 

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 

- 65% 

unfamiliar - 12% 

c. Suicide rate, as compared to other age 
groups: 

UNIFORMED 

Very familiar -

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 
unfamiliar - 50% 

r' 
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INVESTIGATIVE 

Very familiar - 0 

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 

- 82% 

unfamiliar - 18% 



d. Arthritic pain (causes, manifestations, 
etc .. ): 

UNIFORMED 

Very familiar -

Somewhat 
familiar - 66% 

Totally 
unfamiliar - 24% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Very famili,ar - 24% 

Somewhat 
familiar - 59% 

Totally 
unfamiliar - 18% 

e. Overall outlook ,on society, em the part 
of elderly perso:ns in general: 

UNIFORMED 

Very familiar -

Somewhat 
familiar - 68% 

Totally 
unfamiliar - 25% 

INVES'l'IGATIVE 

Very familiar - 12% 

Som(~what 

familiar - 71% 

Totally 
unfamiliar - 12% 

f. Personal concern for/fear af crime/ 
criminal victimization: 

UNIFORMED 

Very familiar -

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 
unfamiliar 

- 70% 
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INVESTIGATIVE 

Very familiar - 41% 

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 

- 47% 

unfamiliar - 12% 
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g. Loneliness/depression,. as compared to 
other age groups: 

UNIFORMED 

Very familiar -

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 
unfamiliar 

- 69% 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Very familiar - 29% 

Somewhat 
familiar 

Totally 

- 59% 

unfamiliar - 12% 

h. Impact of criminal victimization, as 
compared to other age groups: 

UNIFORMED 

Very familiar -

Somewhat 
familiar - 79% 

Totally 
unfamiliar 

INVESTIGATIVE 

Very familiar - 24% 

Somewhat 
familiar - 71% 

Totally 
unfamiliar 6% 

The two open-ended questions on this survey document 

were geared toward ascertaining training needs of police 

officers as to the provision of services to the elderly. 

Respondents were asked to note their own personal 

training needs in this regard, as well as those needs 

they felt their fellow officers faced. Some examples 

of responses to these questions are as follows: 
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QUESTION 112 - WHAT TYPE OF TRAINING DO 

YOU NEED REGARDING THE 

PROVISION OF POLICE SERVICES 

TO THE ELDERLY? 

"OVerall view of available socicLI services 6 

and specific training in the different ways 

to assist the elderly as they differ from 

other citizenso" 

"A class on their needs (and problems) and 

how the police can assist themo n 

"Specialized training in dealing with the 

elderly is needed by all police officers -

all the specialized diseases are unknown 

to most officers." 

"I need to be made aware of what social 

services are currently available to/for 

the elderly." 

lilt would be nice to know what they expect 

from us. What do the elderly think in 

terms of our abilities/limitations?" 

"Orientation by a senior citizen and group 

on what they feel are important aspects 

of police/senior citizen contacts.-
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"Referral services for elderly peoplee 

Vict~ls of crimes and miscellaneous other 

problems .. -

"All aspects." 

"To be more familiar with services offered. 1I 

"Sensitivity - awareness of needs -

recognizing various symptoms common to 

elderly." 

"More training on the different social 

services." 

"Better info and programs to assist with 

their problems such as many of the ones 

listed here." 

QUESTION J13 - WHAT TYPE OF TRAINING DO YOU 

FEEL YOUR FELLOW OFFICERS NEED 

REGARDING THE PROVISION OF 

POLICE SERVICES TO THE 

ELDERLY? 

"Overall training in the elderly problems, 

perhaps the social service help available 

for theme IV 
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IIIIThey need to be more patient and 

understanding when dealing with the 

elderly. More compassion.-

RAIl types - the elderly are a very 

important part of our society that we 

tend to shove to the side and forget -

we give services to other segments of 

society but forget the elderly - I believe 

all police need training.· 

·Understanding the elderly's orientation, 

what social services are available for 

the elderly.-

WTraining wrong word - need to know that 

gojng out to help somebody back into bed, 

etc. is not demeaning and that it is their 

job and not to be upset with Services 

(NOTE: References to the Communications 

Section, a component of the Services Bureau) 

for taking the call. The elderly person 

who needs the help or the person who needed 

the help for the elderly persono It pisses 

me off hearing the 'new breed of super cop' 
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had to interrupt the arresting of some 

wetback with a screwdriver to go help 

some old person back into bed~ The 

comments that 'it ain't my job' and 'the 

fire department should do it' make me 

think that priorities are a bit screwed 

up and should be straightened out.ft 

In review, while the police officer responses to the 

questionnaire are not suggestive of any major problems in 

dealing with the elderly, there appears little doubt that 

appropriate training on the aging process and various 

services available to the elderly is a need that should 

be addressed. For instance, 69% of the uniformed 

respondents and 59% of those assigned to investigative 

functions indicated they are lacking in sufficient 

knowledge to refer elderly persons to specialized social 

services (Question 17). Additionally, 62% of the 

uniformed personnel and 65% of investigators felt that 

the cooperation between them and social service agencies 

devoted to the elderly is poor and/or in need of 

improvement (Question flO) • 
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OVerall, the responses to Question #11 - that 

dealing with various specific ailments common to the 

elderly (senility, Alzheimer's Disease, etc.) - support 

the conclusion that exclusive training in this area 

would better equip officers of both departmental 

components in dealing with elderly persons. 
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POLICE MANAGER RESPONDENTS 

In order to obtain Torrance Police Department 

managerial input into the process of determining 

potential service needs and related issues pertaining 

to the identified trend toward an older population, 

a five-question survey was developed (Appendix A). 

During a Department Management Staff Meeting held in 

October of 1985, the survey instrument was distributed 

and collected with no time being devoted to discussing 

the questionnaire or the issues it raised. All 

eighteen members of the Department Management Staff 

responded, as follows: 

QUESTION 11 - DO THE POLICE SERVICE 

NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY 

DIFFER FROM THOSE OF THE 

"AVERAGE CITIZEN"? 

Yes - 15 (83%) 

No 3 (17%) 
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QUESTION '2 - DO YOUR POLICE OFFICERS 

VIEW THE ELDERLY IN A 

DIFFERENT LIGHT THAN THEY 

DO THE NON-ELDERLY? 

Yes - 10 (55%) 

No 6 (33%) 

No response - 2 

QUESTION 13 - BY THE YEAR 2000, THE RATIO 

OF ELDERLY TO TOTAL LOCAL 

POPULATION WILL HAVE: 

Increased substantially 

(10-30%) - 13 (72%) 

Increased somewhat 

(Up to 10%) - 3 (16%) 

Remained static - 1 

Decreased - 0 

QUESTION #4 - WITH RESPECT TO THE ELDERLY 

(DO THEY/ARE THEY ••• ): 

a. More cooperative to the 

police than the non-elderly? 

Yes - 18 (100%) 

• 

• 

• • 
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b. Make greater demands on 

the police than the non

elderly? 

Yes - 3 (17%) 

No - 15 (83%) 

c. Require more specialized 

service (e.g., investigative, 

traffic, etc.) than the 

non-elderly? 

Yes - 6 (33%) 

No - 12 (66%) 

QUESTION #5 - ARE YOUR POLICE OFFICERS SUFFICIENTLY 

TRAINED AND EQUIPPED TO PROVIDE 

SERVICE TO THE ELDERLY? 

Yes 9 (50%) 

No - 9 (50%) 

In addition to the forced choice questions, individual 

comments were solicited from the respondents. The following 

comments were thus received: 

"I feel that the police community, as 

well as many citizens at large, have no 
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empathy for elderly - police officers 

need to be trained in practicing patience 

and courtesy toward elderly.m 

NIncrease fire paramedic numbers. Reduce 

sworn police response but substantially 

increase civilian (eSO) involvement. For 

example, patrol requests, vacation checks, 

welfare checks, be handled by a 'larger' 

force of civilians. ft 

~Elderly will need more services in future.

AThis is a cycle, and as the population of 

the elderly increases and the length of the 

life span expands, so do their problems." 

"The elderly are more likely to be victims 

of various bunco schemes and perhaps in some 

cities more likely to be assaulted. There 

are also cases of abuse by family members 

and in nursing homes. There is a need for 

educating the elderly and perhaps training 

police officers to handle some of the unique 

problems of the elderly." 
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"The 'expectations' of the elderly are 

probably more reasonable than that of the 

non-elderly. However, since crime against 

the elderly is relatively 'easy', the demands 

'appear' to be greater (by proportion) than 

that of the non-elderly." 

"Elderly tend to move into • senior' retirement 

complexes where their needs are provided by 

management. Additionally, 'seniors' are 

reluctant to 'demand' police serviceso" 

"Unfortunately, there is little (if any) 

training in cf.mtacting the f~lderly. This 

includes 'empathetic' training as well as 

special approaches and contacts." 

"There is a need to help officers understand 

that the elderly have a strong need for 

respect." 

"Normal police training is adequate but 

increased awareness will be necessary as the 

ratio increases." 
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This rather simplistic process of obtaining some 

idea as to the police manager perspective leads one to a 

two-fold conclusion: (1) that the training of police 

officers in the aging process is a need to be addressed; 

and (2) that some direction is, perhaps, in 9rder toward 

tapping the resources of the senior component of the local 

population to assist in the overall police service effort. 
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SENIOR "STAKEHOLDER" RESPONDENTS 

The method used to obtain input from senior police

service clientele was a 19-question survey developed for 

that purpose (See Appendix C), 1000 copies of the survey 

instrument were prepared and, with a cover letter bearing 

the signature of the Chief of Police, they were distributed 

through various senior groups and/or facilities. Due to 

time and financial constraints, the u.S. Postal Service 

was not used for this purpose. Rather, the involved 

organizations (City of Torrance Park and-Recreation 

Department, "Meals on Wheels", Retired Senior Volunteer 

Program, etc.) were given appropriate copies of the 

questionnaire to distribute at. regular meetings or related 

functions. The entire process was completed within three 

weeks, and a total of 253 questionnaires were returned. 

The services of a private statistical analysis and 

consultation firm (Appendix D) were obtained for the entry 

and processing of the data from the survey forms. The 

initial processing involved all 253 completed questionnaires 

(Appendix E) and, upon review of the information thus 

obtained, it was learned that 44 of the respondents 

maintained residences outside the City of Torrance (living 
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in adjacent communities while participating in Torrance 

senior program activities) 0 Additionally, the raw data 

gleaned from this initial Rrun R did not isolate responses 

into specific age groupings~ 

In order that more useful data may be obtained from 

this survey approach, the private consultant was asked to 

process the information a second time, with more 

specificity (Appendix P). Of particular significance 

is the fact that the responses to certain questions were 

separated into age groupings, with the overwhelming 

ma:jority of the respondents being age 65 and above, and 

thE~ largest single age grouping of respondents • \" 

representing the 65-74 age grouping. 

The first item of extremely noteworthy significance, 

particularly as it relates to the local trend analysis 

discussed in Chapter IV, is the fact that 80% of the 

respondents indicated it was not likely that they would 

move from the City of Torrance in the next ten years. 

Jmother interesting note, particularly as it may apply 

to senior volunteer programs (discussed in forthcoming 

chapters), is the fact that 93.5% of the respondents 

are retired from the work force. 

• 
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In order to get some idea as to the perceptions 

of local seniors as to criminal activity (and 

particularly their own potential for victimization), 

inquiry was made as to whether the respondents had 

ever been the victim of a crime, to which 70.4% 

responded they had not been so victimized. An 

interesting contrast to this lack of crime victim 

experience is the fact that 63.4% of the respondents 

answered "Yes" to the question, "Do you fear becoming 

a crime victim?" As to the type of crime causing the 

most personal concern, personal assaults ranks highest 

(53.6%), with theft of property (33%), and vandalism 

(19%) causing less concern. 

Very few respondents (4.3%) indicclted that their fear 

of crime victimization caused them to remain at home; 

however, 31% did state that this concern limited their 

leaving home to daytime hours only. Additionally, 12% 

indicated this concern would limit their leaving home 

only when they are with other people. 

The respondents were also queried as to their 

perceptions of the police servuce as it relates to 

older persons. Specific responses to the questions 

in this category were as follows: 
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"DO YOU FEEL THE POLICE ADEQUATELY 

UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEMS OF OLDER 

PERSONS? A 

Yes - 58.9% 

No 6.8% 

No opinion - 34.4% 

ADO YOU FEEL THE POLICE TREAT ELDERLY 

.PERSONS THE SAME/BETTER/NOT AS WELL 

AS OTHER AGE GROUPS?" 

Same 47.9% 

Better 14.4% 

Not as well - 0 

No opinion 36.2% 

ROO THE POLICE RESPOND TO CALLS QUICKLY?" 

Yes - 62.5% 

No 4.3% 

No opinion - 33.2% 

ROO THE POLICE KNOW WffERE TO REFER YOU 

FOR SPECIFIC PROBLEMS (HEALTH; FACILITIES; 

COUNSELING; ETC.)?" 
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Yes 40.6% 

No 1.9% 

No opinion - 51.5% 

The respondents were also asked the extend to which 

they would participate in activities related to the overall 

police function. Twenty three percent indicated they would 

be interested in home and personal safety presentations, 

and 20% indicated a desire for home security checks. 

Surprising enough, particularly with over 90% of the 

respondents being retired, only 14% indicated they would 

be interested in volunteer work with the police department. 

As to the conclusions one might reach based on a 

review of the survey response data, it appears that an 

argument can be made that seniors in this community are 

generally satisfied with the police service. The fact 

that over 70% of the respondents have never been the victim 

of a crime (which most likely contributed to the rather 

high Nno opinionN responses to questions pertaining to 

the police service), must be taken into consideration. 

Further, the fact that over 63% of the respondents indicated 
I 

a definite concern over crime certainly supports the 

argument that local police awareness of, and response to, 
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this concern continue to receive diligent attention a 

Adding to this the fact that, according to trend 

analysis, more and more people in this ·senior-

category will be on the receiving end of the police 

service in the future, further confirms this need for 

continued diligent attention¢ 

Having pursued some identification of the present 

and future needs and cou~erns pertaining to the police 

service and its relationship with elderly citizens, 

the next phase of this particular research effort 

involved on-site inspections of some programs presently 

in effect. Th~ following chapter is devoted to a review 

of these visits and the information thus obtained. 
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Chapter VI 

EXPERIENTIAL ANALYSIS 

Having pursued a research effort leading to the 

conclusion that we will most likely see in our -future 

scenario· a greater number of elderly persons becoming 

involved, in one way or another, with the police: andu 

having reached some conclusions as to the interests, 

concerns, and issues most likely to be in need of 

significant attention with respect to this future 

scenario, the next phase of this study was that of 

taking a look at what some others are doing, so-to-speak. 

In order to keep the overall research effort within 

reasonable perimeters, this -learning through what others 

are doing- approach was limited to five areas that, while 

specifically identified, were studied in a rather general 

fashion. Further, in order that the study not lose its 

potential value from the standpoint of practical 

application, a certain amount of interplay among these 

topical areas is important to consider. The five areas 

to which this approach was applied are: 

I. Officer Awareness (i.e., training police 

officers to better understand and 

appreciate the elderly and their police-. 

related concerns). 
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2. Victimization of the Elderly (including 

the issue of "fear of crime- and fear 

of the criminal justice system itself). 

3. Security (of the home, self, and 

belongings) . 

4. The issue of Senior Volunteers assisting 
i 

in the overall police service function. 

5. The senior citizen as a Perpetrator of 

crime .. 
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Officer Awareness 

Certainly among the most significant findings in this 

research effort is the need for police officer training 

in understanding older persons and learning how to deal with 

them more effectively~ With a noted trend toward an older 

society, it can naturally be assumed that police officers 

in the future will be dealing with more older people. 

This quantitative argument, coupled with the fact that 

police agencies generally recruit from among the ·young 

adult- segment of our population (early 20s), the need to 

enhance the understanding of older persons on the part of 

young police officers is even more pronounced. 

This identified need for training in the handling of 

older people effectively applies regardless of the specific 

situation in which the law enforcement officer may have 

contact with the older person in the performance of his 

duties. In fact, the older person may be encountered 

as a victim" a witness, an offender, a non-crime 

circumstance situation, or even a police asseto 37 
Considering the importance of this police training 

need, and the fact that efforts toward its satisfaction 

during the initial stages of one's police career (this 
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position being based on the fact that police contact 

wi th the public commences immediately upon a~Ndqnment 

to field duties, which is most often the initial 

assignment for entry-level officers), research was 

undertaken to ascertain what, if any, training in this 

area is offered new Torrance Police Officers. 

Officers of the Torrance Police Department, once 

through the initial recruitment and hiring process, are 

assigned (through the Administrative Bureau) to the Los 

Angeles County Sheriff's Academy for a 750-hour course 

of instruction on the basics of police work. According 

to sources familiar with the Los Angeles Sheriff's 

Academy basic training course curriculu:ru" 28.5 hours 

are devoted to "police community relations". This 

topical area is broken down extensively, with approximately 

five hours devoted to victimology and "views and 

approaches toward others". In this latter categorical 

area, several types of persons with unique problems or 

handicaps are discussed (e.g., mentally ill, alcoholics, 

homosexuals, etc.). Suffice it to say, although more 

than 18 weeks of instruction are included in the basic 

training course for police officers, any training devoted 

to unders'tanding and/or caring for the elderly is minimal, 

at best. 38 
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As to what areas, specifically dealing with the 

elderly, are most in need of being addressed from a 

training standpoint, it is argued that a sensitive 

and thorough presentation on the actual aging process 

should be offered. Ten years ago, geriatric researchers 

at the Center for Studies in Aging at North Texas State 

University offered a concise, but appropriate, 

explanation when offering their reasons for developing 

a manual entitled, "Sensitizing People to the Processes 

of Aging: The In-Service Educator's GuideR. They 

necessarily guarantee that one will approach an older • { 
" 

stated, "Understanding aging processes does not 

person in a different manner. However, an understanding 

of aging may help those who are concerned about older 

persons and assist them in adapting to their changing 

life situation. N

39 

The State of Florida, through its Department of Law 

Enforcement, Criminal Justice and Training Commission, 

has developed a course entitled "Crime and the Elderly", 

which is offered through the Florida Crime Prevention 

Training Institute. This 40-hoUl~ course includes four 

hours on the Rprocess of agingR alone. The instructional 

guide developed for this course offers the following 

• 
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According to the authors of Police Service Delivery 

to the Elderly, submitted to the National Institute of 

Justice in March of 1980, "The single, most prominent 

area of difficulty that emerged from the analysis concerns 

the role of the police in referring older persons to 

appropriate sources of help for their non-crime related 

problems. "'42 

This statement, particularly when viewed in conjunction 

with the results of the survey instrument administered 

to police officers within the Torrance Police Department 

(Chapter IV), certainly supports the position that thorough 

training in the area of elderly-problem referral services 

is in order. 

Perhaps the most obvious police-related concern facing 

the elderly is that of victimization. During a recent 

interview with Marlene Young and John Stein (Director 

and Assistant Director, respectively, of the National 

Organization for Victims Assistance), some interesting 

information was obtained as to the victimization problems 

that are som1:;what unique to elderly persons. An example 

is the fact that the elderly oftentimes tend to blame 

themselves for falling victim to crime based on their 

sel£-perception that they are becoming old and senile • 
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statement, identified as the -learning goal~u for this 

segment: 

BThe student will be expected to know 
the proper procedures for effectively 
communicating with the elderly, in 
spite of physical impairments. He/she 
will also know proper precautions and 
preventive methods necessary to make an 
older person's environment more suitable 
to his/her changing physiological needs'"40 

The National Retired Teacher's Association-American 

Association of Retired Persons developed a comprehensive 

lesson plan (including a separate instructor's guide) 

entitled, -Law Enforcement and Older Persons"o In 

addition to a lesson on -Process of Aging-, other topical 

areas given extensive treatment included, "Graying of 

America", "Psychology of Aging", "Communicating with 

Older Persons·, and ·Programming With Older Persons", 

to mention a few. 41 

The fact that such in-depth treatment is given the 

overall aging process, in terms of police-related training, 

serves to strengthen the argument that any local police 

agency anticipating an increase in police service to the 

elderly would be well advised to incorporate into their 

basic (as well as in-service) training program, courses 

geared toward providing a police-officer understanding of 

the aging process and its inherent uniqueness. 
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According to Young and Stein, officers should be 

sensitized to this, and watch for opportunities to 

reassure the senior victim that their having fallen 

victim to crime is not their own fault. 43 

Another interesting bit of insight offered by the 

NOVA representatives pertains to police notification 

to relatives of elderly crime victims. While it may 

seem appropriate to make such notifications, Marlene 

YOWlg and John Stein offer the fact that elderly victims 

are sometimes uneasy over the fact that family members 

may perceive them as being weak, senile, defenseless, etc • 

and urge them to move fromtheir home - when their home 

is all they have left. 44 
Lee Pearson, Assistant Coordinator of Criminal 

Justice Services for the American Association of Retired 

Persons in washington, D.C., commented during a recent 

interview, "The police officer sees the elderly person 

as senile, lost, drunk, confused, etc. As with other 

elements of society, however, the majority of elderly persons 

are alert and valuable resources."45 

As to actual training methods used to enhance the 

police officer's understanding of the elderly in all 

respects, Arnold Goldstein, in his ATraining Police for 
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Work with the Elderly· recommends a four-step procedure 

he calls Structured Learning Training (SLT). Goldstein 

emphasizes practical approaches to the training process p 

and de-emphasizes the lecture method and the strict 

on-the-job training approacho Rather, Goldstein places 

greater emphasis on such training approaches as Modeling 

(imitating the accepted behavior of others), Role Playing, 

Social Reinforcement (practical application of the 

learn.ing along with feedback), and Transfer Training: 

(actual training, by training staff members;, in the 

field)·46 

.Although Goldstein's offerings are over six years 

old and somewhat basic to the actual training process 

in general, they are certainly valid and well worth 

considering when developing a police training program 

pertaining to handling of the elderly. 

Police officers, particularly the younger officers 

subject to field assignment, are human beings within 

society first, and police officers second. As members 

of society, they are subject to the same basic 

perceptions and feelings of their human counterparts 

in general.. All persons, police and non-police alike, 

must accept the fact that aging is a fact of life-
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everyone is subject to the process. Learning and 

understanding the truth about the aging process, and 

preventing inaccurate perceptions and/or other biases from 

affecting their actions, is impo~tant to everyone, but 

especially the police. One source defined the term 

"ageism" as a "negative discrimination on the basis 

of age'"47 

This source went on further to state: 

"Like all prejudices, ageism is 
inaccurate and harmful. The 
pernicious effects of ageism, 
however, are not limited to older 
persons. Their impact on youngsters 
is particularly sad. Studies show 
that when young people develop a 
negative view of aging and of 
older persons, they may lower 
their goals for achievement in 
later life."48 

Perhaps then, in a most general sense, the most 

important rationale for using the training process to better 

equip police officers to understand various aspects of 

the elderly and the aging process, is the fact that 

they, too, are part of the previously identified trend 

toward an older population. 
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Victimization 

When considering the overall issue of crime victimization 

(and, for purposes of this research effort, as it pertains to 

the elderly), there are some different perspectives from 

whence the subject Luay be viewed. First, the rate of crime, 

broken down by age groupings of the victims, is one perspective. 

Another is that of viewing the nature of the criminal acts, as 

well as the overall impact of certain crimes committed against 

elderly persons. 

As to the rate of crime committed against elderly persons, 

the findings of this study are overwhelmingly in support of the 

contention that the number of crimes committed against the 

elderly (using age 65 and over) are comparatively low. In 

fact, an a-year study (1973-1980), conducted by the National Crime 

Survey, did, in fact, reach that conclusion. The report of 

this study, in addressing the apparent wide-spread belief 

that the elderly are disproportionately victimized, co~cluded 

that the answer, - •• 0 appears to lie in part not in the 

number but in the kinds of crime against the elderlY."49 

In studies conducted by the American Association of 

Retired Persons 1 Criminal Justice Serv'ices Program Department, 

it was found that there were very low victimization rates of 
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the elderly in the three more serious crimes of homicide, 

rape, and aggravated assaulte It was further found, howe'iTer, 

that the crimes of purse-snatching, strong-arm robbery, and 

criminal fraud, high rates of victimization are found among 

older persons-SO 

With respect to the impact of crime on the eld~~ly, most 

all sources argue that, regardless of the frequency of the 

victimization, the impact of same on the elderly is much more 

devastating economically, physically, and psychologically than 

it is for younger members of the population- 51 

The rationale for this argument usually offers the fact 

that elderly people most often have fewer financial resources: 

therefore, any economic loss resulting from victimization 

results in significant monetary hardship. Additionally, 

there is an assumption that the more fragile physical condition 

of elderly persons renders them more susceptible to injury 

that younger people and, in fact, more susceptible to 

serious injurY- 52 

Aside from actual crime victimization, of significant 

concern to forward-thinking police adminis'trators should be the 

fear of crime experienced by older persons. In fact, many 

recent surveys in which older persons are asked to respond 

as to their major concerns, crime is quite often reported as 
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the number one concern. Acc~rding to a 1980 article in The 

Police Chief Magazine, • • • • crime was listed as the number 

one concern of those residing in cities with a population of 

over 500,000."53 

This same article made reference to a 1974 Harris survey 

which found that M • • 0 23% of a national sample of older 

persons listed fear of crime as a major social problem, ahead 

of health (and adequate income) 0"54 

A 1980 report from the Los Angeles County Area Agency 

on Aging included the following highlights under that portion 

of the report dealing with crime as a specific problem area: 

·Crime was the most often reported concern of older persons 

in Los Angeles County_ One-third of the older persons surveyed 

reported that crime was a problem for them. ; The fear of 

crime was highest for persons age 65-74. : and crime statistics 

show that only about 5% of persons of all ages were victims of 

a reported crime. However, the proportion of older persons 

who reported that they or a friend or neighbor had been a victim 

of a crime in the past year was 37%."55 

Another area of growing concern specifically dealing with 

victimization by the elderly, is actual elder abuse. 

Vic~imization experts are quick to point out that this is 
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not limited to physical abuse (conduct that results in bodily 

harm), but also includes psychological abuse (threats or 

actians that cause mental distress and emotional disturbance); 

negligence (breach of duty or carelessness resulting in injury); 

and financial exploitation (theft or conversion money or 

property belonging to the older person} 056 

Addressing the problem of crime victimization on the part 

of the elderly from the standpoint of some direct response to 

the problem, led this researcher to the Police Department in 

Santa Ana, California. Santa Ana is among the few police 

agencies addressing crime against the elderly exclusively • 

Investigator Gary Adams is assigned to the Domestic Violence 

Unit of the Department and devoted most of his time to crimes 

against the elderly, (See Illustration 4). This assignment 

evolved from an earlier position dealing with elderly abuse 

and specialized crimes against the elderly while assigned to the 

Field Operations Division. Presently, the Domestic Violence 

Unit handles all cases of domestic violence, along with select 

crime where the elderly are victims. The procedure calls for 

the initiation of an immediate counselling program whenever a 

field officer responds to a domestic violence situation which 

he feels is appropriate for this specialized counselling approacho S7 
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It is important to note that ll while all police agencies 

address their response to criminal acts in much the same 

fashion, Santa Ana is among the very few to develop a 

specialized approach to crimes against the elderly. 

When addressing the issues of crimes against the elderly. 

one must naturally consider the impact of this anti-social 

conduct in terms of the individual crime victim facing the 

criminal justice system as a whole. There is little doubt 

but that the overall bureaucracy and -bogged down- machinery 

of the criminal justsice system enhances the adverse impact 

of crime victimization for anyone, and particularly for the 

elderly person who, because of natural frailties, may find 

it even harder to understand and/or deal with the system as 

a whole. In other words, the actual physical injury and/or 

damage or loss to property is not the only issue to consider 
. 

when analyzing the overall impact of an elderly person being 

victimized. 

Security 

For the most part, law enforcement attention to the security 

of elderly persons is handled through the Community Relations 

components of the police agencies. Programs dealing with such 

things as residential security checks, purse-snatch avoidance, 
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ar.!d fraud awareness are not uncommon throughout the United 

States. Among the more recent innovations along these lines 

is a program entitled, ·Operation Stop", developed by the 

Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department. Through this 

program, senior citizens are presented with plastic bags 

bearing a red stop sign (in order to alert motorists to their 

presence as they are crossing streets) containing a number of 

brochures dealing with home safety, crime prevention, property 

identification, and senior citizen referrals- 58 
Another rather innovative approach to security and/or 

crime prevention geared toward the senior citizen is the 

"Thelma Thwartum" cartoon series developed by the American 

Association of Retired Persons (See Illustration 5). This 

series of cartoons contains messages that clearly illustrate 

securi ty measures that can be taken by seniors to avoid the 

types of criminal activity of which they are most often 

subject to. The cartoon series are distributed to news media 

throughout the Nation, with a cover letter giving absolute 

permission for printing. S9 

Finally, another recently noted approach is that practiced 

through the cooperation of the Connecticut Post Mall in 

Milford, Connecticut. According to the article explaining 

the program in effect, "each day, before the stores open, the 
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mall-walkers will have the half-mile concourse to themselves 

for about two hours of exercising in front of closed storeso" 

The article goes on to emphasize the fact that the mall is 

enclosed, safe, and climate-controlled. In essence, the 

program offers a fine example of cooperation between the 

business community and the increasing roles of senior citizens 

in various communities. 60 

Volunteerism 

One cannot enter into a research effort pertaining to a 

perceived trend toward an older population without touching 

upon the area of "volunteerism·o The American Association 

of Retired Persons - among the major movers of this trend 

toward senior volunteers - has prepared a guide for the public 

and private sec·tors, which contains the following introductory 

note: 

"It is a tradition older than America, 
a custom routed in a commitment to 
purposeful citizenship, the integrity of 
the individual, and the worth of sharing 
talents and time. Volunteering in 
America is as old as the Mayflower Pact t 

when the founders of our Nation came 
ashore and pledged to work - not for 
money, but for a just and equal life. 

"The value of voluntarism has not been 
diminished by progress. If anything, it 
has been enhanced. And today, with public.· 
resources shrinking and society's needs 
growing, voluntary service is essential 
to maintaining social solvency.n 61 
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AARP representatives offer the argument that, while 

volunteerism in the law enforcement field is not new, a 

renewed interest in this area has arisen in response to 

citizen concern about crime and budget cuts. AccQrding to 

these sources, now is the time for a major expansion of the 

use of volunteers in law enforcement. 62 

As further evidence of the AARP commitment to the 

utilization of s~nior volunteers as a law enforcement 

resource, a two-year AARP study (1983-1985) led to the 

development of VALEA (Volunteer Augmentation of Law 

Enforcement Agencies). AARPs study confirmed what 

had been our experience in our programming in the early 

1970s. Findings of a survey of 1,242 law enforcement 

executives, officers, and volunteers disclosed that 

volunteerism and support of active law enforcement is 

growing and, having emerged only a few years ago, is 

leading to almost unanimous projection of police executives 

that will be institutionalized in American law enforcement 

by the year 2000. n

63 

Having concluded that senior volunteer assistance to 

the Torrance Police Department is a most likely reality in 

the near future, research was conducted to better understand 

and appreciate some volunteer programs presently in 
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existence 0 Some of this research involved review of 

literature, while others involved on-site inspectionso 

Jacksonville, Florida 

For over four years, Jacksonville (the 

largest city in Florida with a population 

of about 600,000) has operated a program 

of senior volunteers devoted to crime 

analysis activitiesa Through the 

efforts of thirteen senior volunteers, 

the Crime Analysis Unit can adequately 

handle the tremendous volume of 

information to be compiled, tabulated, 

and analyzed regarding crime trends within 

the Jacksonville jurisdiction. Department 

representatives offer important input for 

those who may be planning volunteer 

programs, including the fact that the 

volunteers must not remain on the 

periphery but be involved in the actual 

processes of the organization. One word 

of caution noted in the source article 

on the program was, "There's a di;efereuce 

between delegating and dumping. You can't 

dump every thankless, boring task on a 

volunteer. You've got to keep the job 

interesting. "64 
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Ventura County, California 

The ftOjai Valley Volunteer Security Patrol ft , 

comprised of 52 community-minded seniors 

(age 60-80), dress in the basic uniform 

of the Ventura County Sheriff's Department 

and, according to an article on the program 

in the Los Ang1eles Times, .. • • • are to be 

seen registering bicycles, keeping a 

friendly eye on homeward-bound school 

children, giving lectures on anti-theft 

tactics, advising on bad checks, and 

filing business-contact numbers in case 

of nighttime emergencies. ft
65 

The Ojai program is one of several found 

to be in existence in various parts of 

the country. While many skeptics question 

programs of this nature (uniformed seniors 

without firearms doing ftpolice work ft , etc.), 

the Ojai experience appears to be extremely 

positive. According to the article, "In 

the last year, they hav'e spent 2000 hours 

visiting nearly 300 homes whose owners 

were on vacation. None was burgled, and 

property crime in Ojai Valley is down by 

21% in the last year, a record drop at 

the tail end of a four year gradual decline 

in such crime."66 
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Claremont, California 

Based on the program materializing in 

Ojai, the Claremont Police Department 

program recruits volunteers from the 

community, trains them in various support 

roles, and then uses them to supplement 

police personnel. According to the 

source document explaining this program, 

R ••• It is stressed that the volunteers 

are not law enforcement officers. They 

will not carry weapons of any kind, nor 

will they be functioning as police 

officers or reserve police officers. n

67 

These volunteers are asked to work a 

minimum of four hours per week performing 

such tasks as bicycle ~egistration, 

abandoned vehicle abatement, home security 

surveys, vacation house checks, 

fingerprinting, and clerical work within 

the police stationo 68 

San Clemente, California 

The San Clemente Police Department has a 

senior volunteer program much like those 

in Ojai and Clarement. Presently, 12 

uniformed volunteers perform vacation home 

checks and abandoned vehicle abatement. 

The program is coordinated by a member 

of the vol~~teer staff, and operates 
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under a civilian community services 

officer who reports to the Commander 

of the Support Services Division of the 

Department. For insurance purposes, the 

program is under the auspices of the 

Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP). 

The "patrol" function is performed in a 

marked vehicle, which includes the wording 

"Senior Volunteer Patrol" on both doors, 

as well as the acronym "RSVP" on the deck 

lid. 

A rather comprehensive filing system is 

maintained by the unit, in order that 

thorough documentation is made of actual 

checks of homes of vacationing residents. 

It is important to note that, should the 

two-person volunteer team observe anything 

suggestive of a break-in (broken window, door 

ajar, etc.), they utilize a portable radio 

to immediately notify the station headquarters, 

following which an actual police car will be 

dispatched. In other words, these uniformed, 

but unarmed, volunteers act solely as 

trained extra Reyes and ears" for the police 

department. 

This senior volunteer contingent also initiates 

action on unattended vehicles within the city 

limits. While they are not authorized to issue 

traffic citations, they do leave an "Unattended 

Vehicle Notice" on the suspected abandonded 
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vehicles, with appropriate follow-up 

by a regular police employee at a later 

time. 

Through the efforts of the senior volunteer 

group, Iegtllar personnel of the San Clemente 

Police Department are better enabled to 

give their attention to those matters 

requiring immediate police response. The 

program appears to be well accepted by 

departmen+; personnel and the professional 

approach to its operation is commendable f 

in this authorWs opinion (See Appendix G)o69 

Sun City, Arizona 

A full day of on-site research was devoted to 

the ·Sheriff's Posse of Sun City·, a volunteer 

organization serving the retirement 

community of Sun City, Arizona, which is 

located approximately 12 miles west of 

Phoenix and covers some 21 square miles of 

area (See Illustrations 6 & 7). The nearly 

41,000 residents of Sun City come from every 

state in the Union, represent nearly every 

facet of background and experience, and are 

extremely community oriented; thus, volunteerism 

is a very important part of the S~n City 

environment. 
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After its initial development by the Del 

Webb Corporation in 1960, Sun City grew 

rather rapidly and, by 1973, had a 

population of approximately 30,000. 

General law enforcement was, and is, 

provided by the Maricopa County Sheriff's 

Department and, due to the tremendous growth 

of the area, the difficulty of maintaining 

a vigilant patrol mode became evident. In 

response to this situation, a group of local 

citizens met, organized themselves into a 

private patrol operation, and (using their 

own vehicles and CB radios - with a base 

station in one member's home) began providing 

'extra Reyes and ears· for the Sheriff's 

Office. 

The ·Sun City Posse N was organized under the 

auspices of the Sheriff's Department in 1974 

as a volunteer patrol group without any 

"peace officer· status. Shortly thereafter, 

the p~sse incorporated as a non-profit 

corporation, wth Articles of Incorporation 

and Bylaws approved by Sheriff's Department 

representatives. 

The business activities of the posse are 

conducted by a board of 16 governors, 12 

being elected by posse members and the 

remaining four appointed by the commander 

elect. The commander, elected each year, 
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is given the rank designation of aCaptain~ 

<See Illustration 8). Liaison with the 

Maricopa County Sheriff's Department 

is through the Commander of the Special 

Services Division (See Illustration 9). 

Residents of Sun City interested in becoming 

members of the MPosse" make application 

thereto and, after an oral board made up 

of posse members, along with a background 

investigation (conducted, in part, by 

Sheriff's Department personnel), the 

potential member enters the training 

program 6 The training program is rather 

comprehensive and involves four separate 

phases (not all of which are mandatory for 

posse members), as follows: (1) basic; 

(2) advanced; (3) duty officer training; and 

(4) special training. 

All posse members must complete the basic 

training program. The advanced training 

(offered only to those who are thoroughly 

"screened") is for those wishing to carry 

a firearm. The course, given at a recently 

constructed and very modern outdoor range 

facility (See Illustration 10), consists 

of approximately 30 hours of classroom 

work and attainment of a qualifying score 

on the target range. 
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Those with leadership qualities may be 

eligible to complete the duty officer 

training, in which case, they have the 

opportunity to be placed in charge of a 

given RshiftR. Special training, while 

not a requirement, is offered from 

time-to-time in areas such as search 

and rescue, traffic control, etc.). 

The primary role of the Sun City Sheriff's 

Posse is that of providing a visible patrol 

within the confines of the community. 

During the summer months, for instance, 

approximately one-third of the residents 

leave Sun City for cooler climates, and 

requests the ·PosseR to check their homes 

while they are away 0 A very comprehensive 

filing procedure is utilized to ensure 

the homes are regularly checked and, should 

a RproblemR be noted, information in the 

files will direct the posse member (or tpe 

Sheriff's Department representative who 

responds) as to persons to be contacted. 

This program is very comprehensive, 

exemplified by the fact that, from May 

through September of 1985, the RPasse R made 

14,047 checks of homes for vacationing 

residents. 
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As one would expect in a community made 

up entirely of retired individuals, 

the residents of Sun City collectively 

own numerous trailers and recreational 

vehicles. A large area within the confines 

of Sun City is provided for storage of 

these vehicles (See Illustration 11), and 

·Posse R members maintain a regular vigilance 

of this fenced-in storage facility. 

Certain ·Posse N members are trained in 

search and rescue techniques and similar 

emergency functions. In order that they 

may provide the Sheriff's Department with 

effective assistance in this regard, an 

emergency operations trailer is maintained 

at their headquarters facility, along with a 

utility vehicle (See Illustrations 12 and l3)~ 

The Sun City Posse has a headquarters 

building with a floor space of approximately 

4500 square feet, including offices, supply 

rooms, dispatch center, briefing room, and 

an assembly area accomodating better than 

200 capacity (See Illustration 14). The 

compound, within which the headquarters 

facility is located, includes a covered area 

for the 12 marked "patrol· units maintained 

by the "Posse N
, as well as an exclusive 

gas pump for fueling purposes (See Illustration 

15). It was interesting to this researcher 

that these vehicles do not designate the 
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occupants as "Pos£e" members (e.g., there is 

no "Sheriff's Posse" designation anywhere 

on the exterior of the vehicle), although 

the vehicles are, in all appearances, 

emergency vehicles, in that there is a light 

bar (albeit amber lights only) on the roof. 

When asked why the "patrol- units were not 

designated as part of the ·Posse·, the author 

• was told that they simply removed the "Posse n 

wording, inasmuch as most people are aware 

that they do not have peace officer status 

and are, th.us, not authorized to issue,traffic 

citations, or the like. 

When viewing the "Sun City Posse" operation, 

it becomes apparent that it is a costly 

venture. In fact, according to ·Posse n 

representatives, the yearly operating budget 

is between $70,000 and $80,000. Although there 

are no paid employees in the organization, and 

all members purchase their uniforms and 

equipment at their own expense, the cost of 

maintaining the facility and the rolling stock 

is obviously substantial. Upon inquiry, it was 

learned that funding for the operating budget 

is through the solicitation of yearly donations 

from Sun City residents. According to the 

information received during this on-site tour, 

donors are presented with a bumper sticker 

identifying them as a "Sun City Posse sponsor n 

Each year, a new sticker is offered to the. 

donors (See Illustration 16) • 
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While the author had several questions 

and concerns when considering the 

application of the ·Sun City Posse- format 

within a municipal police organization in 

California, admittedly the overall 

sophistication and professional approach 

of the Sun City Posse volunteers is 

admirable, to put it mildly (See Appendix 

H) .70 

Huntington, West Virginia 

In August of 1974, the Huntington City 

Manager, at the suggestion of an elderly 

lady in the community, urged the Police 

Department to consider the feasibility of 

some type of phone-in service"for senior 

citizens or handicapped people who live 

alone and are in need of some assurances 

as to their safety. ·Operation Lifeline" was 

thus established at that time through the 

Crime" Prevention Unit of the Police 

Department (See Illustrations 17 & 18). 

Senior volunteers operate the RLifeline" 

program from within an exclusive office 

within the police facility (See Illustrations 

19 & 20). "Lifeline" members call into this 

office every morning between the hours of 

9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. and, upon receipt 

of the call, the volunteer records the call 
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in an appropriate notebook (See Illustration 

21). The Police Department provides 

transportation of the volunteer telephone 

handlers, on a daily basis. 

In those cases when a call is not received 
from the RLifeline" member by 11:00 a.m., 

the volunteer will call that member. Should 

the member fail to answer, an ambulance is 

dispatched to the residence to determine if 

they have simply gone out and forgotten to 

call or if they are in need of help. 

A service of this nature, while it is certainly 

most effective. and certainly responsive to a 

community with a significant number of elderly 

residents, would be difficult (if not 

. impossible) for a police department to offer 

wi thout the assistance of the senior volunteers. 

·Operation Lifeline" is truly an outstanding 

example of senior volunteerism in the police

related services (See Appendix I and Footnote 

71) • 

Based on that portion of the research effort dealing 
, 

with senior volunteerism, there is simply no doubt in this 

author's mind that developing senior volunteer programs 

within the police service is an appropriate response to a 

community, the population of which is, by all estimations, 
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growing older. Mr. Ursel -Russ n Nolte, a very involved 

senior activist within the Torrance community, has suggested 

that local seniors are becoming more and more interested 

in community and civic involvement. Speaking for himself, 

he states, -r'm not about to pull up stakes here - Torrance 

does a good job at taking care of their seniorso N

72 

Gene Barnett, Parks and Recreation Director for the 

City of Torrance, states, ·Seniors are an untapped resource 

one of the disservices that we can do to the elderly 

is to allow them to sit idle, and not be a vital part of the 

community • • • we need to be sure and ensure that they' have 

an opportunity to contribute ••• n. 73 

Seniors as Perpetrators 

Unfortunately, the very nature of police work requires 

that law enforcement agencies be responsive to certain 

aspects of the psychology of criminal offenders. Steven 

Egger, in a recent article in The Futurist If offer!3 the 

following commentary under the heading entitled, -Elderly 

Predators·: 

nBy the year 2000, more than 30,000,000 
Americans will be over age 65, representing 
over 12% of the projected population~ 
Older citizens feeling victimized by 
poverty, fear, and frustration with an 
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unresponsive government, may eventually 
become preditors themselves, acting out 
of fear, frustration, and an instinct 
for survivale 

"At present, the aged commit few crimes, 
but some criminologists warn that this 
might change due to differing attitudes 
and values of the elderly in succeeding 
generations. 

-There are indications that this change may 
already be occurring. More and more older 
adults are being arrested for property 
crimes, such as shoplifting. Furthermore, 
many older Americans are members of 
crime prevention or self-defense groups in 
urban and suburban areas; whether their 
frustrations will be reduced o~ increased 
through this group identity is difficult 
to predict."74 

An article in a Fall, 1982 issue of Time, offered the 

following comments: 

"During the 1970s, when the number of 
Americans 55 or older increased by 
22%, major felony arrests for that 
group went up 148%. From 1964 to 
1979, arrests for murder by the 
elderly rose 200%; arrests for rape 
and larceny each increased by more 
than 300%." 

·Of all geriatric crimes, none is now 
more prevalent than shoplifting.n 
"It is reaching epidemic proportions,· 
says Donald Newman, Dean of the School 
of Criminal Justice of the State 
University of New York at Albany. 

DOne fact is beyond dispute: The law 
enforcement system is not designed to deal 
with the elderly.n 75 
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Mr~ Geor9~ Sunderland takes offense at the suggestion 

that there is a potential -geriatric crime wave N
, as 

indicated by this typical response, ROver the past year, 

I have received numerous inquiries on this subject from 

all segments of the media. My stock answer has been, 

show me; and, as yet, we have not found a jurisdiction 

in which there has been a marked increase in criminal 

acts committed by older persons.- 76 
In June of 1985, a workshop entitled ·Senior Citizens 

as Victim and Offenders· was held in Orange County, 

( 
California. With respect to that segment of the workshop • dealing with seniors as perpetrators of crime, the most 

noteworthy information conveyed was the noted increase in 

shoplifting offenses by persons 60 to 65 and over. Of 

particular interest to the author (who was in attendance 

at the workshop) were some of the suggested reasons for 

elderly persons engaging in such anti-social activit Yo 

Not too surprising, of course, was the suggestion that 

people living on a fixed income will steal for monetary 

gain. Less evident, but nonethele~s understandable 

(once time is taken to consider it) are such motivators 

as -attention-getting-, -impatience ft
, and RboredomR• 

The suggestion one might glean from this exposure is 

• 
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simply that some understanding as to the motivations behind 

anti-social conduct may assist law enforcement in its cause. 

Not only can law enforcement representatives make use of 

this information when dealing with the public in such 

things as speaking engagements and the like, but also in 

assisting the courts and prosecutorial agencies in 

remaining effective and efficient in their respective 

rolese 
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Chapter V!J.: 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The research effort culminating with this project 

report leads one to the rather easily expressed conclusion 

that, by the year 2000, the Torrance Police Department will 

be providing police-related services to a much greater 

number of older persons~ While the exact average age is 

certainly difficult to predict, it is safe to say that 

persons age 65 and over will comprise a much greater 

segment of the local population than at present. Additionally, 

one can easily conclude from this effort that some changes 

are in order to address this most likely future scenario. 

The recommendations thus derived are best offered through 

three separate categories: 

1. Recommended changes in organization 
and deployment within the Torrance 
Police Department; 

20 Recommended development of more 
comprehensive officer training in 
dealing with the elderly: and 

3. Development of certain senior 
volunteer programs within the 
Torrance Police Department. 
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Organiz~tion/Deployment Change Recommendations 

Presently, the only component of the Torrance Police 

Department providing exclusive service to the elderly is 

the Crime Prevention Section, and this is limited to 

periodic lectures and/or presentations before senior citizen 

grou.ps, and a IIIdead bolt lock installation program iii 

offered only to persons 60 years of age and over (this 

program includes installation of the dead bolt locks by 

police personnel). Any other police-related service to 

the elderly (patrol response, investigative follow-up, etc.) 

is general in nature, and without any exclusivity in terms 

of serving seniors. 

Since the early 1970s, the Torrance Police Department 

has maintained a ·School Patrol n operation. Prior to 1975, 

an officer of the Juvenile Division worked in uniform, and 

in a marked vehicle, directing his attention exclusively 

to the local school facilities. This officer's activities 

would include, but not necessarily be limited to, direct 

contact with school per.sonnel (faculty and students alike), 

thereby developing the expertise to provide specialized 

attention to school-related problems and issues. In 

September of 1975, the School Patrol operation was reassigned 

to the Patrol Bureau, in order to augment the uniformed 
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field force and to develop greater expertise in the 

handling of juveniles and school problems on the part of 

regularly uniformed personnel. At that time, the School 

Patrol was increased to two officers. During the last 

ten years, the two officer School Patrol has remained 

in operation and haS increased its activity and its level 

of specialization. 

It is interesting to note that, since the two officer 

operation was initiated within the Patrol Bureau, eight 

(8) elementary schools in the City of Torrance have closed 

their doors. On the surface, one would suggest that the 

number of School Patrol officers could be reduced as a 

result of these school facility closures; however, research 

into the actual activities of the School Patrol officers 

provides sufficient basis for opposing this position 

(See Appendix J). The fact remains, however, that such 

a specialized approach toward youth-oriented situations 

in the community be considered in terms of senior-related 

circumstances and issues. 

The recommendation, at this time, is to seek budgetary 

allocation for a ·Senior Center Patrol· concept that would 

operate similar to that of the School Patrol Program. 

Presently, there are five senior citizen centers, and 
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numerous clubs and special senior service programs operating 

within the City of Torrance. In order that, as these 

facilities increase, appropriate specialized police 

attention may be thus directed, a component of this type 

is recommended for inclusion wi thin the organizational 

structure 6f the Torrance Police Department. 

The recommendation would be for a budgetary allocation 

of one uniformed officer, effective in the fiscal year 

beginning July 1 of 1986. This officer, assigned to 

Patrol Bureau, would be given a three-fold responsibility 

at the outset: 

Review of this project document 
as a foundation for further 
follow through; 

Establishment of effective 
liaison with senior centers, 
groups, and key persons in order 
to develop necessary expertise 
for further development of the 
-Senior Center Patrol- Program; and 

3 • Enter into a program of regular 
patrol exclusively devoted (barring 
other emergency calls, etc.) to 
senior citizen centers and 
related locations. 

Any additional organizational and/or deployment alterations 

affecting the Torrance Police Department would result from 

the experiences of~ including information obtained by, the 

officer initially assigned this responsibility. 
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Officer Training 

The recommendation would be for the development of a 

comprehensive training program to be included within the 

basic training curriculum offered at the Los Angeles County 

Sheriff's Academy, as well as (hopefully) other police 

basic training academies throughout the State of California. 

A team approach to this effort would be in order, with 

team members including the proposed ·Senior Center Patrol

officer, a representative of the Department's Research and 

Training Division, and a representative of the Crime 

Prevention Section. This Team would be charged with 

the responsibility of developing the program in such a 

manner that it would be ready for dissemination by July of 

1987. 

The following topics to be included in this training 

program are as follows: 

1. The trend toward an older population 

and the impact of same upon the role 

of the policeo 

2. The process of aging, in order that 

the officer student will better 

understand the proper procedures 

for communicating effectively with 

older persons with various impairmentsm 
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30 Psychology of aging, in order that 

the officer student will better 

understand how to.respond 

effectively when encountering 

older persons who are confused 

due to decreases in their mental 

abilities. 

4. Crimes affecting the elderly, and 

the impact of those crimes on 

elderly persons, in order to 

provide police-related information 

to the elderly, implementation 

and support of volunteer programsa 

While the list could be amended and/or increased, the 

basics for such a training program should include all of the 

above. 

Senior Volunteers 

It is recommended that efforts be generated toward the 

creation of comprehensive senior volunteer programs within 

the Torrance Police Department. Again, a team approach to 

this effort would be in order, with team members including 

the aforementioned (proposed) ·Senior Center Patrol R officer, 

a Crime Prevention Section representative, and one 

representative each from the other major components of 

the Department (Investigative, Patrol, Services, and 
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Traffic). Initially, it is recommended that a vacation 

patrol program be developed, complete with an appropriate 

vehicle and a comprehensive set of guidelines through 

which this volunteer patrol component would operate. This 

latter point is extremely important, in that it is the 

author's observation that uncontrolled senior volunteer 

programs can very easily get ·out of hand M and become more 

of a burden than an asset to the police function. 

Another senior volunteer program that should be developed 

is a victim assistance component. Such a unit, trained in 

the workings of the criminal justice system, could be of 

great assist to crime victims (young and old alike) by 

RguidingB them through the process and, thereby, making 

their ordeal less traumatic. The Police Department does 

not have adequate resources to provide such an exclusive 

service; however, a group of well trained senior volunteers 

could prove very effective in this regard . 
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Chapter VIII 

STRATEGIC PLAN 

The information contained in this Chapter addresses 

the strategic plan for implementing the recommended approaches 

discussed in Chapter VII. 

Specifically, the intended result of the strategic 

plan is as follows: 

1. Through the budget process, the 

addition of one police officer 

position within the Patrol Bureau, 

effective July of 1986, to 

perform NSenior Center Patrol N 

functions, and to serve as a 

catalyst for further developing 

the Torrance Police Department 

response to the noted trend 

toward an older population. 

2. The development of a comprehensive 

training program pertaining to 

police involvement with older 

persons, and the presentation 

of that program to the Los Angeles 

County Sheriff's Department for 

hopeful incorporation into the 

course of basic training offered 

through the Training Bureau of 

that agency • 
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3. The development of a conceptual 

format upon which senior volunteer 

programs may be incorporated into 

the organization and function of 

the Torrance Police Department. 

The strategic plan developed for the intended purpose of 

reaching the above-listed goals involves the following 

steps: 

1. ·Stakeholder e identification; 

2. Identification and analysis of the 

"critical mass·'; 

30 Implementation technology: and 

4. Budget proposal/presentation. 

·Stakeholder· Identification 

The ·Stakeholders· considered in this strategic plan 

are those persons to be affected by the plan, both during 

its development and once it has been implemented. 'From that 

frame of reference, the following ·Stakeholders" are thus 

identified: 

The Elderly 

Police !-!anagers 

Police Officers 

Elected Officials 

City Manager 
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"The Elderly· 

Director, Parks and Recreation 
Department 

Chamber of Commerce 

Families of the Elderly 

In general, this refers to those members o.f the local 

population age 65 and over. For the most part, this 

"stakeholder- will be a resident of the .City of Torrance; 

however, since non-residents do have interaction with the 

police, the category must necessarily include all pesans 

age 65 and over that may, in fact, interact with members 

of the Torrance Police Department. 

"Police Managers" 

The effective llse of organizational resources being 

the most important overall concern of a police manager, 

the ·stakeholder" identification is very evident. Naturally, 

the Chief of Police is a major "stakeholder" in this regard; 

however, those members of the management staff directly 

concerned with the various components of the agency t~at 

will have direct contact with the elderly are certainly 

included in this • stakeholder " desi~lation • 
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"Police Officers" 

As with the case of police managers, the "stakeholder" 

designation is most appropriate for those officers coming 

into direct contact with elderly persons (field officers, 

investigators, etc.). Since all sworn personnel most likely 

be subject to the enhanced training, the classification 

applies to all. 

"Elected Officials· 

Those charged with the responsibility of establishing 

and maintaining governmental services through the electoral 

• 

process are most definitely important "stakeholders", and • 

will most likely be responsive to the information presented 

to them pursuant to this research effort. That these people 

are definitely "stakeholders" is well illustrated in the 

following news media quote, "Older people in the country 

have a very high voting participation rate, and they have 

the time to write a letter to their Congressman ••• So, 

on the one hand, they have alot of power - alot of clout on 

Capitol Hill . •. "78 

"City Manager a 

This individual, in his capacity as Chief Executive 

over all city operations, is most definitely a Rstakeholder" 
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both in terms of effective use of resources allocated to 

any of the several city organizational components, and in 

terms of responding to the political direction emanating 

from the local legislative body. 

NDirector, Parks and RecreationN . 

Aside from the Police Department, the Parks and Recreation 

Department has significant involvement with most segments of 

the population, and particularly, the elderlyo Further, 

inasmuch as the proposed program concerns, interaction between 

police officers and senior, ci tiz'en centers, the Parks and 

Rercreation Department (responsible for maintaining such 

facilities) will definitely playa major role in the overall 

effort. For this reason, the Director of that Department 

is designated as a ·stakeholder ft . 

ftChamber of Commerce N 

This local community component is identified as a 

Nstakeholder ft since any effort which enhances the quality 

of life for members of the community (as well as adjacent 

areas) will most likely result in positive impact on the 

local business community. Therefore, the Chamber of Commlerce, 

as the primary representative of local business, is identified 

as a ·stakeholder A 
• 
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·Families of the Elderly· 

The identification of families (and, in fact, close 

associates) of elderly persons as ·stakeholders· is based 

on the position that they are very much concerned for the 

overall being of the elderly. Not only is basic human 

compassion toward a loved one or a close friend the issue, 

but also the freedom from frustration that will naturally 

emanate from effective governmental dealings with the 

elderly. 

Identification and Analysis of the ·Critical Mass~ 

Those persons that can best be identified as within the 

·critical mass· for purposes of this proposal recommendation, 

are those persons from whom support for the proposed change 

is needed. At the outset, due to the managerial approach 

of the present Torrance Police Chief (a "team" approach 

with an effort toward consensus among the five Bureau 

Commanders), all members of the Department Command Staff 

(Chief and five Captains) are identified as within"the 

·critical mass". Additionally, the Director of City Parks 

and Recreation must be considered within this group, both 

due to his somewhat vested interest in the proposal and. 

as to the positive influence that position could lend in 
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terms of the budget process. Further, the City Manager 

and City Council are necessarily among the ·critical 

The entire ·critical mass" analysis process requires 

some subjectivity in determining the various commitment 

levels (taking into account both the official position 

of the players and their respective personality characteristics). 

Further, the commitment levels are illustrated in a two-fold 

fashion: 

1. The first chart (Illustration 122) 

displays the commitment levels based 

on the proposal that a new budgetary 

allocation for a police officer 

position be sought; and 

2. The second chart (Illustration =123) 

displays the same, based on a slight 

deviation from the proposal - that of 

reassigning one School Patrol Officer 

to that of ·Senior Center Patrol", 

rather than seeking a ~ budgetary 

allocation. 

In the first scenario, it is anticipated that the entire 

Command Staff would allow the proposed change to take place, 

and the primary effort would be that of raising commitment 

levels on the part of key personnel to bring about the 

proposed change • 
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In the second scenario r it would be necessary ta raise 

the commitment level of the Investiga~ive Bureau Commander, 

as well as that of the School District Superintendent (added 

to the ncritical mass- for purposes of this scenario, for 

obvious reasons), from that of a -blockage- to one in which 

they both will allow the change to take placea In this 

second scenario, both the Detective Division Commander (a 

Lieutenant) and the Juvenile Section Sergeant would be expected 

to react in a somewhat mirror-like fashion to the direction 

taken by the Investigative Bureau Commander. Further 

analysis of the endeavor to raise the commitment level 

of both the Investigative Bureau Commander and the School 

District Superintendent in this second scenario is offered 

as follows: 

The Investigative Bureau Commander is 

responsive to factual analysis and 

should, therefore, react favorably 

to any empirical conclusion supporting 

the argument for change. Should a 

study of police activity show a 

trend toward senior citizen 

involvement, it is anticipated 

that. the rationale for the suggested 

change will be received accordingly. 
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The same should hold true for the 

School District Superintendent; 

although it is safe to say that the 

approach will have to differ somewhatG 

This member of the ·critical mass· 

must be convinced that the one 

remaining School Patrol officer 

would continue to maintain close 

liaison with the schools that have not 

closed due to decreasing enr91lment, 

and that the overall impact of the 

·School Patrol· program would remain 

effective • 

Implementation Technology 

. In order to implement the actval transition (i.e., change) 

recommended as a result of this research effort, it will be 

necessary to devote exclusive meeting time to a review of 

the entire study. 

Initially, this would be an exclusive agenda item at 

Department Command Staff meetings (Chief and five Captains), 

in order that a total command staff -buy inN may be realized. 

Once a decision has been made that the proposed addition 

to the personnel and equipment resources of the Department 

(a police officer and a vehicle, etc.) is in order, direction 

would be given for the preparation of an actual bu~get proposalG 
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Assuming the budget proposal receives an affirmative 

response from both the City Manager's Office and the 

City Council, the next step in the overall implementation 

process would be to identify that police officer most 

appropriately suited for assignment to the ·Senior Center 

Patrol W Unit. This process would include a Department 

Notice alerting all personnel to the new position and 

explaining the general philosophy behind the forthcoming 

program. Next, those officers indicating an interest 

in such an assignment would be interviewed and a select.ion 

made: 

Budget Proposal/Presentation 

The actual budget proposal would be two-fold: 

1. A written proposal developed 

from the material included in 

this study; and 

2. A video tape presentation developed 

for the purpose of dramatically 

illustrating both the trend toward 

an older population and the intended 

application of a police officer 

position devoted rather exclusively 
to ·Senior Center Patrol- activities. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

(Police Managers) 

DEPT. ___________________________ RANK~ ______________ ~DATE ____________ __ 

YEARS SERVICE YEARS IN MANAGEMENT (Lt & Above) ------
(NOTE: For purposes of this survey, the term 

"elderly" refers to persons age 65 
and older) 

1. Do the ~~~ service needs of the elderly differ from those of the 
"average citizen"? 

YES NO 

2. Do your police officers view the elderly in a differernt light than 
they do the non-elderly? 

YES NO 

3. By the year 2000, the ratio of elderly to total local population will 
have: 

Increased substantially (10-30%) 

Increased somewhat (Up to 10%) 

Remained static 

Decreased 

4. With respect to the elderly (do they/are they •••• ): 

a. More cooperative to the police than the non-elderly? 

YES NO 

b. Make greater demands on the police than the non-elderly? 

YES NO 

c. Require more specialized service (e.g. investigative, 
traffic, etc.) than the non-elderly? 

YES NO 

5. Are your police officers sufficiently trained and equipped to provide 
service to the elderly? 

YES NO 

A-l 
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~ COMMENTS: ________________________________________________________ _ 

NAME --------------------------------------------
(Random follow-up interviews will be conducted) 

~ 
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POLICE OFFICER QUESTIONNAIRE 

DEPAR~ _________________________________ DATE ____________________ _ 

PRESENT ASSI~NT ________________________________________________ _ 

YEARS OF SERVICE: PATROL INVESTIGATIVE O'IHER ---------- ~------- ----------
(NOTE: For purposes of this survey, the 

term "elderly" refers to persons 
age 65 and older) 

1. Do you view the elderly in a different light than you do the non-elderly? 

YES NO 

2. Do the police needs of the' elderly differ fran toose of the "average 
citizen"'? 

YES NO 

3. Are the elderly more cooperative to the police than others? 

YES NO 

4. 00 the elderly make greater demands on the police than the non-elderly? 

YES NO 

5. 00 the elderly make greater/fewer unnecessary service demands than the 
non-elderly? 

GREATER FEWER 

6. Ooes it require more/less/same time to provide services to the elderly 
than others? 

MORE TIME 

LESS TIME 

SAME TIME' 

7. 00 you have sufficient knowledge to refer elderly persons to specialized 
social services? 

YES NO 

B-1 



80 Have you been called upon to provide assistance to an-elderly person(s) 
recently? 

YES NO 

9.. Have you noticed an increase in the number of police calls for service 
that directly concern the elderly durin; your police. career? . 

YES NO 

13.. Do you feel ti:e cooperation between the police and social service 
agencies devoted to the elderly is: 

Excellent 

Good 

Needs improvement 

Poor 

110 How familiar are you with the following aspects of the aged/aging 
process? 

a. Senility: 

Very famil iar 

Somewhat familiar 

totally unfamiliar 

b. Alzheimer's Disease 

Very famil iar 

Somewhat familiar 

Totally unfamiliar 

c. Suicide rate, as compared to other age groups: 

Very famil iar 

Somewhat familiar 

Totally unfamiliar 

B-2 
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d.. Arthritic pain (causes; manifestations; etc.): 

Very familiar 

Somewhat familiar 

totally unfamiliar 

e. Overall outlook on society, on the part of elderly persons in 
general: 

Very famil iar 

Sanewha t famil iar 

Totally unfamiliar 

f. Personal concern for/feat of crime/crbninal victbnization: 

Very familiar 

Sanewha t famil iar 

Totally unfamiliar 

g. Loneliness/depression, as canpared to other age groups: 

Very famil iar 

Sanewhat familiar 

Totally unfami~iar 

h.. Impact of crbninal victbnization, as canpared to other age groups: 

Very familiar 

Somewhat familiar 

Totally unfamiliar 

12. What type of training do you need regarding the provision of police 
services to the elderly? 

B-3 
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13. What type of training do you f~el your fellow officers need regarding 
the provision of police services to the elderly? 
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GCLICE OE~""RTMENT 

CNALO E. N .... SH 
POLICE CHIEF' CITY OF TORRANC. 

3300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCE. CAL.IFORNIA 

TEL.EPHON£ C 21:3l 326·3456 

Dear Respondent: 

The attached questionnaire pertains to a research effort on 
the part of Captain James M. Weyant of the Torrance Police 
Department. Captain Weyant's study is an integral part of 
the "California Police Command College", of which he is a 
member, and a requirement for successful completion of the 
program. 

Your response to the questions are a major part of Captain 
Weyant's research, which deals with police service to ~he 
elderly. The assistance you provide will benefit law 
enforcement in general, as the final research p~oduct will 
be made available to police agencies throughout the State 
of California. 

Should you have any specific questions regarding this matter, 
Captain Weyant can be reached at (213) 618-5697. 

Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 

C-l 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

NAME (Optional) ________________________________________________ __ 

ADDRESS (Optional) ______________________________________________ _ 

PHONE (Optional) ________________________________________________ _ 

1. ARE YOU A RESIDENT OF TORRANCE? 

/ / Yes 

/ / No (If "No", skip to Ques tion ifoS) 

2. REFERRING TO THE CITY MAP ON BACK PAGE, PLEASE INSERT THE REPORTING DISTRICT 
NUMBER CORRESPONDING WITH THE AREA IN WHICH YOU LIVE: 

R/D ____________ _ 

3. HOW LONG HAVE YOU RES IDED IN TORRANCE ?_Y_R_S_. ______ ._M_O_S_. _____ _ 

4. WHAT IS THE LIKELIHOOD THAT YOU WILL MOVE FROM THE CITY OF TORRANCE IN THE 
NEXT 10 YEARS? 

/ 7 Very likely 

/ / Somewhat likely 

/ / Not likely 

S. REGULAR MODE OF TRANSPORTATION (CHECK ALI THAT APPLY): 

/ / a. Drive car 

/ / Daylight only 

/ / Day & Nighttime hours 

/ / b. Walk 

/ / Daylight only 

/ / Day & nighttime hours 

/ / c. Ride with Family/Friends 

/ / d. Take a bus 

_/ _/ Daylight only 

/ / Day & nighttime hours 

C'-2 

/ / e. Take a taxi 

/ / f. "Dial-A-Ride" or similar 

/ / g. Pay someone to take me 

/ / h. Other (Please sp4cify) 
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6. HOW OFTEN DO YOU LEAVE YOUR RESIDENCE? 

DAYLIGHT HOURS 

/ / a. Do not leave at all 

/ / b. 1-2 days per week 

/ / c. 3-4 days per week 

/ / d. 4-7 days per week 

NIGHTTIME HOURS 

/ / f. Do not leave at all 

/ / e. 1-2 days per week 

/ / h. 3-4 days per week 

/ / i. 4-7 days per week 

• 
/ / e. Other _________ _ / / j. Other ___________ _ 

7. WHO DO YOU RELY UPON FOR ASSISTANCE WHEN NEEDED (Check all that apply): 

/ / a. Immediate family 

Spouse 

Adult children 

/ / b. Other relatives 

/ / c. Neighbors 

/ / d. Oth~rs (Specify) 

8. WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS? 

/ / a. Work full-time 

/ / b. Work part-time 

/ / c. Retired 

9. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN A VICTIM OF CRIME? 

/ / e. Friends 

/ / f. Private services 

/ / g. Government services 

/ / a. Never (If "Never" is checked, skip to Question 1F12) 

/ / b. Once 

/ / c. More than once 

C-3 
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10. TYPE OF CRIME VICTIMIZATION (Check all that apply): 

a. Personal assault 

/ / Required medical treatment 

L __ ./ Required hospitalization 

/ / Weapon involved 

1 1 Threats only 

b. Theft of property 

/ / Included personal assault 

1--1 Included illegal entry to home 

1---1 Included illegal entry to separate structure (garage, 
- shed, etc.) 

c. Value of property stolen: 

/ / Less than $100 

/ 1 $100-500 

/ / $500-1,000 

I lOver $1,000 

d. Value of property vandalism: 

L_i Less than $100 

I 1 $100-500 

I I $500-1,000 

1 lOver $1,000 

11. DID yOU REPORT THE CRlME(S) TO POLICE? 

_I _I YES I I NO 

(If "NO", why?) -----------------------------------------

C-4 
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12. CRIME PERCEPTIONS: 

a. Do you fear becoming a crime victim? 

/ / YES / / NO 

b. What specific crime(s) cause you the most personal concern 
(Check all that apply)? 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

Personal assault 

Theft of property 

Vandalism 

Other 
----------------------------------------------

• 

c. Does your fear of victimization cause you to (check all that apply)g 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

Not leave home 

Leave home only with others 

Leave home only in daytime 

Cause you to consider moving: 

/ / To a different ~ of residence 

/ / To a different geographical area • 
Other impact ______________________________________ _ 

13. WHAT SECURITY PRECAUTIONS DO YOU USE (Check all that apply): 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

a. Dead-bolt locks 

b. Barred windows 

c. Other window security (besides locks) 

d. Weapons(s) 

e. Hand-carried tear gas device 

f. Alarm system 

/ / Home 

/ / Auto 

C-5 
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14. POLICE SERVICE NEEDS/PERCEPTIONS: 

15. AGE: 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

a. Do you feel the police adequately understand the problems of 
older persons? 

_/ _/ YES _/_/ NO / / NO OPINION 

b. Do you feel the police treat elderly persons the same/betterl 
not as well as other age groups? 

Same / / No opinion 

/ / Better 

/ / Not as well 

c. Do the police respond to calls quickly? 

/ / YES / I NO I l NO OPINION 

d. Do the police know where to refer you for specific problems 
(health; facilities; counseling; etc.)? 

/ / YES / / NO / '_/ NO OPINION 

e. Are you inter'ested in and/or would you participate in any of the 
following (check all that apply): 

a. 59-54 

b. 55-59 

c. 60-64 

d. 65-69 

e. 70-74 

f. 75-79 

g. 80-84 

h. 85+ 

/ / Home and personal safety presentations 

L __ I Home security checks 

/ / Victim assistance 

I / Volunteer work with the police department 

C'-6 

16. TYPE OF HOME 

_/ __ / a. Single family 

/ / b. Apartment 

/ I c. Condo 

/ / d. Hotel 

/ / e. Boarding house 

/ / f. Mobile home 

/ / g. Other (Please specify) 
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17. MY/OUR RESIDENCE IS: 

(" a. Street level • b. Upper level 

18. I/WE: 

/ / a. Own 

/ / b. Rent 

19. HOUSEHOLD: 

/ / a. Live alone 

/ / b. With family 

/ / Spouse 

/ / Children 

c. With others 

d. How many in household? __________ __ 

• 

'. • 
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• MARY JACKSON 

7621 Alcove Ave. 
North Hollywood, CA 91605 
(213) 743-8771 (work) 
(81a) 764-6918 (home) 

EMPLOYMENT 

• 

-. 

University of Southern California - Statistician/Programmer 
(1982 - present) 

Responsible for all phases of data collection and 
analysis on four research projects. Responsibilities 
include: development of data collection strategies, 
including sampling; instrument development and testing; 
data collection; development of stategies for statistical 
analysis; formulate and execute all statistical analyses 
us; ng primaril y SAS and SPSSX sta ti sti ca 1 packages on an 
IBr~ 3081 system; interpret statistical analyses; write 
summary of results for papers and articles and/or serve 
as a consultant on these issues. 

University of Southern California - Computer programmer! 
User Consultant (1979 - 1982) 

Provide programming (primarily PL/I and Fortran) in 
response to specific requests by users of in-house 
mini-computer (Varian - Sperry Univac) and main 
campus IBM (3031) system; work directly with in-house 
system including routine system use and maintenance, 
scheduling of user jobs and utilities, and assisting 
users with text and data entry and data analysis; 
development and maintenance of billing package to 
bill users of facility for on-line usage and storage; 
provide consultation to users regarding statistical 
analyses, packaged statistical programs, programming 
issues and use of University Computing Center; development 
of training package and training of users of Apple 
microcomputers 

University of Southern California - Evaluation Specialist 
(1978 - 1979) 

Responsible for the design and implementation of the evaluation 
components for various major training programs including: 
des; gil and test; ng of appropriate survey instruments; develop-
ment of computer system files; selection of appropriate statistical 
analyses; write and run all computer programs (SPSS, BHOP, SAS. 
Fortran); consultation on, and involvement in, the development 

D-1 
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Mary Jackson 

and writing of reports~ including presentation of statistical 
tests and methodology, results, and appropriate inferences and 
conclusions; primary responsibility for the accuracy and 
appropriateness of methods of data reporting on all publications; 
provide direct consultation on the evaluation components and 
substanitive areas of all grants; major responsibility for 
developing and writing text regarding these topics on all grants 
and proposals 

University of Southern California - Research Technician 
(1977 - 1978) 

Responsible for providing and coordinating analyses of all 
project data; serve as a consultant to project staff regarding 
teChnical aspects of computer programming. data interpretation 
and presentation~ and statistical inference; major involvement 
in text writing and editing on project publications and papers 

University of Southefn California - Project AssiStant/Editorial 
and Research Aide (1975 - 1977) 

Duties included development and implementation of computer 
runs for the purpose of data analysis; analysis and interpretation 
of computer output; consulting on data use and analyses; writing, 
editing and review of laboratory publications, papers and other 
materials; act as project director in project director's 
absence 

University of Southern California - Research Associate (1975). 

TEACHING 

Research Assistant (1974 -1975) 

Duties included aiding in the design and administration of 
qu~stionnaire and interview instruments; data collection. coding 
and analysis; trained interviewers and coordinated field work; 
conducted interviews 

University of Southern California - School of Social Work. 
Doctoral program. SW 760 - Statistics 
(Fall 1984 - Spring 19a5) 

University of Southern California - School of Social Work, 
Masters program, SW 629 - Research Methods 
(Fan 1984) 

University of Southern California - School of Gerontology 
Masters program, Gero 593A - Statistics 
(Spri ng 19dO) 
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and writing of reports, including presentation of statistical 
tests and methodology, results, and appropriate inferences and 
conclusions; primary responsibility for the accuracy and 
appropriateness of methods of data reporting on all publications; 
provide direct consultation on the evaluation components and 
substanitive areas of all grants; major responsibility for 
developing and writing text regarding these topics on all grants 
and proposals 

University of Southern California - Research Technician 
(1~77 - 1978) . 

Responsible for providing and coordinating analyses of all 
project data; serve as a consultant to project staff regarding 
technical aspects of computer programming, data interpretation 
and presantation, and statistical inference; major involvement 
in text writing and editing on project publications and papers 

University of.Soutnern California - Project Assistant/Editorial 
and Research Aide (1975 - 1977) 

Duties included development and implementation o.f computer 
runs for the purpose of data ana'lysis; analysis and interpretation 
of computer output; consulting on data use and analyses; writing. 
editing and review of laboratory publications, papers and other 
materials; act as project director in project director's 
absence 

University of Southern California - Research Associate (197S), 
Research Assistant (1974 -1975) 

Duties included aiding in the design and administration of 
quastionnaire and interview instruments; data collection, coding 
and analysis; trained interviewers and coordinated field work; 
conducted interviews 

TEACHING 

' .• 

University of Southern California - School of Social Work, 
Doctoral program, S~'l 760 - Statistics 
(Fall 1984 - Spring 1985) 

University of Southern California - School of Social Work, 
t1asters program~ SW 629 - Research r"ethods 
(Fall 1984) 

University of Southern California - School of Gerontology 
Masters program, Gero 593A - Statistics 
(Spri ng 1980) 

0-2 



, Mary Jaclcson 

CONSULTI~G (1977 - present) 

EDUCATION 

Provide consultation and/or direct services to students 9 

staff and faculty engaged in their own research on issues 
of methodology, statistical analysis and interpretation 
and computerized data analysis; additionally contract with 
public agencies and priv~te businesses involved in data 
collection and research to provide data analyses and 
statistical conSUltation 

Occidental College September 1971 - December 1972 

University of Southern California 
B.A. - Psychology, June 1975 

University of California, Los Angeles 
14as'ter of p,ublic Health in Biostatistics, June 1979 

References available upon request 
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Datanamics 
statistical analysis and consultation 

7621 Alcove Avenue 
North Hollywood, California 91605 
(213) 764-6918 

Name 

Address 

Capt. Jim Weyant 
Torrance rolice Department 
3300 Civic Center Drive 

December 6, 1985 

City Torrance State CA Zip Code 90503-5056 

For Services completed during: Nov - Dec. 1985 
DESCRIPTION 

Data entry, data processing and 
statitica) conSUltation 

D-4 
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AMOUNT 

200 00 

200 00 
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xx lEVEl=, 

: XX'· i\'u~Ga\..K~, MRGQStl!",NULlfJl"J:: ,MRGfll,.,!;'! L 
,:)(~ . f!l~G~r'HT~svSTPIl,MiH~IiQ(.r;~"·· .. ': .. • 

""<'::,:'; ·::,;,'::X)(:,. . N~WBl.I~",61!.'4·, N~WP {~P"'CA H.,G. ~r;WQ~~~NI,ILLf~ I.,~ , , , ": .~ 

xx NEWFIlE=1,NEWSPCE=76,NEWUNIT=5YSTOR,NEWVOl=. 
xx OlDOSN=NUllFIlE,OLDfIlE= 1 ,OlOUNIT=SYSTOR,OlOVOla , 
xx OUTBLK=6144,OUTDISP=CATlG,OUTOSN=NUllFIlE, 

tztY;,Ji;&ii~~~\~t,~,;fi~t.1iUii~~~~~~~!~~!:~~:~~~:~:~;~~i f~~?~~.~~~,~,tEci1' , ... 
xx WRTlRCl=80,WRTOUT=DISK,WRTRCfM=FB,WRTSPCE c 700, 
xx SORTCYl=3,SYSOUT='*' 

6 XXfT07FOO1 00 OUMMY,DCB=(RECfM=F,lRECL=133,BlKSIZE=133) 
7 XXFT31F001 DO SVSOUT=*,OCBc(RECFM=F,BlKSIZE=132) 

XXCAS 00 DSN=&CASDSN,VOl=(,RETAIN,SER=&CASVOl) 

:)·:·~~~~~.:· .. i::·::~·::·;;;:J~:i·:;;~~~l!tI~~~~~~!~! 1 ~~!!~ 1 ~.~.:. :~~~;:l~vQ~.) , .. 

~o~ . 301.l· .. ·• 

.~~Oq1Q: •. 

..:" 

eftm· w~ 
.. : ••.....•.• : •.. ::.,: ...•.•••.. ::.:: •.••. :.::.:.: ••. ::j~/.;;:/r:( .. :.\.·~··.·· •• · •••.• · .. :::~:;: 

... 

:'::'::-:'~ 



~ 

I;lj 
I 

w 

9 IEF6531 SUBSTITUTION JCl - UNIT=(5YSTOR •• DEFER) 
10 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - DSN=NULlFILE,DISP=SHR.UNIT~(SYSTOR,.DEFER). 
10 IEF6531 SUBSTITUTION JeL - VOL=(,RETAIN.SER=) • 

. ~O .... 'EF65~I ~UBSTITUTIQ~ JCl - lABEL=(~,SL.,,~), 
.. ·····10.:: .• lJ;f6f;l;H ~\"II,H;nTUTION Jcl..;~ p~a'!(B\'KSH!:~) . .' >; 

' .•• ' d:<.'!EF6~3TSuBSTnlJnON JoL ,,-DSN!'lNULLf Ilf: i DISP'l'SHR ,IJNIT"(SYSTIlR •• llfFI:Rh 
:::<:"; 1 '·.·:· .. Jl;fG53l sU~~nTUTlONJ~'- ;VOLif{ .f{EUI~~SfR"): :.:':': .',;,:. ':.:' "-)., 

11 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - LABELc(1.SL"IN) 
12 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - OSN-NULlFIlE,DISPqSHR.UNITc(SVSTOR.,OEFER). 
12 IEF6531 SUBSTITUTION JCL - VOL=(.RETAIN.SER=), 
12: jJ;f6f;l~tsUa5.TlTUtlo.N ;~Cl..i:: LAflE~~(1; 5L ,<iN);.·< , . 

.~3 .. ,< l;F~531 $I)BsrjtUTlON. "c~ ;;; .. OPNAME':'PISK : . .. '.. - .' '.< 

· ... ·14: .• :.::HfE!!)3.~ ~UB$TnUnQN u.~"," P~N'l'NUI,.LfH.il.UNIT~$V$TOR. '.; ." 
14 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - SPACE=(2960,(700.700),RLSE), 
14 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCl - DCB=(RECFM=FB.LRECL=80.BLKSIZE x 2960) 
15 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - DSN=NULLFILE,DISP-(NEW.CATLG,DELETE) • 

. 1ei>:".;:·:jt;:f65~J. ~(JE.lsnTI,J.Tt(lI~ U~~·.:";'<"91.~( .fHrrA~N.SJ;g;d;· ... ,..... .... , 
1 !)).;:} JEf6~~I SIJ~S'fHlH~(lN JCt.}I,.~BliL;t ( 1 • Sl.; OUT) ; ~JNH"( SY1HOij _ • Plifl:fl). 

:.' :1~:>::::J:l,tf~~~h:$lJ~~nT!,InoN J(!i.,ipca~(QL,!<$I:th~H4~); ..:.:' : ::,: •. ' .•.. 
15 IEF6531 SUBSTITUTION JCL - SPACE=(6144,(76.76).RLSE) 
16 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCl - DSNQNULLFIlE,DISPc(NEW.CATlG.DELETE), 
16 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - VOL~(,RETAIN.SER=). 
1$ <, HF!i.~;'H!.>w~$.rH~T10~ J~k:t:.·t.!\~~~~( i, $L, ;QuTl.YNH .. (SYn~R. ,Qf;f~~)., 

.16·:··tE~fii;l3t .. SlleSTiTutJON i,/CI.:+ :pqa:i;(alKSHJ:,,"~ t44 L'" .:.,.., .... , 
:1§.::r.\.j~~~~~t;'~~~~tttiJTlQN· ~~~·'i: ~(.'~¢~~(tj~44. (19. 7~). R!.~~) ." .' .. 

17 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - SYSOUT··,DCB-(RECFM-FB.LRECL-t33. 
20 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - UNIT-SYSTEMP,SPACE-(CVL.3) 
21 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - SPACE=(CYL.3) 

·:2~ '," tHG5~r·$UB.stXTl!t'l:ON .,Io!". .... $pAC~"!(¢YL,~). . ... 

·:>·~l'::,.::"n~~:u··~tl;nn~~~g~ jgt :~.' g~~:;~~4 :;~~~~: t~~QPo~¥~~~~~~::, 
25 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - DSNESYS4_SPSSX_lOAD.OISP~SHR 

ICH700011 KCEA880 LAST ACCESS AT 10:10;54 ON MONDAY. DECEMBER 2, 1985 
IEF236I ALlDC. FOR KCEA880B SPssx 

:1 EFin l Lllt$~':'AL~OCATl,:rf TO FT06fOQ' ." 
'.:t~f2~ttQ~V::~~~9~!\t~q'tQ H07FOO( 
. ~ !;1:~~7J~~§~;ALLpC!l T!;P TP; FT~ ~ FOO ~ 

IEF237I DMY ALLOCATED TO CAS 
IEF2371 46E ALLOCATED TO RAW 
IEF237I 54A ALLOCATED TO SYSOO748 

:'lEF12~n P""'(I.i,.~QCAT~[) TO. M~G 
"'HF!,!~7JPMf:>A.i:;i;,OG>\tEti:TO IN·' 
:'iEf2;J7! DMy,:'ALLoCATEO :TO OlQ 
i~f~~7I DMY ~LLoc~tED to WRY 
IEf237I DMY ALLOCATED TO OUT 
IEF237I DMY ALLOCATED TO NEW 

.'!~f2:Fj .iJ~~g·!AL~Ot;~T~P. T9 ·.P~~t:JT;R 

!"ua~~i~~~~,!ttggi+~g,.<~g ~ci~~~I~ .. 
iEF2371"SE5" Ai..LocAtED TO SORTWK01 
IEF237I 9E6 ALLOCATED TO SORTWK02 
IEF237I 9E7 ALLOCATED TO SORTWK03 

:I~~~~~J-~~~ .. i·:~tt~g~J~g;Ja·~~~~;~()··'· 
':·:!Ef~~Th4GtJ::::.AJ,:(.~CAt~D. :TOSPSS1NFQ .• 
"iEf:i37i:46S'" ALLocATei:i TO ·STEPi..IB 

IEF237I DMY ALLOCATED TO SYSOUT 
JEF237J 9E5 ALLOCATED TO SYSUT1 :·:u;. ~i~t:':agnu~ i~ n~~g 

~1~f~_'7'A~~o.CAT'D·tQ SYSUT4 

".;." 

' .. ;:: 

••• 

.::; 

::: ' 

:. 

".,<=-

... , ..•. ;., 
.... '". 

..•..... :,.~' 

: ..... 



t>:I 
I 

U1 

'" 
'" 
• 

'" STEP NAME SPSSX START 
'" PROGRAM NAME SPSSX END 

..... : .... ;.'::: ::T::QD:T.;-:·;· •... :::·::.: .. ····.·.l:1:tr ... · ... : .. : .... :.: ·~.~t P$ f~ 
.. SERVo UNITS 8510 .. 
'" 

to. 18.35.75 
10. 18 .59. 12 
OO.Oo.~3;~r1 .. 

. ", . . ... 

• 
STORAGE 

VIRTUAL 
1024K 
·~9(iK. .' 

TYPE 
PROGRAM 
S'tSn:~ .. ',::':'::-:- :".";' . 

PAGE H.I/f:lUT .::. 
VIO PAGE IN/OUT 

ii 
0/ 

···~f 
o 

• 
'" .. 

TCB 00.00.01.11 TAPE MOUNTS 0 '" 
SRB 00.00.00.11 DISK MOUNTS 0 '" ... ;.r~j~;O!~ •.•.... :' ... ·.~ l-tT~.f.2.;t.!:r-;·:.;.:r:.: ..• :::r;:··::; .•.•.. ::··.:··: .. :: :.: .. Ut::····::?·:::/:;·;.:·: .• !.:~:·:·. 

CONDITION CODE 0000 '" 

'" 
'" 

• ····Z·.· .• : .. PONA~~·.'::: :::·):.·G~·~.~···:·::)·.: .. ;;;···.· ~·~4·p~·.·· •• ··" .:.: ••.. : .....•. : .• : .. :.: .. : .. PDNAM~ UNtT . 
..... '.:: ....••. :.:.: ... :<' ...... :.:: •. ;.: 

UNJr..'·;;::·:·{)(OPS :~., E)<Gf!S 

INPUT/OUTPUT ,".:: . 

DPN~Mf; :<:. \.,INH .1:il:CGP'$ 
'" .. 
'" RAW 46E 8 SVS00748 54A o SORTLIB AE2 SORTWKOI AE5 0 • 
.. SORTWK02 9E6 0 SORTWK03 AE1 o 

1Ei8 .. ' 
'0 

6.···· 

'SPSSERR 468 SYS00150 54E 0 • 

?i:i~~~!~:~<::;:U:·:::;·i:+;;:;;.;;~:;:.:;::. g.' ..... :. : .. : .. ' .: I~i~~:~: .. ~!!.. . .... :: SVSl,ltf:.;A~~ 
TEMpt' AE7 ,.... . ..:"", .. ,:::·····.f.f;r~·~ .·'.i '.! •. :; •••. ~.~.~ ..• :.;: .•.. ;:;. ·:! ••.. • .. ::·;·.;i .• ·.~.·.:·;····. 

'" • 
'" EXCP TOTALS: DASD- 331 TAPE- 0 TP- 0 OTHER- 0 '" 
* .. 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

.•.. QUAN.Hrv 
M~fj!j\,J~~p' 

337 
88 

1,408 
. ~5 

,ooo;n~n··· 
.OPO~EjO~ 

.3788 

: .... ;> .' 

KOMANO ONLINE COSTING LEVEL-1184 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

R'$OURC~ .' 
P'S~ijIPTION ~.' 

OASD EXCPS 
DATA CARDS READ 
SYSOUT PRINT RECORDS-LOCAL 
PAGES.~ S.P~QJA~ fORM st~. PRoc*ssoi ~OUR~' .. »: .. 

~LOCK G~ANNEL 'HOUR~ 
KCORE HOURS 

MULTIPLICATION FACTOR 
TA~Lfi USfi9; QCT~vIAt 

pgq.M~ 
R~H 

.,':. 

.00/1000 . 

.00/1000 

.oo/tooo 
,O~OO/pAG~ 

·1Q(>·op/HOI,J~ 
.OO/HOUR 

.OOO/KHOUR 

1.00 • 

:'.::.', 

.00 

.Q() 

<:::'~g(.: ... 
.00 

.76 .. JOB 
.... :: . .;.:. .. ; ... ;.: .... 

.... ~ 
. . ';::':: :':';'. i::\~.;:;:~ ,": : ::::~;:j::'} ::.J~'( 

THIS YEAR'S TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
THIS YEAR'S REMAINING BUDGET 

PERCENT Of BUDGET USED 49.1% 

.. !;:r.'·!"'jr::;:j0'l!c:J"r{;~!\"""" '!.171'······· ;:::~';: ~:. ::::~!.~ :;~~~~!:: '~~~;;1' ylt·\ttF\r;~;~;,;;;t\i;,lM:' ~~i~:'.··1" 'a ti;: i.·.·. 
.. JOBNAME KCEA8BOB 
'" RDR TIME 10.18.32.53 

:::.::·:::i;h;:Q·~·i·::,.:,:~.~.].:~.~.::;::.;;i;·.;; .. ::.:":;'j',:' :. :.: : .. 
.. SERVo UNITS 8510 ,. 
.. JOB CLASS 
~: ... .'. :. '. : :'. 

'. '!I JOB NUMBER .. '!' ........ . ......... :. , •. 

10.18.35.75 85336 12/02/85 TCB 00.00.01.17 TAPE MOUNTS O • 
. 10.19.00.14 85336 1~/02/85 .. S~B. Q().()Cl:()():l1 . ~~~~ MOU~T~ Q .• 

...... : •.. Q~ • 09.' ::~:;.~ N!OU; ... : ." · ... :·:::·~::;·.:·: .• · •• ;:.i·i: .. ·~Z:,;.: ... :.:; .. ?;:::··j;·9··::···.:·.;J~:~~~YI:-: .... ·:. ,·::·::,;:.0~~;:~r~.:;::.··:.~:·::.:·:,::t:··:·· ..... i:: •...•....... ·:.t,::..·:·i:;!:t .. /:;:·:.·· •• :::.f:··:,.;·.···: 
VIa PAGE IN/OUT 0 0 COMPLETION STATUS - NORMAL '" 

• 
PROGRAMMER KCEA880 

·ACCTi OATA:·c~Ae~ 
". '. .. . - ,,: '.' .' . :~: '.' ::. ;:' .::~. 



.tx:t 
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Q5G 1 18 18 F 1 0 
Q5H 1 19 19 F 1 0 
Q6DAV 1 20 20 F 1 0 

21 F 1 0 

. ,;:~ ~~ ,.':: ·f j Q 
f 1 0 

Q6NITE 1 21 

'. '; ~:::: '. '. ..• :::::, •• • ••. : •. ·.··.t·.::.::·:· ... ·:.:.·?~~:~',··!. i.\.::::j .. :;;·!)\·;::,·· i).l::)·:,,',··:.··'· ~~ 
* •• * •••••• * ••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• * ••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

02 DEC 85 SPSS-X RELEASE 2.1 fOR IBM OS 

•. ! qf1:~t~j,.:'; .. ~7.i~ ~,)~:~:::l~~:r.~~:!IHa ~!~ ~~ J ~:: ..•. :: . 

Q7B 25 25 
Q7C 26 26 
Q70 27 27 

·.;.:?;:: .. ::j::'·.·;: .. :.:·.\:i·g~!·~; ~! .. '!! 
Q8 31 31 
Q9 32 32 
010AN1 33 33 

....... ;: ....... , .• '.:: .. :.: ·.::;;;~;:.:;·,.~.lgi;l .. :·:::·r-:::::·:::{:·::::::.;::: .I.··;.)·: .. ;:· ..•. ··'!i·;:· .:;.::.': Ii::.;::.: .. ··•·· 
010B#1 1 37 37 
0108#2 1 38 38 
Q108N3 1 39 39 

.;,.;';: .. :.: :.:: .• :: .. :;.; .. :::;~:.\.g ~ ~~ .• :.:r'··.~·:···.:!::;·::".·:.::).!x··i·.';/:··.:::.·· :!:1·.·.,· . 
Q12A 1 43 43 
012BN1 1 44 44 
Q12BN2 1 45 45 

... ,:,,;, ,,:.'l:: >.:~HiH···;' . r.:·. ' .... :j! .:····:·~l: 
Qt2CN2 1 49 49 
Q12CN3 1 50 50 
Q12CN4 1 51 51 

, ... ,,: .. ::,.:'.,:"':;/.~~!~~f., .... )'::::,;.!/':;:.;..:J: .....•. i~ ..•.. .': ,·n· 
Q138 1 55 55 
Q13C 1 56 56 
Q130 1 57 57 

:'.' t';:i·~m~i':;;c·::·' t,· ..•...•.. n·;; 
Q14A 1 62 62 
0148 1 63 63 

!.~::~;·)::·;:..;!::·il::.,ji?i-;i.;:?l\·.g·iii;:tf.;;.:.:;.i:,'jii;·.li;·:~,,)'.:·!-::··l.,.: .. :: •• '.: ... ii : ..... ,: .:.::. ii 
Q14EH2 1 67 67 
Q14EN3 1 68 68 
Q14EN4 1 69 69 

.·3W;:'It .i·:Ti!· .!! 

& MVS 
l.a~~Q~l MV~ 

F 
F 
F 
F 
f 
F 
f" 
F 
F 
F 
f 
f 
f 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
f 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
f 
F 
F 
F 
f 
F 
f. 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
f' 
F 
F 
F 
f 
It 
f 
F 
F 
f 

.•. f 
'. F 

f' 

.. 

";:, ".:" 

.;.", 

l(;4"P~ 

1 Q 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1" 0 
i 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0. 
1. .. () 

·1 0 .. : ..... 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1" (:) 
i 0 
19 
1 0 
I 0 
1 0 
t Q. '';>';' 

~ Q 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
j Q 
1 Q 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 .0··· .... · . 
i o. 
1 •...... ~ . 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1·' o· 
1 <> 

.... ' 

. ..... 

... ~ '.' .' 0:····' "".,.'.' .. ,., .... 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
~ 

~ 
• t 

~ 

'::'.'.'.' 
.. 

. ,:.,;.-

... :: 

') 

•.•.. :.? ··~··';''':; ... :}:~:~f·':··:·::::·· .. !\'" •.. , •. ::.\:.:\/~.:< 



I:I:I 
I 

\0 

,. 
" '. 

55 
56 
51 
58 

. ;: .... 

o 00000540 Q130' USE WEAPONS' 
o 00000550 Q13E ' USE TEAR GAS' 
o 00000560 Qt3F'USE ALARM SYSTEM' 
o 00000510 Q13FH1 'HOME ALARM' ..•... ';.:: .. ;.::.'.' : ....... :'.,:" ... . " .. ' .-: .:''; 

.. :;: ... :.:: .... .. 
:'i.~·;' .:;'. '-'. :. '.: . 

02 DEC 85 
10:18:48 

SPSS-X RELEASE 2.1 FOR IBM as & MVS 
USC COMPUTING SERVICES IBM 3081 MVS 

• 
"':' 

IBM OS 

!';I$.::. q9OQP95~Q::.Q1~FHi:MUT9/n."RIA' :.. . ... : ... . . : .... /< 
600 00000590 014AI.:POLiCf UNDEBSTAND PROBS Of OLDR PRSNS' :/.\:. 
~H:Q: QOQ60~06Qt4~·'H9W·P'Q~~¢g:Tij~AT·9l0J;R·COt-.lPM~~D:TQ· oni~~s1.:· 
62 0 00000610 Q14C 'POLICE RESPOND QUICKLY' 
63 0 00000620 Q14D 'POLICE KNOW WHERE REfER YOU' 
64 0 00000630 Q14EN1 'HOME & RESNAL SAfETY PRESNTATIONS' 

: ..... !i?;.,:g ::g~~;!g·::···.li:~n;:·l~~Ef~~:~~!~ !!t~~i:::;~:~·::··:i::.:.· . .:' 
68 0 00000610 Q15 'AGE' Qt6'TYPE Of HOME' 011'LEVEL OF HOME' 
69 0 00000680 018 'OWN OR RENT' Q19 'HOUSEHOLD' Q19N1 'SPOUSE' Q19#2 'CHILDREN' 
10 0 00000690 0190 'NUMBER IN HOUSEHOLD' 
t 1:::.0 (>()6(}()7oQ::V~to.~:I,.I\!3J;::~$':9t. .ffy~$.\:~ I NQ '/Q4 . ~ i. \I~RV. l.J1<~LV' ~. SqM~I!IHA.T PK~J;.~ 1. 
":V;q 9.qp.QO,7H).':::;VN.9T.PK~P·r./Q~~r9. :9~tt ~ '~H~g~EI)' /P§Q~Y q~N!H···~ 'PONQr"'~AVg'· 

.73 (QOOOOO720·:::2:':.::::ha:.OllYS AWI(~iH3i4 .DAVS A WEEK~. 4'4.,.7 DAVS AWEfK.!5'OTHER 
14 .. ·0·00000730 .. (j7":··1-0 ·(jiG· 1 '·CHECKeU i las ·1 i WORK· FULL T I ME i ·2·' . WORK PARTT I ME; ... 
75 0 00000740 3'RETIRED'/Q9 1'NEVER' 2'ONCE' 3'MORE THAN ONCE'/010AN1 TO Q10BN3 
16 0 00000150 1'CHECKED'/010C 0100 1'< $100' 2' $100-500' 3'$500-1,000' 

/::: 77:::<Q.QOO001~Q:::>~HP.VEI.l$;QQb·/Q11t~HV ~jNP!191~Ai!v~~' ~;~9!r .... . 
:::> ·7lf':=·ooooao170:·:;·Q12fU1f ·to!'H;'ll"n : l' (:HCl<~Q·/Qi4A· • .' YfiS' .~ 'No' a~NQ·optNlQN·/ 
.:; 1Qi.'=·Q QQqQQ1~Q:::{:Hih~ ':i~~~~~f a"Hjli~'~~N()T··A$.W(:l:C· ·~;NQ QBHW:j~U:::':·· .: 

80 0 00000790 Q14C Q140 1'YES' 2'NO' 3'NO OPINION'/ 
81 0 00000800 014EN1 TO Q14EH4 1'CHECKED'/ 
82 0 00000810 Q15 1'50-54' 2'55-59' 3'60-64' 4'65-69' 5'10-74' 6'75-79' 

::::: ~::I.Q Qq¢QbQ~Q:1i $.Q'7~4 ! .. ~ '~s+ ~ 10 1~"! SIt'!G~~ f AMI!,;. V. ~: ~'APT~: ~q;:i()NP.Q!: : .. : 
:} a4 ·:o:oooooa~O:<1·H()tlH, i. 5.~aOA~PlNa HQUSE.! Ei '",oaJLEi~OMt;{ 1lQHi~R;/::: .... 
:'{::iS$·:i:;4 9QQOO~~Q·:'9J11~~TR~I;r'.l~V!;Li ~ilipp{ilt LI;V~J,..':/i:f18 ppww ~;IlIiNTq<· 

86 0 00000850 Q19N1 Q19#2 1'CHECKED'/Q5AH1 05BN1 Q5DH1 1'DAYLIGHT ONLY' 
81 0 00000860 2'DAY & NIGHTTIME'/Qt9 1'LIVE ALONE' 2'WITH fAMILY' 3'WITH OTHERS'/ 
88 0 00000870 fREQUENCIES VARIABLES=ALL .. . ...... ". :::.~::.;.; ... :'. . . . . ~: .'.... -... .. 

~;:TH!;I1¢ .~Il~>: ~~~ij~q:ijfTh 9f M~MQ~V.Ai!~J~M!"'~, 
THE LARGEST CONTIGUOUS AREA HAS 645880 BYTES . 

....... :. ..... 

•• * •• MEMORY ALLOWS A TOTAL Of 29358 VALUES. ACCUMULATED ACROSS ALL VARIABLES . 

'. 
-.:: .. ; ....... 

PAGE 4 

••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••• * ••••••••••••••••• * •• * ••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

. :-"::::;": 
Q1 

:.;, : .. :." ...•... 

·VA~U~.·F~~QueNCY. ·PERGt;NT.' P.ERC~NT: 
" :. . -.", ',' ,', . ..",.. . " ...;.". ... . .. -:~ "::" .: 



I;rj 
I 

I-' 
I-' 

10: 18:52 

Q3YRS Y 
: ..... :." 

.. ::' 
VALUE LABEL 

.... ~. 

USC COMPUTING SERVICES IBM 3081 MVS IBM OS 

IN TORRANCE 
".! :':"'. 

;':" 

fREQUENCY 

4 
4 
~ 
.~ 

6 
4 
5 
~. 
2 
i 
5 
1 
9 
~ . 

... ",."" ~ "i 
2 
6 
3 

1~ 
,i:I 

·2 
5 
2 
4 
1 

. ~ . 

4 
4 

10 
1 

!il 
:3 
~ 

10 
5 
1 
2 
~ 

.~ 

2 
3 
1 

, 3· 
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--~":"" ... "":' .... ---~':":'':'"'':''' 

tOO.O ·~OO.~ 

. . .: ..... : .. :.;.~;:::.~ ·~,:\~·:::~t::~:·~· .:~ :. '1 "!: ""-"":" :':! ':!" 't+ ."':' .,. ~ :.i't .•... ';'t:. i:t ."'!' t:t:.~.:"t:": ."1: 

:':91~f~~:.: ~V.Tq·M.A~"(';:: 

; ·.~k~;'~h.~.';'~~;t •. : •• '.: .. ;.::) •• \::;:i!;; :.: ..... ::.;;..:.: •.. : ...... VA ~U ~ 
TOTAL 

f~f.;QU~NqY 

~ 
244 

253 

VALID 
P~RQ~NT p:~~C~NT 

;l.;~ <H>Q.(l 
96.4 MISSING 

100.0 100.0 

CUM 

':"," 

.... V~\.l.~:~;:;} .. :. : .•. ~.;:> ::;L;:~jS~lNG ~A$.6;~ 
...• ;.:.: ~4.4 

;. 

">:," 
..•.••.•.•. ; .•• ;.! .• : .•••. : •.•••.••.. : .... :::.:.;:: .. ::::!;;i<.'··.: •.•• ··:·:;/.··:·.·::;:.:·;;;:.:·····:::: 

.:: . 

; .... ; .....•..... ;:; ... ::: .•.. ; .. ; .. : ..•. : .. :::.::::.:.;.:.::; ... : .•.• ;.;.;. .. ; .........•.......... ;~ ...... : 



trJ 
I 

N 
\0 

• 
10: 18:54 USC COMPUTING SERVICES IBM 3081 MVS 

jC;'::'\ :::: .... ,', 
VALUE LABEL VALUE fREQUENCY PERCENT 

~o,~;:": 

TOTAL 253 too.o 

. q1,!~H1 

;.; :.... ;..... :.:, ~ y::' .•... 

VALUE fREQUENCY PERCENT 

\lALID CASES 58 MISSING CASES 195 

~ ~ 

.: :-.. (::;:;::;:\:~:~ ,.{;.:. ". 
Q14E#2 HOME SECURITY CHECKS 

CHECKED 48 
205 

:. ' . 
IBM OS 

too.o 

100.0 
.:- ....... '.:. 

•••• **.* •••••••••••••••••••• $ •• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ¥ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••• 

Q14EIJ3 VICTIM ASSISTANCE 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



trJ 
I 

W 
I-' 

CONDO 3 19 7.5 
BOARDING HOUSE 5 1 .4 
MOBILE HOME 6 34 13.4 
OTHER 7 7 2.8 

:. : .~> . : ;.: "::.: ," ::::. :: ..... " .. 
1~ ~.;3 

~~~..,.~.;..~ 

to<>.o.' 

VALID CASES 237 MISSING CASES 16 

., .. " ,. . ... ·:\':\::::t:;;:f:i!I:.~i;i::~;:;::.R.;·;.:Jl:':·;t::·"W;·:R::f;";f,·· .. -::, ':': ""':""-:-::.:'~ 

Q17 LEVEL· OF HOME 

p~:J~CeNT· 
,,' ". '. ", 

STREET LEVEL 1 168 66.4 
UPPER LEVEL 2 52 20.6 

13.0 

':".::"':.::.::' -:::";:.: 
'.'.'.': .. : ..... '.":.' ,.,:;:.:., .. '::', .... ,.. . .. rQi1t:·:·l:·!·:·.·:·:J":((G.~i,;~::·:: "; ¢ ~.~ ~ 

VALID CASES 220 MISSING CASES 33 

2 

8.0 82.3 
.4 82.7 

14.3 97.0 
3.0 1(>0.0. 

MJ$SU~G ...... 
~.,.~'!'~"':""'= 

.... fQ(l,Q. 

YM.Jp ~Ut.l 
P.!:RCENT· f~Rc.fNr 

76.4 76.4 
23.6 100.0 

MISSING 
.~-- ... 

log 

, .... 
\ 
I 

•• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Q19 HOUSEHOLD 

122 68.2 
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02 DEC 85 
10; 18:55 

SPSS-x RELEASE 2.1 fOR IBM OS & MVS 
USC COMPUTING SERVICES IBM 3081 MVS 

o..~~ ~~~PND.~ GPU TIME; 

';',; 
" .. 

88 COMMAND LINES READ. 
o ERRORS DETECTED. 

WARNINGS ISSUED. 

'i!~g~~~~~~1~H~,ffT·t.~.~::: ,',', 

• • 
PAGE 33 

IBM OS 

4.71 SECONDS E~APS~D. . : 

::' 

.;.,':. 

"i 

::', 

~ .... 



{ APPENDIX III F II 

RESPONSE PRINT-OUT OF 

SENIOR CLIENT SURVEY (NOG 2) 

• 

• 

• 



t'Zj 
I 

I-' 

• • • 
.* •• *.** •• * ••••• * •• * ••• ***.**.* •••••• * •••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• **9 •••••• ** ••••••••••• ** •••• * •••••••••••••••• * ••••••• * 

r.5 2 ~ Q ~ ~ 0 ~ s Y S T ~ ~ N V S A. N 0 ~ ~ u S 9 M VS ~ 

12.22.30 ~OB 8631 
12.22.30 ~OB 8631 
1~ ::ii 30'\106 M:H 
1!lj~1 j lJo~a~:].1 

~ .. ~~,2~ 13QDB ~G3t 

ICH7oo01I KCEA880 lAST ACCESS AT 12:19:39 ON THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5. 1985 
$HASP373 KCEA880A STARTED - INIT 7 - CLASS D - SYS MVSA 

;hF40:l('KqEA8/l0A -' STARTEQ 
iEf4041 KCfA880A- ENDED 
'$~A$P3~9 KCEA880A ENDED 

------ JES2 JOB STATISTICS ------

~5 OE~'8~JbB'EXE~UTiON DATE 
-'.: . . .. :::.:" '.:~.:.::> -: .. .L'-.. :':' :.::.{;: :. 

100 CARDS READ 

.; . 

. 1. $.43 s'(sour' BRiNf~J;CQRQS .... " :.:.:;:"<:: ::.":-.:: .. 

o SYSOUT PUNCH RECORDS 
' .. ; ".'. 

0: 14 M1NUtesEXJ;CuHQN TIME 
1. . III<Cf;AflOOA.'/\l()B. CEA~8, Jpa 86~.1 

II KCEA880. ··~OB STATEMENT GENERATED BY SUBMIT·· 
II NOTIFY=KCEA880,ClASS=D,USER=KCEA880, 
II PASSWORD=, 

.. ::)1. "':' ..... ,MS~~i:VE'"!'( 1,1) ..... 

. :.: If EXEC.SP,S~~ ~ ~AWOSN" '\IOGA080. TORRANCE-DATi ... 
""H'TH~S P.RQ~HH)\J~~ f?CEClm:STHE 5P~~X P~OQRAM P~CI<AG~; SE:f~~M 5T21:1 

OO0()0010 

3 XXSPSSX PROC CASDSN=NULLFIlE.CASfILE=1.CASUNIT=SYSTOR.CASVOl=. 
XX INDSN=NULlFIlE.INFIlE;1,INUNIT;SYSTOR,INVOL;. 
XX LEVEL=, 

.Jxi(. .,,: ·MRGBi.I<':1',t.1RGDSN"'NUllFJlE,MRGf~LE"1.' .: . 
.•....... )OL . . . ' •. f.i.~GUNIT~$YSTOR ,MRGVOl;<, : . 
·}·XX . . .;,.~!l'ilBI,.K=G 144 ;~EWOISP"CA.Tl.G,NEWPSN=NUI.Lnl,.~. • 

XX NEWFILE=1,NEWSPCE=76.NEWUNIT=SYSTOR.NEWVOl", 
XX OlDDSN=NUllFIlE.OLDFIlE=1.0lDUNIT=SYSTOR,OlDVOL:, 
XX OUTBlK=6144,OUTDISP=CATlG,OUTDSN=NUllFIL.E • 

. ~?(., .• : .. ,'·OUTFII-E d 1.0\JTSPCE"76.0l,ITUNIT .. SVSTOR,OUTVOI,."'; 
.,XX·' . ";',. :,"'. ·~A.WDSN;'NUI.~Fh.!;, RAWfILE~ 1; RAWUNJT .. SVSTQR·,RAWVPI,.,. • ... ~:·xi( '~:'.:\::. PRPG~ , ... ....... . . . '. ....... . 

XX . .. ··iiIRTBlK=2960. WRTDSN=NUlLF I LE, . . 
XX WRTlRCL=80,WRTOUT=DISK.WRTRCFM=FB.WRTSPCE;700, 
XX SDRTCYl=3,SYSDUT=·.· 

A '" '>:~l<SP.SS~ ... , P::ECP,G.M .. SPSSX~PRD~. ,~EGJQ~" 1Q241<. HME" 

:;;:(·,~:.::::[}i;I~~~!O~f:??~,;!B;:,i::;a&:~n;~#~~~~!: ~~ECl~ 1 ~~, Bl!(SI(!E~ ~'~;iO) ......•••• 
:.: 

'.": 

6 XXFT07F001 DO DUMMY.DCB=(RECFM=F.lRECl~133.BLKSIZE=133) 
7 XXFT31FOO1 00 SYSOUT=.,DCB=(RECFM=F,BlKSIZE=132) 
8 XXCAS 00 DSN=&CASDSN,VOl=(.RETAIN,SER=&CASVOl) • 

•. . )eX·· ':'.'<::,.:. qi SP;"$H~, lAE!EI,.!" (~CASfI L;. SL •• lN), . , 
:XX .'.) ...... :. jJNJT'" (&CA5UNiT , .OEfER). • .~. ..' ... . 

. ~ ·,:XXRAW: (lD.::::: (lS.N"&~~WD~N, VOL" ( ,REAl N, SE~=.&RAWVO~). 

".:" . 

. :. 

.:": 

"':':"F 
--------------------,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



t:r:j 
I 

w 

" 

9 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - UNIT:(SVSTOR •• DEFER) 
10 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - DSN:NULLFILE.DISP~SHR.UNITx(SYSTOR •• DEfER). 
10 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - VOL=(.R~TAIN.SfR~). 
10 IfF653I SUBSTITUTION JCl - lABEl:(1.SL.,IN), 

. ;.;:;;1().i::::'·::hF65aj. SUSs.rUUr,tON JcL - DCa;'(al . .I~st2E>;) . . ... 
; h;:.': J~F653lSUBSTlTUnO~ JC( - DSN=NULlflU~ ,Pl~P=SH~.LJNIT"'(SV~TQR •• DEfER). . 

. ;.:11,:::L:,:::,:HH:6fj3I:$.l!f$~T.tu.nON .,JC~ VOl"'(.REt.4IN;$.~R!J). .•. ' .. :. .': . .:-: 
11 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCl - lABEL=(t,SL"IN) 
12 IEf653I SUBSTITUTION JCl - DSN:NULLFILE,DISP3SHR.UNIT=(SVSTOR"DEFER). 
12. IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCl - VOL=(.RETAIN.SER-) • 

. ::.Hl·::::)i)jE.f~~~I.l>UB.~nT!jtH)N "'9~ ~ LAaEl.;:q.Sl,;Hl~:· 
·::;:~:.,:1~.:\::':?;iEFij5al SUBSTHUT10NJCk DONAME=DisK ." ',. 
.:C;:.1~L'.:}':::::::J~fG!?:h su~srtTjjTH)"f~c~:,;, D$N"'NUI,.LfI·lE ,UNn~SV$TOR,:' : .... ' 

14 IEF.653I SUBSTITUTION JCl - SPACE=(2960,(700.700).RlSE), 
14 IEF6531 SUBSTITUTION JCL - DCB·(RECFM=FB,LRECl~80,BLKSIZE~2960) 
15 IEF6531 SUBSTITUTION JCl - DSN=NULLFILE,DISP=(NfW,CATLG,DELETE), 

. : 1!$;:::;::::l~F6!$~r ~UaSTnl.:!nON .Jq .. .,. V(;II;'''(.RHA~N.SER=}, . ". ; 
;::;;::;:··1~·"''.+{?::HFf'i531:~iJ{3STnUnON ~Cl,. :~: UeE(.~( 1; 5L .;ouT) .UNIh(SV~iT(,JR •• P!=FER). 
'::\.15 .. ':::::. JI,!F~~~t~Wij$TnUT!ON "C~.t;: OC~"(~lKSIZE~~144). . . . ..' .... 

15 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION Jel - SPACE=(6144,(76,76),RLSE) 
16 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - DSN=NULLFILE,DISpx(NEW,CATLG,OELETE), 
16 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - VOL=(,RETAIN.SER-), 

:.·:1~ :.'J~f~~~L$4~~ttfl:!T~PN ,JC~·:"'.lA!lE!."( t ,51, !.OUT) ,I,INn .. q;v~no~ ,.9EF f;R), 
>"'16 .,. dEFE!~al·SI,J~S'tttutl(jN ..JCa:',",ocB,,<aLKsuE;'s1!l4).· , .•... ,: : .... , 

:.;:·}::::;1j:i·:.< J5f~$~r·$1I~$t~iut~PN ~C~7.. ~P~G~';(ij144.:(7~. 7~) .IRSEJ 
17 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - SVSOUT=·,OCB=(RECFM=FB,LRfCL-133, 
20 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - UNIT-SVSTEMP.SPACEa(CVl.3) 
21 IEF653I SUBSTITUTION JCL - SPACf=(CVL,3) 

.. ': <~~::"HfG5~J SWBSTliu.tJON ..tel SPACE"'(CYI,.,~) 
.: ... ~$ :lEii"65~!, si)SS'thUTioN ..)cl· ~ QSN';'SV54.SPSSlLERILPISP"SHR ,'. 
::tr~4jEi\~5~~&ljB~tHi.,inoN ucL ". D~N=SY~4.sP5SX.INF6.DI~P.i!5HR·· 

25 IEf653J SUBSTITUTION JCL - OSN=SYS4.SPSSX.LOAD.DISP~SHR 
ICH70001I KCEA880 LAST ACCESS AT 12:19:39 ON THURSDAV, DECEMBER 5, 1985 
IEF236I ALLOC. FOR KCEA880A SPSSX 
II,!F2~7i.J~s~ Ali-PCATEQTQ,PT06FOO1 
'j t~~~7i ·P~Y:At.t.OC'\TEP::tO· n07F001 

~ .. Hfh7t J~~a', An9CAt~Q,r~f fT3 ~fooi. 
IEF237I DMV ALLOCATED TO CAS 
IEF237I 46E ALLOCATED TO RAW 
IEF237J 54A ALLOCATED TO SVS00148 

·lEF~~.,t o.M'( AlLOCATEDTO';'''~G . 
:: ir;Fi~7i' ·P."''I'·A~l,;ijCAT~P 'nr IN 
:) ~f:~ij1~:. P.MY:.;::.All9¢'~tJ;P .1:9, OLP 

IEF237I DMV ALLOCATED TO WRT 
IEF237I OMY ALLOCATED TO OUT 
IEF2371 OMV ALLOCATED TO NEW 
:J~f2~7I~E$~\AI,.~9.C~HQ,.:'rQ PRINTER 
HI:'~~n;L!f;$.~ALI;.QC.AHQ .T9 PUNCH 

::I~f~~1t·tlE~· ALrOCi\rt;o·'TU.SOIHI ... lB , 
. i~~~~ji ~~5 ALLri~~t~ri t~ SORTWK01 

IEF237I 9E7 ALLOCATED TO SORTWK02 
IEF237I 9E6 ALLOCATED TO SORTWK03 

:JEfg~?i . ~~u .•. AL~bCAT~Q .Tlr ~PSSER~ 
:.Hf~9n ~"EAL.LOG~T~PJP~YSQOHiQ 
,:.J I,:f~;j7t.·:4~H~.:ALLci¢AtEDrti$p.5S1N.FO .' 
'i~F'23'1i 468 'ALLoC~t~i:i 'To STEPLIB . 

IEF237I DMY ALLOCATED TO SYSOUT 
IEF237I 9E6 ALLOCATED TO SVSUTI 

'. !'~.' f~3.~ iI;1.>~kLOCAr~~.· TO ~.: Y;;U. T~ 
I~F2. E~'~LlOCATEP TO SYSUT3 
~Ef~. . .. E6 A~LOCI\T~!lTP' SV~UT4 

-' .. " 

••••••••• 
. '::: .~.:; .. 

. . .. 

'::::., .. 
.:: 

') 

.... : 

; .. ;' "' 

",'," 
.....•. ;.: 

':! .• ;::.::.: 

..: ".>' :. ::~";:.', 

".;:: " 

'::' . 

' .. ::> 

.... : •. < ;: .... ;. .:.;.: .•.. .; ........ : ..•. 

• ••• . ... 
-.: .. . ~.;' . 

" '. : "::?' : 



I-Jj 
I 

U1 

• ,. 
• 
>I< 

~ 

'!' 
>l!. 
• 
• 
'" .. ~. 
~ 

• 
STEP NAME 
PROGRAM NAME 
D.I$PATCf-l Plnv 

Pf;Rf:,. GIW\.lP 
SERVo UNITS 

·,r, OPNA"'~ ,.. 
• RAW 46E 
,.. SORTWK02 9E1 

SPSSX 
SPSS.X 

./ 1Q~ 

:. i 
9581 

r$PS!;iH-IF9 : 4!'i~·. 
t.',.$y§un, ~EG •• 
~" ~Y~OOHT .·'.'~4~ 

'" 

8 
0 
9 
.0 

·'0 

START 
END 
ELAPSED 

12.22.30.40 
12.23. 11 .89 
00.00.41.49 

• 
STORAGE 

VIRTUAL 
1024K 
2t56K 

TYPE 
PROGRAM 
SVSHM 

PAG~ IN/OUT 1~/ 
VIO PAGE IN/OUT 0/ 

lNPIJT/o~TPUT 

. PPNAMl: UNIT . ~xcPS· OONAM~ 

SYS00148 C4A 0 SORTUB 
SORTWK03 9E6 0 SPSSERR 

,. SHPI,.U3· 46a :W~ SVSUT1 
SVSUT4 9E6 0 TEMPt 
SV$00149 C4E 0 

17 
o 

, tJNIT 

9E2 
468 
9ES 
9Ef) 

TCB 
SRB 

TRAN/A<;rv 

~xCPs 

0 
1 

t~lil 
0 

•• 
00.00.01.33 
00.00.00.22 
09.Q5.0~ .~() .. 

TAPE MOUNTS 
D~~K ~()U~TS 

CONDITION CODE 

':.:;":" 

DDNAM!!. UNtI·· ... 

SORTWK01 AE5 
SYS00150 54E 
$YSUT~ .. .. ~E1 
TEMP2 })~6 ...• 

o 
o 

• 
'" • 
'" .. , .. 

0000 • ,.. 

• 
II< 

.~ 
EXc;P'St 

• 
o >I< 

o >I< 

G~ , o ,. .,,., 

• EXCP TOTALS: DASD- 404 TAPE- £? TP- 0 OTHER- 0 
• 
• ,.. ,.. 

*_.~ .•. * ••••••••••••••• ' •• * •• "'****."'.'*."'*'* •• *"'*** •• '**'.***.'~.***"'*'*'*'*'."'.'.'*'.'f**"'**''''''f''.f'*."* •• *"~"'.'''''f'*tf'* lEF3n~ . s+~p iSPSSl(·./ START 85~39. in2 . . .. . . . .. . . . . .: . ... .. . .. .:. ...,.. . 
gF:..l14JST{:P !SPSSX Isrop !J~~~~.17:23 I;:pU OMIN 01,33SEC SRijOMINOO.2:2SEC VIRT 1024'S sYs ~96K 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

.... ; 

QUANTITY 
MI;ASURI;D 

404 
94 

1,375 
24 

.000430~ 

.0093309 
.4403 

KOMAND ONLINE COSTING 

RESOURCE DOLLAR 
P~SCRlPtIPN RATE 

DASD EXCPS 
DATA CARDS READ 
SVSOUT PRINT RECORDS-LOCAL 
PAGES - SPECIAL FORM STD. 
P~OCESSOR HOURS .... 
BLOCK CHANNEL HOURS 
KCORE HOURS 

MULTIPLICATION FACTOR 
TABLE uSEP: OCTMV,A1· 

.00/1000 

.00/1000 

.00/1000 
.0200/PAGE 

700,OQ/HOL!R 
·.OO/HOUR 

.000/KHciuR 

1.00 • 

LEVEl;1184 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

ESTIMATE!) 
COST 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.48 
,30 
,()() 
.00 

.18 JOB COST $.78 

THIS VEAR'S TOTAL EXPENDITURES $149.48 
THIS VEAR'S REMAINING BUOGET $150.52 

PERCENT OF BUDGET USED 49.8% 
t~.'t~~""*~·*·.' •• '~*~*** •• ··**'**"·+'·'*.'*"··'"* •• •• •• >I<· •• "+ •• • •• •• •• ··, ••••• ,· ••• ~*.··, •• ·.t.· •• ,.+.~, ••• ".***.~ •• !.~,,'~~~ t .':':"- .. .. .:.. . . .. .. ... . .. .... ...... . . . ~. 
",. r: .... KOMAN!) OATA C;SNTt;g J\I,1COUNTIN(l ~YSHM: LEV~l.~11~;.$ ~.: 
'" >I< 

• JOB NAME KCEABBOA 
'" RDR TIME 12.22.25.51 
t . ~P~P.AH ... 8~3:;l~ , 

:::Pt:RF;~RO~P ..... .. : ... :::1 
~. S~R~. UNITS 958~ 
• 
• 
t·: 

'" ;I< 

JOB CLASS 

vOB NUMBE~ 

o 

8631 

START 
END 
ELAPSED 

12.22.30.40 85339 12/05/85 
12.23.13.05 85339 12/05/85 
00,00.42.65 

.. 
'-:,. 
'," ;".:. 

PAGS IN/OUT . '.' .. ' . ,t~/ 
VIO PAGE IN/OUT 0 

PROGRAMMER KCEA880 

ACc:;L DATA . 91:MB 

TCB 
SRB 

IRAN/ACT\! 

.H 
..... 

0 

'.;-: . 

00.00.01.33 TAPE MOUNTS 0 
00.00.00.22 DISK MOUNTS 0 
OQ·91;i,bE),B9 ... 

... .. . , ..... , .. ; 
',' . 

COMPLETION STATUS - NORMAL 

.••.. : 

SYSTEM IO 

MV$. ~. 8. .: 

MVSA 

J~S~ 

• 
• 
f' 

.;< , . 
!It .. 
'" • ... 
'" 'I< 



........ 

Q5G 1 18 18 F 0 
Q5H 1 19 19 F 0 
Q60AV 1 20 20 F 0 
Q6NITE 1 21 21 F 0 
01A 1 '. 22 22 F 0 
Q7AH1 1 23 23 F 0 

•••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 •••••••••••••••• ••••••• * ••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••• * ••• ~ •• * •••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

05 DEC 85 SPSS-X RELEASE 2.1 FOR IBM OS & MVS PAGE 2 

12:22;46 . USC COMPUTl~q S~RVICES IBM 3081 MVS IBM Os 

Q1M2 1 24 24 f 1 0 
Q1B 1 25 25 F I 0 
Q1C 1 26 26 F 1 0 
010 1 27 27 F 1 0 
01E 1 28 28 F 1 0 

.~' . 

Q7f 1 29 29 F 1 0 
:. Q7G .. 

'. 10 30 3Q f 1 0 
08 1 3t 31 f 1 0 
09 1 32 32 F 1 0 
OtoAN1 1 33 33 F 1 0 
Q1DAN2 1 34 :34 F 1 0 
Q1QAN3 ..•. t 35 35 F 1 9 
Q10AH4 . j 36 ;16 f 1 0 
o toB1i1 t 37 37 F 1 Q 

hj Q1CSH:! 1 38 38 F 1 0 
I OtoSH3 1 39 39 F 1 0 

--..J 0100·' j 40 40 F 1 0 
Ql0D 1, 4t 41 F 1 Q 
911 1 42 42 f t 0 
Q12A 1 43 43 F 1 0 
012BII1 1 44 44 F 1 0 
012BII2 1 45 45 F 1 0 
Q128#3 . 1 46 46 F 1 0 
Q128#4 1 47 41 F 1 0 
Q12CN1 1 48 48 F 1 0 
012CII2 1 49 49 F 1 0 
012CII3 1 50 50 F 1 0 
Q12CII4 1 51 51 F 1 0 

.. : .. -; 
012CH5 1 52 62 F 1 0 

.:;. 9120116 i 53 53 F j 0 
.:: 91;1A 1. ' 54 54 f 1 O· 

0138 1 55 55 F 1 0 
013e 1 56 56 F 1 0 
0130 1 57 57 F 1 0 
91,31: 1 58 58 F 1 P. .. 

Q13f 1 59 59 F 1 0 
.01 3 FH1 .':,:.'''': J 60 60 F 1 0 

013FH2 1 61 61 F 1 0 
014A 1 62 62 F 1 0 
014B 1 63 63 F 1 0 

. C) 14C . 1 64 64 f j 0 
Q140 ·····f 65 65 F 1 0 
QH~!l.l .. , 1-.: 61;1 66 f 1 0 
014EII2 1 67 67 F 1 0 
014EII3 1 68 68 F 1 0 
014EII4 1 69 69 F 1 0 

• 015 ~. 70 70 f • • ois 1 11 11 F 
017 1 72 72 F 



I'1j 
I 

\0 

• 
55 0 00000540 0130' USE WEAPONS' 
56 0 00000550 013E ' USE TEAR GAS' 
51 0 00000560 013F'USE ALARM SYSTEM' 
58 0 00000570 Q13FN1 'HOME ALARM' 

• 
;f~:·h*.i'7:.tt:* ~~~'*.~~.;! ~~'~',:~ H;t~,. Ht t,.,., u *.,. ... *."" *!H ~ ~ ~+ *~~~:* ~ ~ ~ ~.~~~.~ ~ ~,.. +~ $v.~ *.:~ f~ ~+r· ~ *.;+.* ~ ~~~ .. ~t ~~O+~ ~ ,h~ 

SPSS-x RELEASE 2,1 FOR IBM OS & MVS 05 DEC 85 
12:22:47 USC COMPUTING SERVICES IBM 3081 MVS IBM OS 

~~: QOO<.>OO!')1:!9:.9HF#~')A!JTIJ i<t.ARW . '. ..... • , 
60·:O'OOOQo590QI4A<"f..·poLlCfUNOERSTAND PROBS Of OI..OR PRSNS" 
i1.i;)·OqOOO~OO ,·Q14~nHolli'p.Oa:.ICI; TREAT OLDER COMPAR~P TO OTH!E~S~ 
62 0 00000610 Q14C 'POLICE RESPOND QUICKLV' 
63 0 00000620 Q14D 'POLICE KNOW WHERE REFER YOU' 
64 0 00000630 Q14EN1 'HOME & RESNAL SAFETV PRESNTATIONS' 
9~ ::9 OQO¢0640. 914~#~:n'/OMI;: SI;C4RHV ~HI;CK~~. . .; . < ,. 

66 ,0 00000650' Ot4EN3'VICTIM 45SrSTANCE ~. 
~'iiQ¢690p~~O;'Qj4ttN4'VOl \l!O~~ W. PPPGl; DEPT'" . , 

, ... 

68 0 00000670 015 'AGE' Q16'TVPE OF HOME' QI7'LEVEL OF HOME' 
69 0 00000680 018 'OWN OR RENT' 019 'HOUSEHOLD' 019N1 'SPOUSE' 019N2 'CHILDREN' 
70 0 00000690 Q190 'NUMBER IN HOUSEHOLD' 

;:;);'/11 ,·.·.000000700 VALlil'!:I.Af,utI,.S 01 1iYES~ 2.'NQ~/Q4 1 i YERY LlKf;t.YI·;!'S9MEW/iAT I-lI<El,.V' 
;::.12»:,OOOOOtW10;>a , NOT":I:.IKI;l V)' lost.. 'T(YQ5Hi' GHEGI(EO i /Ql;iDAV' Q6~JtE' "DO NOT l.EAvr;~. 

::' .. d3'?6. oOoQ01~i:)':.':2 ~ ':01";::2"004'15' 'Ii.. WK~3 13"4 ·.D4V54WEEl('!.4! 4':'7 0.\V5'.' A 'WEEK' .' S'OTHER' I 
"74 '0 0000<:)";30'Q1A 'TO Q1G' 1 'CHECKED' /Q8 I'WORK"i=Lii.LTiME' 2' WilRK PARTTIME' .. 

75 0 00000740 3'RETIRED'/Q9 I'NEVER' 2'ONCE' 3'MORE THAN ONCE'IQIOANI TO Q1OBN3 
76 0 00000750 I'CHECKED'J010C 0100 1'< $100' 2' $100-500' 3'$500-1,000' 

" 110 00000160:: 4 !dVI;ll $1000' /0 11 I' VES' :2' NO' fa I~A "YES' :,!' NO' I .. 
7S>':OOOOoQ770':'Q12I'lAlLto 0113FN!l 1 'CHCKEQ' /Qi4A '1' VES'; 2 iNO i 3 iNO[)PINH1N! I' ;;. 

:':::·,7~.:Q.QOOO07~0;:Q14B:·t~.~A~tE" 2'1HTER' 3'NO'( AS WELiJ 4'NO OPJNIQN'/ '. 
80 0 00000790 Ot4C 0140 l'VES' 2'NO' 3'NO OPINION'I 
81 0 00000800 014EN1 TO 014EN4 I'CHECKED'/ 
82 0 00000810 Q15 1'50-54' 2'55-59' 3'60-64' 4'65-69' 5'70-74' 6'75-79' 

" .. ' aa .. ' Q 0OO908~6';1'~o ... a'f' ~'a!:i+I/ot6 I·SINGI,..~ FAt·nLy' ~'APTJ3'GONOo./· 
,,},:. Q4to.. oooooaaQ :.;4 !H9TEl;(·. ~ 'a.OA~OING.I-JO";'SE' li'MOIHI,£ I·Ulr.tE .i·1'cjTH~R' I.·:···. . . 
<;!35 : .. 9.\00060840: Ql1·'1'~ST~EET UVEL' '~'UPPER LEVEL! /Q1~ 1'OWN'2"Rf';'fi! ... 

86 0 00000850 019Nl 019N2 I'CHECKED'/Q5ANI Q5SN1 Q5DNI I'DAVLIGHT ONLY' 

.; 

87 0 00000860 2'DAV & NIGHTTIME'IQ1S I'LIVE ALONE' 2'WITH FAMILV' 3'WITH OTHERS'/ 
88 0 00000870 COMPUTE NAGE=015 

:/i$': 0 Q()OOoB80 ~~<;OOI;! NAGE (:L~"'~)(4.5D~)(~. 7"4)(S"p) .·.so..o. OOOOOB~O .\(AtutI,..Aa~L1> NAGE'1'fjQ-54' 2'5~-64; ~'65"'74~ 4'15-84' 6'8fj+' 
:: 91::'.o06000900SEI.Ecr<IF(QI EO 1) . '. . '. .•.. . .. . . 
... 92 0 OOoO0910'FREQUENCIES VARiABLES=04 Q8 Q9 Q12A TO Q12CH6 Q14A TO 014EN4 

:tH~R~AR~ ::;,~4536~;BVTg$qf ME"'O~V AVAILABl,E. 
THt:<!':A1~~E~TC.!lNnGUOUS: M~~A. HAS ~4~~60 SYrES ~ :.' . : .. : :.::' . .:: .~ .. ,:- .'.. ..' ..... . .:,".. ...", ":'" .: . . .' ; 

:.';." 
': .. : .. 

+**~.MEMORYALLOWS A ;+O:TAl OF 
THERE ALSO MAV BE UP TO 

29334 VALUES, ACCUMULATED ACROSS ALL VARIABLES. 
7334 VALUE LABELS FOR EACH VARIABLE. 

. .. :. .... 

:.; 

';. 

:::-
; 

::.": 

-.:," 

..; 

.... 

".: . 

' • 
~·'·~'!!·~+~~·~+V .. fr 

"::;"::::::". ;":.: 
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; .. ::::8~tj~:rj:i(tj!tt!j.~:.~~tt:':t? ;<*,:O'! ~~:*'! ~~ u n ~~ ~* *~ ;<.~ ~* ~.~ " •. ~~ *~ ~* .. ~f~.;*:?~;r.~.~~r;:fLtj1:r~:.!; tt· ~* ~."~;;<" ~~ .,~t*.~~ t+.r·;**t:~ t~:~ *~~;·~.;<~t tft~~·; 
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12:22:59 USC COMPUTING SERVICES IBM 3081 MVS IBM OS 

;';'(;4;" :.: ··P~E~Y;T;I,{~~\I;'.:f~DM T~RRANCj:. NXT 10 '(R~ 
.. 

;' . 

. ; 



hj 
I .-. .-. 

NO :2 64 
34 

-------
TOTAL 209 

>VAl.JP CM~~. 17~ .. ·l"l~SINQ~4~E~ 34 
. : :;';;.' ~ :.; ... 

: Q121lN ~ : GPt'lOeRIIl PVI.;Rf'Ek~l'!l. 'A5;lAULT 

VALUE LABEL 

. C;t-jG/< ED ., 

. '.";:::' 

"?: 

VALUE 

1 
~ ;.-

TOTAL 

FREQUENCY 

112 
lH 

-O:J-..,.'t"!--!"t' 

209 

VALID CASES 
: ~;::-'::- . ," ;. :.:":::: :" . ':. 

112 MISSING CASES 97 
"':::;.>' . 
:';.' 

~.,: 

.;." 
~';;-.:~: 7 -:::::~::..;, 

~:::: :: 
'':!'' ~:::~ ~ .. ~ ... ::'-.:. :;. 

Q12B#2 CONCERN OVER THEFT 

VAll,lf FREQl,IENCV 

CHCKED 69 
140 

:." ... --:""----.; ~~ . . .... 
, . TOTAL ~09 

VALID cASES 
.. .;::::0 .. :., 

69 MISSING CASES 140 

,-- .'" '. 

30.6 36,6 100.0 
16.3 MISSING 

------- ""'------
100.0 1()0.0 

' .. ;" 

...... 

VAUD CUM 
PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

53.6 100,0 t()(),Q 
46,4 MtSSlN~ 

-~- ........ - t+T"---"'-
100.0 100.0 

?" !"': - ~ ~ ,. 

\lAUD 9UM 
PERCENT PER~ENT PERCENT -.:>.' 

33.0 100.0 100.0 
67.0 MISSING 

"" ... ----:-- ----_ ...... 
190 .0 H)O.O 

$.*.* ••••• * •••• 9.**.* •• * ••••• *.*.~*** •• ~.* •••• ¥ ••• *.* •• * •••••••••• *~ ••••••••••• * •••••••• o •• * •• * ••• o.* •••• ** •• V.* •• ***** •• ~ ••• O •••• O. 

···~~~l; 
-:", 

1: ':p~b~C 2S<; ~PS5.,X R~LJ;A~~2. 1 fO~ IBM OS & MVS 
;:~J;!;~~;~Q' :;': .;U~c;CQM~!JTlN9 SEIlVlj;E5 IBM 3081 MVS 

":.: 

fB~ O~ 

q12BN3 CONCERN OVER VANDALISM 
:':.:~.:i: :;?;;:~:~ .:.-\. . . . : 1 

.:.:' 

VALUE ~ABEL 
VAI..~O CI,JM 

VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 
.. 

CHCKED 40 19. t 100.0 100.0 
169 80.9 NISSlNG 

~ ...... -.... -- ':"'-----~. -~.~-~ ... -
WUL. ~O9 1oo,Q 1(}().O 

VALID CASES 40 MISSING CASES 169 

.... : ..... 

•••••••• . ,~ .. :.~ : ~'.-:r 
. . :;,"'. . 

-.:0 .... - .... - .... -:- ~ _ .• , . .; •. . . 
. . 



I1::j 
I 

I-' 
w 

• • • 
VALID CASES 65 MISSING CASES 144 

Q12CH4F~AR CAUSE GONS~D~R MOVING :'." 

VALID CUM 
VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT ....•. 

C/-IGI<EO 6 2.$ 100.0 100.0 
" ~03 ~7.1 MISSING 

------- ------- -------
TOTAL 209 100.0 100.0 

, VALtO <;;AS.E~ 6 MlSSJN~ ~ASIES 203 
..... : 

"~f·.~t.t'f'·'·*·!!*f"+'*·~'+'.!~'~++"""++"'~'~'.··+.~, •• , •••••• +, •• *~.t"'+"'+."""+'f ••• ,i.I'+'.'"I"~t".,,+.,~.~t,+.~~ 
SPSS-x RELEASE 2.1 FOR IBM OS & MVS 05 DEC 85 

12:22:59 USC COMPUTING SERVICES IBM 3081 MVS IBM OS 
:,:.,.:.:;,, 

Q12Ck'5 'MOV~pjFf:iY~~~E~JOENC£ 

VALID CUM 
VALUE ~Ae~L VAWE fREQ!.JENCY PERCENT PERCENT I>ERCENf 

~1-l91<ED 3 1.4 100.0 100.0 
206 98.6 MISSING 

------- ------- -------
TOTAL 209 100.0 100.0 

V~I:.~P,qA~I'S ~ MISSING CASES ~06 

Q12<;N.~ MQV~ DJFF AREA 

VALID CUM 
VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCY PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

CHCK~O 7 3.3 100.0 100.0 
202 96.7 t.!l~SIN(i 

.; " --:-..p----:- -~-- .... -':"" ~----""':-

TOTAL 209 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 7 MISSING CASES 202 
.. ;. 

"-. ~: ~ ~ .:","" ~: ~ .- .. ,::-: '7 - "":' -j- ~ ~ '="" ~ - - '!": - - ~ - 00:: ~. ~ '7 

Q14A POLICE UNDERSTAND PROBS OF OLDR PRSNS 

".;: 

VAI.,UE I-ASf;(.. VALUE 
VALIP' 

fREQUENCY PERCENT PERCE~T 
C1J~ , 

~t:RCENT .... ,. 

PAGE 9 

,,; 



txj 
I 

I-' 
lJ1 

44 21.1 MISSING 

TOTAL 209 100.0 100.0 

YA~JDCASES 1~ij.c'· .~lSSlNG C4S~5 44 

"'-. 
1 

~, •• t, ••• ,., ••••• t.,.~t~~t';'lt.~ •• **+.~,.+*.+ •••• ** ••• , •••• • ••• ~ •• , ••• ,·,.*.+·~,.+"t ••••• "+ •• ,., •••••••• , ••• * •••• ~ •• , •• ~." ••• 't"~ 

Spss-x RELEASE 2.1 fOR IBM OS & MVS 05 DEC 85 
12:22:59 .. ,".' ~ ... . USC COMPUTf~G.S~RVICES IBM 3081 MVS IBM OS 

'; .. ";:::: 

Q141;!~T .··HOf<4E ~ RESf'.!AL$!.IFliTY J)RESNTATlONS 

VALID CUM 
VALUe- LAB~L VAlUE; fREQUENCY PEF!CENT PERCENT PERCENT 

CHI;9~~O 48 23.0 100.0 100. 1,) 

161 17.0 MISSING 
------- ------- -------

TOTAL 209 100.0 100.0 

Vf<qQ CA~~S 4/} MI5S~NQ G~~ES Hit 
. : . :.; :: ":":::- ~, ":',,: .,: 

Q14U2 . HONg $Ec::U~nV 9HECKS 
";', 

: ..... 

VALID CUM 
VALUE LABEL VALUE FREQUENCV PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 

~t-!I::£;KI:!9 1 42 20·1 100.0 100.0 
167 79.9 MISSING 

;",:' . ".:":- .; .. : .. ;. -':""~---- ~-~--!""'- -~-----

TOTAL 209 100.0 100.0 

VALID CASES 42 MISSING CASES 167 

."!':. /:!:" ;: .. - - - ~ - -:-- - - - - - ~ -: "; ~ ":": ~ ~ ""!' .":": -

Qt4EH3 VICTIM ASSISTANCE 

·.V~\"i.J.~ tllflii.. .::.:. 

CHECKED 

... ::,' 

VIlLW~ .fR~QUE~CV 

.HITAI,. 

17 
192 

~Q9 

VALID CASES 17 MISSING CASES 192 

VALID CUM 
P~RCF;NT pE~q~NT PE~CliNT 

8.1 100.0 100.0 
91.9 MISSING -_ .... ..,.--- -~ .... '"' .. --. 

100.<) 100.0 
.,; .. " 
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I'Ij 
I 

I-' 
-...J 

• 
75-84 

'" 8ij+ ..... 

+--------+--------+--------+ 
4.00 I 

I 
I 

5 
9.4 

26.3 

I 
I 
I 

3 
5.7 

16.7 

I 
I 
I 

45 
84.9 
29.8 

I 
I 
I 

+~~~-.~~-+-~-w----+--------+ 
f).OO ~ 

.. ;. ~ . 
I 

1 I 
4.3 I 
5.3 I 

I 

• I 

22 
95.7 
14.6 

1 
I 
J 

+--------+--------+--------+ 
COLUMN 

HlTAL 
19 fa 15t 

10~1 ~.6 80.3 

·NIJMBER ()FMJSsjNGOBs~r,WATJQNS.. 21 

53 
28.2 

23 
12.2 

1a8 
100.0 

• : . 

••••••••••• *.*+ ••••••• ~ •••••• ~.+.+.~ ..•..... + •• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

05 P!;q &!!i 
·1~:~~'96 

NAGE .: .... 

'SPSS~X ~ELEASE a.1 FO~ laM QS & MVS 
.. !.I.sq 90Pi,piJn~G ~~~,!~CES . J6M ~oa 1 MyS I£!,.. Q~ 

C R 0 5 S TAB U L A T 
BY qa 

.:.."- "0:," ":i ... . "; 
0':-

Qa):, 
COUNT I 

ROW PCT IWORI{ FUL WORK PA RETIRED ROW 
COL PCT ILTIME RTTIME TOTAL 
.' .'. : T':' 11 :2 I 31 

NAG~ ;,.' ;:~.c~--~"' .. +.-.;".7:-:;-".-+..,-.,,~-- --+..,---- ---+ 
50-54 

5~-ij4 

65-74 

75-84 

at;)+ 

.:' ;1.QO 

~.oo 

3.00 

4.00: 

~ 
I 
I 

~ 
I 
I 

l 3 
I 100.0 
I 1.7 

J 
1 
I 

+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 3 I 3 I 24 I 
j: 10.0 i 10.0 I 80.0 I 
~'60,O 15<;1.0 1 13.6 I 
+--------+--------+--------+ 
I 2 I 3 I 73 I 
I 2.6 I 3.a I 93.6 I 
1 40.0 i 50.0 I 41.5 I 
~-~~-~~~~+--~~----+--------+ ,. 
'I . J t 52 t 
I I I 100.0 I 
I I I 29.5 I 
+--------+--------+--------+ 

.5.00 . J I I 24 I . .. 1 .. 1 100.0 I 
.. ; ;"; ~ I I 13.6 1. 

+--------+--------+--------+ 
COLUMN 

TOTAL 
5 6 176 

2.7 3.2 94.1 

3 
1.6 

30 
16,0 

78 
41.7 

52 
27.8 

24 
q:1l 

187 
100.0 

.. 

PA.~f; 1~. 

o N o F - - - - - - - - - - -
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT 5TATU~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~ :"' ~ ~" ~ PM~1f ' .. ~ qf 

. NUMBER oF. MISSIN~ OBS~R\.fAnONS '" ~2:.. '. ••.. '. 
. . .,;:".: ," -' . ..: .. ;.:. '. .". ..: .. ,:" ." <"; :::.::; .;.' .:'. ;.;:~ . .' '.:.:. . .' :.: 

**~~~~.~~~~~~*~*~.~~~~.~~** •• *.* •• * ••••••••••••• *.~** •• + •••• ~ •• *~~~.~~~~~*~~~* ••• ~~~'~** •• * ••• *+~.* •••• ~.* .. *.~ •• ~**.*~~* •• *.~.~.~.~~.~-
05 DEC 85 
12:~3;06 
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t'Ij 
I 

I-' 
\D 

" 

75-S4 

85+ 

;'; .. ' 

I 43.31 44.3 I 
+--------+--------+ 

4.00 I 27 I 16 I 
I 62.8 I 37.2 I 

;::·126.Q I 26.2 t 
. +~~~~~---+---~~~--+ 

" .. ;-j. (}Q<. i '. . 1. I . H I 

COLUMN 
'TOtA~ 

I 3S.9 I 61.1 I 
I 6.7 I 18.0 I 
+--------+--------+ 

. 104 
ij3.Q 

., 

61 
:n·O 

43 
26. I 

18 
10.9 

165 
100.0 

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS = 44 

~ ....... 

;-". 

.. 

;: . 

'\ 
.t' 

";';' 

*******.** •••••• **.** ••••• * ••••• $ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• * •••••••••••••• $ ••• 

. . . . .. . 
05 DEC as sPSS-X RELEASE 2,1 FOR tBM OS & MVS 
1?:~;JIQ~;. \)S~ <;QMPutING SlmvtcE~" I8N 3081 NVS 

NAGE.;'· ...... ; :~ ....... ; ..... :.:. :::~ 
. ·:\·; .. r:·;··::·:.· .. :::. 

:- ~ "I:" - -_. ~ - ... 

NAQ!: ..• 

50-54 

Q12BH1 
COUNT I 

ROW PCT ICHCKED 
.' ,PPl, .pct p:.<: .. :.:." ... 1 I 

. ~f·~.~-~·~--h+~:~:~·,~i::-~-~+ 
1.00 I 2 I 

I 100.0 I 
I 1.9 1 

, . ..•.. .'.+~;;:~;..;:,:,--+ 

.•.•....... < ....•••..•. '. ~,go'L .: :z2' J 
. !;!~ •. §<t'/ '. • .... ~ ~QQ.q ~ 

I 20.4 I 

65:,.74,. :.::. 

75-S4 

.:~~t:· 

3.00 

4.00 

+--------+ 
I 51 I 

'1100,Q I 
f 41; 2 I 
+,,;-~;";i-,,:;"+ 
I 25 I 
I 100.0 I 
I 23. t I 

<+~''''';'':'''':''''~''''-+ 
'5.00 I·'.·S i 

,: t 1(.)(),O '.' t 
I 7.4 I 
+--------+ 

COLUMN 10S 
T9TAl '. ·1QO.Q 

ROW 
ror AI .. 

2 
1.9 

2~ 
20.4 

51 
4'1'.2 

25 
23.1 

e 
7.4 

108 
H)P,O 

N!,l,...ij~RP.f.~1.s5tNG'QB~E~v.'-'HoNS .. 101 

IBM OS 

C R 0 SST ABU L A T ION 
~v Q1~BHt - - - - -

RA9~ iii! 

o F - - - - - - - - -
CONC€RN OV~R PERSN~ ASSAU~T 

~ - - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - PAC~~ 

::' .. 

r OF 1 

":: . 

. ... 

-. ":":.-

;. ~", 

••• **** •• * ••••• *.** •• **.*.*.*.**+*~ •••• * •• * ••••••••••••••• v ••••••••••••••••••• * ••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••• *.** 
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t%j 
I 

N 
I-' 

• 
75-84 

I 50.0 I 
+--------+ 

4.00 I 9 I 9 
I 100.0 I 22.5 

.'t2~,ti i 
:t..~,~f.~~~~~+ 

".::", "<.:-. ~'. OQ.:.J: :.:.: .• ~: .. ~ 
I 100.0 I 
I 5.0 I 

.~ 

5.0 85+ 

···:CO~lJMN 

·-rOTf,t.: 
", .... :. 

+--------+ 
··:::'····40·· 

10?~e. 
40 

100,0 

NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS 169 

• ... 

';' .. 

•••••• * •• *.** ••• * •••••• * ••• 9.**.~~ •• ~ •• * •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 •••• *** ••••• $ ••••••• 

qa PEC ~5..~PSS"'X· REt.:~ASE 1;!, 1FO~ IBM p~ & MVS 
Jih23 ;06 ::: :,' !J$Q.CQMPUT1NG S/.tItVJCE$ UU,4 30*:11 p.4V$ 

~ 

N,ft,~J;· .. , 

55-64 

~::!'"74.· 

85+ 

::.: 

. ~ "" 

Ot2BN4 
COUNT I 

ROW PCT ICHCKED ROW 
:. cO(:.PCT I ;:.y:.:'<.:>.:.: TOTAL 
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APPENDIX "Gil 

RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 

(SAN CLm.!ENTE, CALIFORNIA) 



RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 
VOLUNTEER CENTER OF SOUTH ORANGE COUNTY 

WHAT IS R.S.V.P. 

R.S.V.P. is a nation·wide volunteer program for retired seniors. The program places 
volunteers, 60 and over, in meaningful assignments in non-profit agencies and organiza
tions within the community. R.S.V.P. makes use of valuable life experiences, inviting seniors 
to share their time and talents with others in their community. 

WHAT R.S.V.P. DOES FOR THE COMMUNITY 

R.S.V.P. contributes valuable volunteer hours of service to non·profit community agencies, 
institutions and organizations, such as: schools, hospitals, convalescent hospitals, nutri· 
tions sites, Meals·On·Wheels, city departments, libraries, museums, county departments, 
Red Cross, Braille Institute, day care centers, court programs, clinics, and health care 
organizations. 

WHAT R.S.V.P. DOES' FOR SOUTH ORANGE COUNTY 

Over 500 Volunteers served over 140,000 hours in approximately 120 locations last year. 
If this effort were calculated at minimum wage, R.S.V.P. services would provide a savings 
of $469,000 to the community and many services provided were worth a great deal more 
than minimum wage. 

WHO SPONSORS R.S.V.P. 

R.S.V.P. is sponsored by the Volunteer Center of South Orange County and ACTION, the 
Federal Volunteer Service Agency. 

WHAT R.S.V.P. PROVIDES FOR ITS MEMBERS 

1. A volunteer position that matches skills, interests, and time requirements of the volunteers. 
2. Transportation reimbursement to and from the volunteer station assignments. 
3. A partial ($1.25) reimbursement for lunch if the volunteer works more than 5 hours in a day. 
4. Excess automobile insurance. 
5. A newsletter to keep seniors updated on R.S.V.P. events, senior opportunities, and issues. 
6. Recognition parties and special events. 
7. Membership in the nationwide program of over 260,000 other R.S.V.P. volunteers. 

HOW TO JOIN R.S.V.P. 

CALL US AN 0 WE WI LL COM E TO YOU (714) 953-5757 
Santa Ana Main Office: 1440 East First Street, Suite 301 
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POLICE DEP.A.R11V€NT SEEKS RETIRED SENIORS FOR NEW \JOLlNTEER PR::GRAM 

The San Clemente Police Department is now in the process of recruiting 

retired senior volunteers (preferably age 50 or older), who are residents 

of the City or surrounding area, to staff a new program which Is being 

implemented. We are looking for 20 individuals who can donate approxi

mately 4 hours of their time per week to support the PolIce Department 

in various assignments. Same of their activities will include the registra

tion of bicycles in conjunction with our school programs, assisting in 

the presentation of neighborhood watch meetings and other crime prevention 

activities, conducting commercial and residential home security surveys, 

vacation home checks, clerical support, patrolling in a vehicle clearly 

marked as part of the volunteer program, as well as conducting occasional 

foot patrol in the downtown area, and other shopping centers. Volunteers 

will be aSSigned in pairs for all of the field activitie~ and will serve 

in a unifonn provided by the Department • 

All members will be thoroughly trained prior to assuming their duties 

in conjunction with the program,therefore, no experience is necessary. 

Initially, we will be looking for several individuals to serve as coordi

nators who will assist in the program implementation. As a result, they 

may be asked to devote more tt~n the 4 hours per week In order to accomplish 

the task. 

We believe this new program wi 11 provide valuable assistance to the Pol ice 

Department, and thereby to the community. At the same time, it will offer 

a rewarding opportuni ty for those persons who wish to contribute tlieir 

time in a worthwhile manner, while remaining actively involved in their 

community. 

For further information on the Retired Senior Volunteer Program, or an 

application fonm and complete description of duties, contact the Crime 

Preventi~Unit at 361-8213. 

()n .. mlVcwJJ 
~.autenant Bob McDonell 

ACTING OHEF OF POLICE 
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APPLICATION 

SAN CLEMENTE POLICE DEPARTMENT 

RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 

1) Name 
Last First Middle 

2) Address 
Number Street City State Zip 

3) Telephone Number 

4 ) 
Date of Birth 

5 ) 
~P~l-a-c-e--o~f~B~i-r~t~h~----------------

6)~~~~ __ ~~-= __ 
Social Security NOe 

7) Marital Status: 

Single____ Married Widowed Divorced Separated __ 

8) A. Are you a U. S. Citizen: Yes NO __ _ ---
B. Do you speak another language? Yes --- No ---

9) Do you have a valid California Driver's License: Yes --- No 
--~ 

.. 0) A. 

Driver's License No. Expiration Date 

Describe any physical defects or disabilities, inclu-d-i-n-g--e-x--t-e-n-t--o-~ 
defective vision, if any, with and without glasses, and deficiencies 
in color vision and hearing. 

B. Have you had any serious illness or operations: Yes --- No ---
Describe, briefly 

11) Occupation before retirement: Position held: 

Describe type of work p~rformed: 

Name of employer: 

Address of employer: ----------------------------------------------------•• Length of time with this employer: _________________________ _ 

G-3 
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CITY OF 
SAN CLEMENTE 

September 26, 1984 

This letter 15 to acknowledge receipt of your application 
f or the Reti red Sen i or Vo 1 un t eer Prog ram. We 5 i ncere 1 y ap
preciate your interest in the position, and you can be as
sured of being given careful consideration during the selec
tion process. 

As you mayor may not be aware, we intend to leave the ini
tial recruitment period open for another couple of weeks • 
We hope to gain some additional exposure, and a significant 
number of applicants from which to choose. As a result, 
don't be concerned if you don't hear f rom us right away as 
we will be continuing to work toward the implementation of 
the program. We are now in the process of equipment acquisi
tion, while simultaneously recruiting to fill the authorized 
complement of approximately twenty volunteers. 

We look forward to meeting you during the selection process, 
and we wi 11 cant inue to stay in contact as we move· closer 
to the actual interviews. We sincerely appreciate your will
ingness to become involved in our Department and the commun
Ity. 

Lt. Bob McDonell 
ACTING CHIEF OF POLICE 

pb 
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100 Avenida Presidio San Clemente, California 92672 (714) 361-8200 



-------- . 

November 9, 1984 

Dear Mr. 

This is to confirm your appointment for a personal interview 
as part of the recruiting process for the San Clemente Police 
Department's Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP): 

DATE: November 16, 1984 

TIME: 1:00 p.m .. 

LOCATION: Directors Room 
2nd Floor. 
Bank of San Clemente 
300 South El Camino Real 
San Clemente 

*There is an elevator to the 2nd floor .. 

Thank you for your interest in RSVP.--we shall look forward to 
meeting and getting acquainted with you. 

Respectfully, 

Robert J. McDonell 
Acting Chief of Police 

RJM:sl 
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•• RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 

Screening Worksheet 

Applicant's Name: 

Rating Range 
1 - 10 Scale 
( 10 = Superior) 

1. Relationship between personal goals and 
the program. 

2. Appearance 

3. Attitude - i.e., towards self, the program, 
and life in general. 

4. Openness - Is applicant candid about feelings, 
doubts'? 

5. Objectivity - Ability to be non-judgmental 

6. Does the person demonstrate understanding, 
compassion, empathy'? • 

7. Does the applicant have insight into what the 
program involves; regarding time'? 

80 Willingness to perform additional duties, 
beyond the 4-hour commitment. 

9. Leadership potential - Does the applicant possess 
the qualities to act in a coordinating capacity"? 

1 O. Overall acceptability of individual into program 

Comments: 

• -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
G-7 
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VACANT HaMs_CHECK 

ACCEPTED BY: DATE: _____ _ 
TIME: 

OATES: From to Will advise on-re~t-u-r-n------
tIGHTS: On Off Timer Hour On Off 
ALARM: Yes No Audible' silent ---
NEWSPAPERSANO MAIL TO BE CARED FOR: Yes No 
f~tsc: Dog in yard: Yes No Other InTormati-on--- -- ---
IN CASE OF f~ERGENCY, PLEASE NOTIFY: 
Name Phone ________ _ 
Addre-ss--------- Ci ty _________ _ 

QQ they have a key? Yes ___ No ___ _ 

RESIDENT'S HOME PHONE NUMBER: ___ ~ ____ _ 

AUTHORIZED PERSONS TO BE ON PREMISES: _______ _ 

Dear San Clemente Resident: 

As a result of your request for a vacation patrol 
check, officers of this department have checked your 
home as often as possible. 

If we can be of further assistance, kindly notify 
us. We were glad to have been of service to you and 
hope you had an enjoyable vacation. 

PO 6 Rev. 8- 1 79 
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Very truly yours, 

Gary E. Brown 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

By _______ _ 

• 

• 
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SAN CLEMENTE POLICE DEPARTMENT 
(714) 361·8201 

UNATTENDED VEHICLE NOTICE 

This vehicle is parked on a public road
way and has been observed by an officer 
of the San Clemente Pollee Department. 

L~~on ____________________________________ __ 

Oale& nme ______________________________________ __ 

Officer 

This Card Is An Indication To Officers That 
Your Vehicle Has Been Noted In Our 

Abandoned Vehicle File 
NOTICE: Your attention is directed to Section 10.4 of the 

City's Uniform Traffic Ordinance which states 
your vehicle will be removed from the roadway if 
left unattended and not moved within 72 hours 
from this date and time. 

Section 22689 Vehicle Code provides Ihat an officer may remove a vehicle 
from a highway when he has reasonable grounds to believe Ihat the YlShicle 
has been abandoned • 

• This Is Not A Traffic Citation 

UNATTENDED VEHICLE NOTICE 

V1ola~on Time ___________________________ _ 

Location _______________________ __ 

Oata & Time ______________________ _ 

Ucenselt 
__________ State ____ _ 

VehIcle ___ -:-:'~----__:_::__---__::_:__=_------
Make Year BodyType 

Where and How Marked __________________ _ 

Officer 
______________ 1.0. 
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IIISON CITY SHERIFF'S POSSEs 

(MARICOPA COUNTY, ARIZONA) 
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SHERIFF'S POSSE 

RT. THUMB HAIR BIRTHOATE 

EYES WEIGHT 

SIGNATURE OF POSSE MEMBER 

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 
THAT I. ItG. "OICK" GODSEHERE, SHERIFF OF 
MARICOPA COUNTY. STATE OF ARIZONA. 
DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT 

MY l.AWFUL POSSE! MEMBER. WHO IS 
EMPOWERED TO ACT AS IF I MYSELF 
WERE PRESENT, WHEN CALLED UPON 
TO DO SO. 

SHERIFF, MARICOPA COUNTY 
____ ;.;PH;.,;.O;:,;ENIX, ARI:::;ZO;:,;N"'A..:-__ _ 

WARNiNG 
Issued far official us. of person deSignated 
hentOn. Use .,td possession except as pro
vided by law is iIIepl and will subject of· 
lender to punishment und.r Titl. 13, A.R.S .. 
Section 13-413. 

iF FOUNOc-. ;O=RO""P::-"IN""""'N:O:EA'"R""e:=ST U.s. MAIL 
Sox. RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED 
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ADDRIESS 

NAMIE 

I.IGHT ON 
IN HOUSI!! 

PAPltR 
STOPI"ED 

II" EMI!RGIENCY 
NOTII"Y 

KIEVS 
AT 

YES 
NO 

YES 
NO 

FORWARDING ADDRESS 

REMARKS 

UTII.ITIES YES 
OISCONNI!CTED NO 

AUTO IN YI!S 
CARI"ORT NO 

ADDRIESS 

DATil: RETURNING 

DATE I.EAVING 

'-'WN FURNITURE 8: 
HOSE STOIUI:O 

MAK£ a MODEl.. 

.. HONIE 

"HOi'll! 

VI!S 
NO 

I.IC. NO. 

MAIL TO: SHERIFF'S POSSE, P.O. BOX 16, SUN CITY. ARIZ. 85372 
REPORT TAKIEN BY 

MARICOPA COUNTY SHIERIf"F'S 
O ...... ICE. PHOENIX. ARIZONA 

OATE CHECKED 

DATE TIM IE 

VACATION WATCH REPORT 

SHII"T OE .. UTY ANYTHING UNUSUAl. 

H-5 
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:.' ," '1ACA'fIQI RDIHDKRS' '" : ,:~ ,_;.':';.~" 'j 
"':' " .. .:' -,.' ;:j 
, 1. lIa11 the V&cat1OJl~ Wat.ch card with complete. 1n- '; 
, ~ormat.1on at lea.t. 10 4&1- Ill. advance." ' 
2'0 Arrange' '1'1 th aomeone to collect handbills and ' ; 
remove axe... windblown 1.aT •• at 'entrance •• 

,. Let -l'0ur n81shbora know when lOU are leay1ns. 
will return and WHO'baa' a ka,. '%heir obaerva
tiona 11&1 laY •• JOur Propertf tro .. thatt.,. atora 

. dUl&S8 or plumb1118 f&1lur... Hay. nai6bbora pu~ 
prbasct 1n 10ur can. 

4. Disconnect TVa and other appliance.. Vi.con
nect electrio water heater at meter box~ Check 
w1n4o ••• pat10 doors, timer., drap •• , thermo.tat 
and ALL door locka., . 

5.. call :t.,hold.~ about &n,. 11&11. 

SDRlJ7'S POSSX'OJl 3Ulf OI~ nee 
~.O. 80%6. Sun C1t1. ~o 85312 

gIg, StOP 25§:I.I01. 
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L I F ELI N E 

A SERVICE FOR THE ELDERLY 
At Your Assigned Time, Gall 

6 9 6 - 441 1 

Crime Prevention Unit 
For Police Emergencies, Call 

696 - 5 5 5 5 
Huntington Police Department 

I-2 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 
CRIME PREVENTION UNIT 

9 August 1974 

ell., Hell, p. O. Sox 1659 ZIP 25717 
(:!lUI 6H-5930 

Dear Lifeline Member: 

In order to serve you on a seven day a week basis, we are 
sending you a card with a new number to call beginning next 
Monday, August 12. At your assigned time everyday, call the 
number 696-4411. You will no longer call the number you were 
given when you first began calling Lifeline, but you will use 
the new number on the card. If the line is busy when you try 
to place the call, hang up and call again. We have assigned 
more than one person to your time period so we can serve more 
peop 1 e. Conti nue to ca 11 us until you reach us. Pl ease re
member that we are trying to serve a number of people, so limit 
your conversation to telling us your name and that you are all 
right. If you want to discuss a problem which will require 
some time, call and ask to speak with the Counselor. Should 
you at anytime be unable to make the call due to your going 
out of town for a day or more, we would appreciate your calling 
us in advance to let us know when you are leaving and when you 
will be returning. 

Since we have not talked with you at length, we would like 
to explain how Lifeline serves you. If we do not receive your 
call within your assigned time, then we will call you. Should 
you fail to answer, we will send a Community Service Officer to 
your home to see that you are all right. In the event that you 
are in need of help, the officer will be able to see that you 
receive the help you need. 

For Emergency Police Service, call our Emergency number 
which is 696-5555. We would like to assure you that the 
Huntington Police Department will be happy to assist you in 
any way we can. 

LGW/mak 

Sincerely, 

/J I:' ili -1 j;~ /' //1 . .' ~ / 
~ ~ ~, . ~ 

Li nda G. Wa lton 
Counselor 
Crime Prevention Unit 
Huntington Police Department 

IN CASE OF A POLICE EMERGENCY CALL 696·5555 
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II CITY OF 

HUNTINGTON 

Dear Clergy of Huntington 

POLI~E DEPARTMENT 
CIty HIli. P. O. BOll 165!1 ZIP 2.5711 

(:104) 6~ 

24 September 1974 

~e first week of September, the Crime Prevention Unit of 
the Huntington Police Department implemented "Opet'ation Lifeline" 
as a service to the senior citizens and handicapped persons of 
Huntington. We feel the program has bean a success, sa we are 
now prepared to begin a full scale recruitment for memb~rs. We 
feel that you are in an excellent position to publicize this pro
~xam and therefore help us to serve the senior citizens or handi
capped persons of our community. 

Basically, Operation L:l,£eline provides a daily check on 
people who might not otherwise be contacted by relatives or 
friends. This offers them the security of knowing that some
one will be checking on them regularly. 

Any interested citizen living in Huntington may call the 
Crime Prevention Unit at 696-5572 and register for Lifeline. 
At this time, we will assign the person a particular time to 
call us. If they do not call at this time, we will call them. 
In the event they do not answer, we will dispatch a CSO ambulance 
or a patrol car to the person to see if!:hey are in need of assistance. 

At the present time, fifty-five people are registered as 
members of Lifeline. We would like to see this increase since 
there are such a large number of elderly people in Huntington 
who live alone or who are ill and could use this servj.c:e. We 
would appreciate it greatly if you would post the enclosed card 
on your bulletin board. Any assistance you can give us in pro
moting Operation Lifeline will be greatly appreciated. 

LGW/mak 
Enclosure 

Sincerely yours, 

Linda G. Walton, Counselor 
Crime Prevention Unit 

IN CASE OF A POLICE EMERGENCY CALL 696-5555 
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II CITY OF 

HUNTINGTON _____ w •• T VIII1II31NIA 

September 15, 1975 

POLICE DEPARTMENT 
CRIME PREVENTION UNIT 

City HIIII. P. O. Sox 1'" %1" 25T17 
(3IW) 69W93O 

The American Association of Retired Persons in conjunction with 
the Huntington Police Department's Crime Prevention Unit is sponsoring 
a seminar dealing with the subject of the elderly and their role in 
law enforcement. The seminar will be held on Wednesday, October 1, 
1975, and we are extending an invitation to you to attend. 

We of the Huntington Police Department have found our senior 
citizens to be one of our most valuable assets in .the community, and 
we are developing programs to better utilize them as volunteers. The 
goal of this seminar is to increase our understanding and exchange 
ideas as to how law enforcement can better benefit by the increased 
involvement of the elderly. 

The seminar will be held at the Holiday Inn at 1033 3rd Avenue 
in Huntington. It will begin at 8:00 a.m. on October 1, and will 
conclude at 4:00 p.m. on the same day. We are featuring speakers 
from Phoenix, Arizona and Washington, D. C., as well as local part
icipants. The program brochure will be mailed to you within'a week. 

We would appreciate receiving your confirmations at 696-5572. 
We hope you will plan to attend. 

OA:ll 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Lt. Ottie Adkins 
Crime Prevention Unit 

IN CASE OF A POLICE EMERGENCY CALL 696-5555 
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PLEASE FILL OUT THIS FORM AND SEND TO: OPERATION LIFELINE 
HUNTINGTOtI POLICE DEPARTMErn 
HUNTINGTON. WV 25717 
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Othel· Contacts 

Jul 

, -
t. 
3 
4-
5-
6 .= 9-
10-
11--
12 -
13 -
14-
15-
16 -
17-
lS-
19 -
20 
21 -
22-
23 -
24 -
25 -
26-
27-
28 
29-
30-
.." --• 

f(Md(Q~ 

Lt.. Itl 

It,. t1~~~ 

Aug 

1 
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-
7-
a-
9 

10 -
11-
12-
13-
14-
15-
16~ 

17 -
18 -
19 -
20-
21 -
22-
23-
24 -
25-
26 -
27-
28-
29. -
30 -
31--

S::zS - f(7'S 

6)7- .r1'J7 

Sept 

1 

S= 
4-
5-
6-
7-
a-
9-

10 -
11 -
12-
13-
14-
15-
16 -
17 -
18 -
19 -
20 !ZC 
21 1:l:t. 
22tW 
231 24 
25 " 
26 rl ~ 
27~' 281;Ir 
29 pr" 
30 B1~6 

I-7 

Name 

Address 

Phone 

Birthdate 

Hospital 

Fundera1 Home 

Oct 

1 -;:~?.:. ~ti~ 
2Z3.. 
3~' 
4~~' 
5 :}:J:!' 
6 ~fI\~.J 
7~ 
81:!i:t 
9/~.1\.._ 
10f7~1 
11~ 
12 I 
13 r-Yl{, 
14 I~/I'~ 
15 ~ 
16~ 
1 
18 
19 . 
20 
21 
22 ,j "" 

23 'B",i( 
24 " ..... 

25%JI 26 . 
27 idJlii;; 28}rr 29 
30 
31'1 :+ .......... 

. 
t;/)/) /ltM/tI, 

/US ;{ . II rj Ate 

~?J-" S"J"I9 

/2 -/'- /' 

Nov Dec 



Have 
You 

Called 
fLIFELIN E' 
696-4411 

Have a nice day! 
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•• APPENDIX "J" 

SCHOOL PATROL ACTIVITY 

(TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA) 



., . 

• Watch Commanders M1"E~ 18 Sep 75 

CAptain Bone 

SCHOOL PATROL 

\ 

The ~ntent of establishing the School Patrol within the Patrol 
Division is to augment our field force and develop sane "experts" 
in handling juvenile and school problems. 

In order to make this detail effective, the officers assigned 
must develop contacts at the school and district office level. 
This will require the officers' presence at various monthly 
meetings held with school staff, district personnel, Education 
Council of Torrance, and similar activities. It will be neces
sary for School Patrol Officers to keep the Coordinator advised 
of such activites so he can in turn keep the Watch Commander and 
Communications apprised. 

Days off will be selected in such a manner that priority is given 
to the school calendar. For example, weekends and school holidays 
will automatically be scheduled days off. 4It 
Close coordination must be maintained with the Area Juvenile 
Officers, the Crossing Guard Supervisor, Paul Sittel from the 
School District, and all high school administrators. 

The School Patrol Officers will work ·07" Watch on a regular basis 
unless there is a specific problem requiring a change of hours to 
handle the situation. The "07" Watch Supervisor will be responsible 
for handling all routine administrative tasks associated with the 
School Patrol Officers, as they will be performing specialized 
patrol services but still assigned to "07" Watch Patrol. 

The Coordinator of the School Patrol, Sergeant Turner, will be re
sponsible for coordi~ating the program and handling all progress 
reports and specialized statistical data related directly to the 
School Patrol. Sergeant Turner will work with the "07" Watch 
Supervisor on any scheduling problems or other matters that might 
arise during the initial implementation of the School Patrol Progra~, 

This Program is designed to supplement the "07" Watch Patrol Division's 
effectiveness, and the beat units are encouraged to continue their 
patrol in and around the schools on their beats. Beat units should 
make every effort to handle problems on their beat involving truant 
juveniles or loitering around schools, as has been the policy in 
the past. The School Patrol Officers will be available to assist - . 
if needed. To make the program successful, there is a need for e· 
everyone to work together in or er to meet the basic objectives of 
reducing cri e and handling p ential problems before they get out 
of control. 

TPD *41 J-l 
Bureau 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

TORRANCE POLICE OEP~NT .. 
DEP ARTMENT NOTICE 

11 SEP 75 

All Personnel 

Donald E. Nash, Chief of Police 

SCHOOL PATROL 

Effective 15 Sep 75, the Patrol Division will 
assume the responsibility of the School Patrol. 
Officers Augenstein and Hertica will be assigned 
to this detail and will work "07" Watch. Their 
unit designation will be 50J. When both are 
working, 50J-l will be north and SOJ-2 south. 

Their primary responsibility will be patrolling 
the schools, parks, and other areas where juveniles 
congreg~~e. ~~il~ ~~a Scheel Patrol's prL~ary 
function will be to reduce truancy and its juvenile
related crimes, the officers will be available to 
respond to major felonies in progress and other 
types of emergency calls. 

The School Patrol will be coordinated by the Patrol 
Coordinator, Sergeant Turner, and the detail will 
work closely with the Juvenile Area Officers and 
school officials. . 

A pin map will be maintained in the Patrol Coordinator's 
Office, along with an F.I. File of juvenile contacts. 

The School Patrol will respond, when available, to 
incidents occurring at schools that require immediate 
attention. They will also be available to advise a~d 
assist school administrators on police procedures and 
related problems including citizen arrests. 

Hopefully, by reducing the n~~er of truant and un
supervised juveniles within the City, we will also be 
reducing the number of daytime crimes that are being 
committed by juveniles. 
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TO: 

FRClh 

SYBJEC'l'g 

TORRANCE POLICE DEPARTMENT 

INTRA-DEPARTMENT CORRESPONDENCE 

Captain James M. Weyant, 
Commander, Patrol Bureau 
Sergeant W. H. Nitz, 
School Patrol Coordinator 

SCHOOL PATROL 

DATEg 18 Sep 79 

The purpose of this report is to review the total concept of the 
School Patrol program to determine if the program is following the 
guidelines and by following the guidelines, is it accomplishing our 
objective, and if not, is there a need to modify or eliminate some 
guidelines or some of the objectives. 

The objectives of the School Patrol Detail have changed very little 
from its beginning when it was part of the Juvenile Division. At 
that time the officers could spend more time patrolling the schools 
than their present counterpart because they were Juvenile Division 
units and not subject to being dispatched on patrol calls. 

~ 

In 1975 with the beginning of the school year, the School Patrol 
became a part of the Patrol Bureau with the intent of augmenting the 
field force and developing experts in Patrol in handling juvenile 
and school problems. The Patrol units were encouraged to continue 
their patrol in and around the schools on their beat. Over the years ~ 
the School Patrol officers and the beat units have developed some 
excellent working procedures for handling problem areas around the 
schools. The exchange of information between the School Patrol and 
the beat units goes on, on a daily basis as well as the exchange bet-
ween the school officials and the School Patrol. Any information on 
problem or potential problems is relayed quickly from the schools to 
the School Patrol and through them to the beat units. The exchange 
of information between the School Patrol and the Juvenile Section is 
equally as smooth and quick as they are in constant contact. 

The School Patrol has maintained a very close working relation with 
the school officials through attending meetings and by personal con
tact during the course of their working day. The school officials 
have been very pleased with the service they have received from the 
School Patrol and count on them to help solve their police related 
problems. 

The "07" Watch hours seem to be compatible with the school hours with 
an overlap both before and after school. In the event it is necessary 
to change the School Patrol hours, it will not affect the deployment 
of the regular beat mits and during the school holidays the School 
Patrol officers add to the beat units. The "07" Watch supervisors 
are responsible for handling all routine administrative tasks of the 
School Patrol, even though they perform a specialized Patrol service, 
they are still assigned to the "07" Watch. 

J-3 
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There is almost daily contact between the School Patrol and the 
Patrol Coordinator for an exchange of information and the School 
Patrol submits a monthly activity report for the detail and in- . 
dividual stats for the officers. This information is included in 
the monthly Patrol Bureau. activity report by the coordinator. It 
It is almost impossible for the coordinator to inspect the School 
Patrol in field situations, therefore, it is necessary for the 
Patrol Supervisors to supervise the School Patrol along with the 
regular beat units. 

The School Patrol Detail is a smooth running program and very 
effective in the control of police problems around the schools. 
They have established excellent rapport with the schools and the 
schools depend upon them for assistance and advise. Their presence 
frees the beat unit for service in other areas which in the end 
will produce better service for the public. 

~-I~ 1'( )7'-
~EANT w. ~.~z, 
SCHOOL PATROL COORDINATOR 
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. TO: 

FROM: 

CITY OF TORRANCE 

POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 

SERGEANT PAUL W. BESSE, 
PATROL SUPPORT SECTION 

DATE: 25 JUL 83 

SU9..JECT: JUVENILE TRUANCY SWEEPS 

I attended a meeting with Sgt. Maestri and Paul Sittel (TUSD) 
regarding proposed truancy sweeps. Truancy has become a major 
problem in the schools, and TUSD is working with the Police De
partment in order to try and solve the problem. The schools will 
be aggressively advising students and parents that truancy sweeps 
will take place throughout the school year. The schools have made 
ID cards and passes standardized throughout the district in order 
to simplify checks by school authorities and the police department. 

Juvenile Section feels that truancy sweeps will have a significant 
effect on residential burglaries and other crimes around the schools. 
The exact days of the sweeps have not been decided, however, the 
first one will take place in October. It is felt that for. the sweep 

• 

to be successful, Patrol must be actively involved. I think what • 
Juvenile' originally had in mind was that beat units would be in-
volved, and they would assist in rounding up truants. Because of 
beat responsibility, I did not feel that this was the best way to 
handle it, and I made the following suggestion. I told Sgt. Maestri 
to pre-plan the sweep days far enough in advance that additional 
personnel could be arranged for on the deployment memo. If extra 
personnel are available, the beat units will be free to handle 
other matters. The beat units will be encouraged to look for 
truants and detain them if appropriate. 

The sweep hours will be from 0830 to 1100 hours, and all truants will 
be taken to one drop-off point (Sam Levy School) and turned over to 
school authorities. The school and Juvenile officers will handle all 
paperwork so Patrol officers will not have to do any. School Patrol 
officers and other Juvenile officers will also be participating in 
the sweep. Juvenile hopes that because of the sweeps, beat officers 
will become aware of truants and their relation to crime activity, and 
officers will routinely contact juveniles and return them to 
school. They feel that because of the specialization with School 
Patrol officers, the beat units are not as routinely contacting a 
very major source of crime in the City. This program will hopefully 
change this. Juvenile is looking for all the help it can get from 
Patrol Bureau. 

SERGEANT PAUL W. BESSE, 
PATROL SUPPORT SECTION 

J-5 
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CITY OF TORRANCE 

POl_ICE DEPARTMENT 

TO: 

FROM: 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
CO~WLANDER, PATROL BUREAU 

SEHGEANT M. F. TAMBLE 
PATROL BUREAU 

SUS..JECT: SCHOOL PATROL 

OATE: 30 APR 85 

Prior to 1975 School Patrol officers working for the Torrance Police 
Department were assigned to the Juvenile Division. Primarily, they 
were concerned with truancy and unwanted person's loitering about 
the schools. They would on occassion lecture at the schools however, 
their programs were not very formalized. Their main assest was that 
they "got to know" most of the kids and on occassion they would be
come involved in investigations. The majority of their direction and 
supervison came from within the Juvenile Division and there was very 
little working relationships developed with other field officers. 
During this period of time each field officer was responsible for 
maintaining the expertise needed to handle juvenile problems within 
the schools of his beat. 

On 15 SEP 75, the current School Patrol program was initiatied. In 
a memo dated 18 Sep 75, Captain Hone related that the program was 
being transferred to Patrol Bureau to augment our field force and to 
develop some "experts" in handling juveniles and school problems. 
The memo generally explained the duties and responsibilities of the 
new program. The initial program had officer's Augenstein and Hertica 
assigned to start what is now a 10 year program. (Copy attached) 

A review of Activity reports, memos, letters from School District 
officials, and officer logs shows that there was very little direction 
given these two officers and they generally had the ability to go in 
just about any direction they wished in developing the program. For 
the officers assigned to school patrol, schools became available to 
teach them the basics of handling juveniles; their lectures took on 
more structure; the officers became involved with each school admin
istrator and his staff; follow-up investi-gations took on more meaning 
in added responsibility; individual counselling became a part of the 
program; informants were developed and from this a wealth of "expertise" 
was ·gained. 

The initial Depa.rtment Notice signed by Chief Nash stated that, II while 
the School Patrol's primary function will be to reduce truancy and 
its juvenile-related criems, the officers will be available to re
spond to other calls." (Copy of Notice Attached) Today th'at is still 
their function however, they spend so much of their time at the schools 
there is little time left to respond to major crimes being committed 
within ajoining beats. What has happened is that we really have de
veloped "experts" in the area of School Patrol. 

J-6 
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Currently our School Patrol officers are called upon by almost • 
everyone when a child attending Torrance schools is in need of 
some type of assistance. Where initially the School Patrol of-
ficers were to augment patrol functions and Patrol units were to 
continue working in and around the schools, today the beat unit 
~j1tjre or less leaves the schools alone and lets the "expert" take 
care of school problems. The general beat officer is not develop-
ing the expertise he needs to handle iniermittent school details. 

School Patrol officers today are becomming more involved with 
child abuse and child sexual abuse cases. Through leads developed 
through the schools and Juvenile Division the majority of these 
cases are initially investigated by the School Patrol officers. 
We have to have special training afforded our School Patrol officers 
so that they can better understand the difficulties which come with 
these types of investigations. After becomming involved in a case 
of this type the School Patrol officer will continue to work closely 
with the Juvenile Investigator following up to completion these types 
of cases. 

HISTORICAL DATA 

The following is some Historical data regarding the Torrance Police 
Departments School Patrol Program. 

I . 

II. 

Personnel Dates of Service 

Officer 
Officer 
Officer 
Officer 
Officer 
Officer 
Officer 
Officer 
Officer 

Duties: -----
1975 * 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

1979 * 
* 
* 

Augenstein 1975 to 1979 
Hertica 1975 to 1976 
Sibley 1976 to 1979 
Leinweber 1979 to 1980 
Herren 1979 to 1980 
Nancarrow 1980 to 1985 
Daley 1980 to 1983 
Ulrich 1983 to Present 
Allen 1985 to Present 

To Augment Patrol 
Develop contacts at schools and District Offices 
Attend monthly meetings with school staffs and 
Education Council 
Coordinate with Juvenile Division, Crossing guards, 
School staff different activities 
Handle truants 
Handle LOitering suspects 

Same as above 
Started to become more involved with initial inves
tigations generated from the schools 
Started to be more involved with lecturing to the 
students 
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~ II. Duties Continued: 

~ 

~ 

1983 * Addition of formalized Truancy Sweeps which in
volved School Patrol, Juvenile Division, and 
School officials. 

1984 * Establish a working relationship with the staff of 
each school 

* Learn and monitor those hang-outs where school age 
children congregate 

* Initial completion and follow-up on suspected child 
abuse or sexual abuse cases 

* Develop information sources within the school commu
nity and among the students 

* Coordinate School Patrol activities upon the campuses 
with Juvenile Division 

* Work closely with Juvenile Officers on any school 
related problem where they need your assistance 

* Be aware of truancy problems 
* Be able to lecture effectively in the following areas:, 

Traffic laws Child abuse 
Drugs Criminal law 

* Be aware of and stay on top of School crime problems, 
(594's, 459's, Gangs etc.) 

* Be able to cou'nsel school children when the need 
arises 

* Be aware of referral agencies and how they can assist 
the School Patrol (Diversion, Psychiatric Hospital etc.) 

~ Stay abreast of new legislation which will affect the 
School Patrol operation. 

III. Future Ideas 

1. Mandatory training in the area of Child Abuse is almost a 
must for School Patrol Officers. 

2. Department of Youth Authority school in "Juvenile Law En
forcement Officer Training" is also highly recommended 
by all School. Patrol officers who have attended the course. 

3. More training in the areas of Substance abuse and how to 
identify it. 

4. Consider more involvement in lecturing at the High School 
level. 

5. Become very selective on who will be allowed to work in the 
School Patrol detail. 

6. The School Patrol officers would like to see seme training 
given to regular beat officers so they won;t feel so lost 
when given an assignment to handle at one of the schools. 

Note~ Looks like we have come full circle on who 
has the expertise now. 
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The School Patrol Program in ~he past 10 years has continually 
been staffed by dedicated officers who were innovative in their 
approach to new areas of involvements. The officers readily 
accepted new changes and additions to their responsibilities. 
The reaction to the program from school officals, Juvenile Divis
ion, the public, and regular officers is that currently this 
operation is the best it has ever been. The feeling is that it 
should continue to grow and develop new areas. 

This year alone we have added a new school (Bishop Montgomery) to 
the overall operation. School Patrol officers are heavily involv
ed in abuse investigations. Their level of expertise is rising 
in the area of drug and traffic lectures. They are becomming more 
involved in the counselling of not only the children but their 
parents. School officials come to rely on their ex~ertise in just 
about every needed instance. The majority of school officials 
feel that if our School Patrol program ever ceased to exist then 
in would have devastating effects on total school operations. 

On the attached page is statistical data relating to the School 
Patrol program. it is not totally accurate. The information re
cordation has changed many ~~mes over the years and as such, 
accurate data is unavailable. Much of the information was gained 
by reviewing available annual reports and monthly activity reports. 
The information does reflect that School Patrol Officers are in
volved in just about every aspect of criminal activity. 

School Patrol Officers have not stayed stagnant throughout their 
years of existence. They truly have developed into "EXPERTS" 
where the handling of juveniles is concerned. From the early con
cepts of assisting school officials and trying to cut down on 
truancy they are now totally involved in handling school related 
problems. 

SERGEANT M. F. 
PATROL BUREAU 
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RICHARD BLUM 

JOHN uJACK u CASSIDY 

DR. RICHARD GOODMAN 

DR. DAVID W. JAMIESON 

• JOE KIMBALL 

HANK E. KOEHN 

OR. WILLIAM LARSON 

DR. IAN ~.uTROFF 

• ALEX J. NORMAN, DSW 

RESEARCH ADVISORS 

1<-1 

P.O. Box 620066 
Woodside, CA 94062 
(415) 854-7401 

Associate Professor of Management 
School of Business-Orangization and 

Management 
California State University - San Jose 
One Washington Square 
San Jose, CA 95192-0070 
(40S) 277-3408 
32 St. Claire Lane 
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 

Graduate School of Management, Room 6317 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 

Jamieson Consulting Group 
2265 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 578 
Los Angeles, CA 90064 
(213) 836-7096 

35 Williams Lane 
San Carlos, CA 94070 
(415) 591-4689 
Alternative Residence: 
17030 Butte Mountain Road 
Jackson, CA 95642 
(209) 223-3606 

Trimtab Futures Group 
3806 Latrobe Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90031 
(213) 222-0321 

Professor of Behavioral Sciences 
Californi" State Polytechnic University 
Pomona, CA 91768 

Department of Management & Organization 
Graduate School of Business Admin. 
University of Southern California 
Los Angeles, CA 90089-1421 
(213) 743-8318 

Associate Professor 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 



DR. GERALD PIETERS 

JOHN C. RIES 

DR. C. E. "TAP IE" ROHM, JR. 

GEORGE A. SIPEL 

HENRY A. TOMBARI 
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Pieters and Associates 
10147 North Portal Avenue 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 253-5415 

Professor 
Department of Political Science 
University of California, Los Angeles 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 

Associate Professor of Information 
Management and Business Administration 
California State Univ., San Bernardino 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(714) 887-7531 
5804 N. Acacia Street 
San 6ernardino, CA 92407 
(714) 883-5138 

George Sipel Associates 
215 Cowper Street 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 
(415) 321-7479 

• 

Associate Professor. • 
School of Business and Economics 
Department of Management Services 
Califor"nia State University, Hayward 
Hayward, CA 94542 
(415) 881-3322 
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lNAl.C E. N .... SH 
. ..It.ICe: CHIE:F' CITY OF TORRANCE 
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:3:3ClCJ CIVIC CENTER DRIVE, TORRANCE. CAL.IFCJRNIA 

September 26, 1985 '.:. 

Doug Thomas 
Senior Consultant 

TEI.EPMONE: (2131 329·3456 

Center for Executive Development 
Comruission on Peace Officer's 
Standards & Training 
4949 Broadway 
Sacramento CA 95820-0145 

Dear Doug: 

90503.5056 

Pursuant to my "Command College" research project effort, I have contacted 
several individuals from various components of the academic world in the 
hopes of finding one that could provide me with the necessary assistance in 
my particular topical area (Police Services for the Elderly). At. this 
point, I have narrowed the list down to two, both of whom are most appro
priate, and I am of a mind to make use of both of their services (keeping 
the total time within POST guidelines, of course). 

1~e first individual is a P.h.D. from the University of Southern California 
School of Gerontology, Sally Coberly, and I am enclosing a copy of her 
resume in support of this selection. 

The second individual (and one with whom I am having some difficulty making 
direct contact) is Janet Henkin, who is with the Criminology Department of 
Chapman College in Orange County, as well as the Riverside Academy of 
Justice. Once I have ensured her value as an academic resource, I will 
follow-up with a copy of her resume to your office. 

Please advise me as to whether I am still headed in the right direction, 
and whether or not using two separate sources for the adademic resource 
is within POST guidelines. 

JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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Ethel Percy Andrus 
CienJntoiosY Cenlei' 
UnMBity Pane 

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN 

1.00 AfipIeI, ~ifomia 9OO89-01g1 

September 18. 1985 

James M. Weyant 
Captain 
Torrance Police Department 
3300 Civic Center Drive 
Torrance, CA 90503-5056 

Dear Captain Weyant: 

CALIFORNIA 

Enclosed is a copy of my vita and a copy of a general needs assessment 
questionnaire that might be useful to you in designing your survey. 

In thinking about your project after you left, it occurred to me that 
we did not talk about the possibility of your surveying a younger 
group of individuals, say those 50 to 65, to help you anticipate 
the needs of older persons in the next ten years or so. We often 
mistake the preferences and needs of one cohort of older persons 
for the needs and preferences of future cohorts of the elderly. 
At the very least you will want to look at younger age groups as 
part of your demographic analysis. 

Let me know how the project is coming and how I can be of assistance. 
I am usually in my office at USC on Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
(213) 743-5423 and at my home on Tuesday and Thursday (213) 661-7483. 

Sincerely, 
-/ ( / , , . 

Sally Coberly, Ph.D. 
Research Associate 
Assistant Professor of Gerontology 
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" eI"'O!..ICE CEPARTMI!:NT 
1NA'-O E. NASH 

. LlI..ICe: CHIEF" CITY OF TORRANCE 
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:. 

3300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCS:. CALIF'ORNIA 

October 7, 1985 

Sally Coberly, Ph.D 
3232 Larissa Drive 
Los Angeles CA 90026 

TE:L.E:F'I-ICN£ C213J 329·3456 

Here is my initial draft as far as the questionnaire 
is concwrned. Please look it over, and hopefully we 
can get together soon, in order to finalize it. I 
plan to distribute it through various "senior service~ 
programs with whom I have established contacts here in 
Torrance (it would appear anything beyond that would be 
unreasonable, what with my time constraints, etc.). 

You should be hearing from P.O.S.T. (Doug Thomas) 
shortly regarding your official designation as my 
"Command College" academic advisor. I spoke with him 
this morning and you are, in their opinion, an excellent 
choice. 

Thank you, 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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FClI.ICE DEPARTMENT 

'"'ClNAL.D E. NASH 
/'-' ll.lCE CHIEF' 

. . . . 

TEL.£:PHCN£ (213) 32S·30456 

October 30, 1985 

Sally Coberly, Ph.D. 
3232 Larissa Drive 
Los Angeles CA 90026 

Dr. Coberly: 

I am enclosing a copy of the final product, and 
am in the process of distributing it among 
Torrance "senio~s" via several senior citizen 
groups. I received very good response to my 
in-house questionnaire, but have yet to analyze 
same. 

I am very much interested in pursuing the assis
tance of computer capability on your end - since 
we have little more than computer novices here, 
including myself. 

Illl be in touch! 

Gratefully, 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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SALl.Y COBERLY 

Sirthdate: 
Address: 
Telephone: 

EDUCATION 

Ph.D. 

M.Pl. 

B.A. 

HONORS AND AWARDS 

September 26 8 1949 
3232 Larissa Dr~. Los Angeles, CA 90026 

H (213) 661-7483 
o (213) 743-5423 

University of Southern California, Center for Public 
Affairs, Urban Studies, 1979. 

Uni1tersity of Southern California. School of Planning 
and Urban Studies. t~asterl s degree in urban planning 
with special emphasis in gerontology, 1975. 

Kansas State University, Political Science. 1970. 
Magna cum laude. 

Fellow, Gerontological Society of America, 1985. 

Finalist, Robert Wood Johnson Faculty Fellowship in 
Health Care Finance, Johns Hopkins University. 1985. 

Fellow, USC/UCLA Long Term Care Gerontology Center, 1982. 

Outstanding Student Achievement Award, American Institute of Planners, 
School of Planning and Urban Studies, University of Southern California, 1975. 

Fellowshi'p, Administration on Aging lO Andrus Gerontology Center. 
University of Southern California, 1974 - 1975. 

Scholarship, Graduate School, University of Southern California, 1973 - 1974. 

Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, Kansas State University, 1970. 

PROFESSIONAL AND ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE 

January 1983 .., 
Present 

Director 
National Policy Center on Employment and Retirement 
University of Southern California 

o Direct five year project funded by the Administration 
on Aging to conduct policy analysis and policy research 
on employment and retirement issues, provide confiden
tial issue analysis to the Commissioner on Aging, 

K-7 



November 1983 ... 
Present 

July 1980 co 

Present 

September 1979 -
June 1980 

June 1976 -
January 1978 

January 1976 ... 
November 1978 

September 1974 -
June 1975 

render technical assistance to AoA staff and dev~lop 
manpower with expertise in policy an&lysi$ and employ~ • 
liIent issues. 

Researc~ Assistant Professor 
Leonard Davis School of Gerontology 
University of Southern Californi~ 

Research Associate 
Program in Policy and Services Research 
Andrus Gerontology Center 

o Served as Deputy Director, Assistant Director and 
Policy Analyst for the National Policy Center on 
Employment and Retirement and principal or 
co-principal 1nvestigat,Qr of applied policy 
research projects. 

Visiting Assistant Professor 
Leonard Davis School of Gerontology 
University of Southern California 

Instructor, Lecturer and Teaching Assistant 
School of Public Administration 
University of Southern California 

Research Analyst, Project Di,"ectoF p Project Associate 
Community Programs Division 
Andrus Gerontology Center 

o Participated in the design and execution of 
of applied policy research projects related to the 
development and delivery of services for the aged. 

Student Professional Planner 
Los Angeles County Area Agency on Aging 

o Designed a reporting system for a countywide infor
mation and referral system and developed a monito,oing 
and evaluation process for agency sub-contracts. 
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_PU_B_L_IC_A_T_IO_N~~, PAPERS ~ REPORTS 

Robinson, P. Kq Coberly, S., and Paul, C. E. "WorK and Retirement." In R. 
H. Binstock and E. Shanas (Eds.), The Handbook of ~!~ and the Social 
Sciences, 2nd edition. New York: ran Nostrand RefnnoTd,To:;-r985. 

Coberly, S. "Keeping Older Workers on the Job." Aging. No. 349, 1985, 

Coberly, S. and Morrison, M. "Aging and Technological Advances: Labor 
Force Participation." In P. K. Robinson, J. Livingston and J. E. Birren 
(Eds.), ~~~ Technological Advances. New York: Plenum Publishing 
Corp., l~ 

Coberly, S. and Paul~ C. E. ~Retraining the Older Worker for Changing 
Technology: Programs and Practices." Paper presented at the 37th Annual 
Meeting of the Gerontological Society of America, San Antonio, November 
1984. 

Coberly, S. and Newquist, D. "Hiring Older Workers---Employer Concerns." 
Aging, February/March, 1984 • 

Robinson, P.K., Paul, CeE., and Coberly. S. Timing the Retirement Exit. 
Los Angeles: Andrus Gerontology Centers 1984. --- ----

Coberly. S. Review of Adjustin2 to ~ Older ~ Force, by Lois F. 
Copperman and Frederick D. Keast. Generatlons, San Francisco: Western 
Gerontologic~l Society, Winter, 19S1: 

Coberly, S. Review of 8th Annual Report: The Work Revolution, by the 
National Commission fOr Employment PolicY:-!Vii~ and Work, Vol. 6, No. 
2, 1983. 

Coberly. S. Review of ~ and Retirement, by Stanley Parker. A2ing. Fall 
1983. 

Coberly. S. "Incentives for Hiring Older Workers---Are Employers 
Interested?". Agin2 and~. Vol. 6, No.1. 1983. 

Coberly. S. "'Alternative Worle Arrangements." In O. Bauer (Ed.). 
Sig~ificant Se~men!: A Technical Resource Manual. Washington, D~ C.: 
Natlonal Councll on the Aging, 1982 • 
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Coberly, s. MExp~nding Employment Opportunities for Older Work~r$: Tix 
Incentives as Policy Tools.N Paper presented at the 34th Annual Meeting 
of the Gerontological Society of Americ4 p Toronto p Canada. Novembef p 

1981. 

Beaudet, F. Ho and Coberlyp S. "Alternative Assumptions of Longe~1ty in 
the 21st Century: Demographic and Social Consequences. II Paper presented 
at the XIX International Congress of Gerontology& Hamburg, West Germany» 
JulYe 1981. ' 

Coberly. S. "A Conceptual Model for the Analysis of AAAs: A Comparison of 
AAA and Social Service Boundaries." Paper presented at the 33rd Annual 
Meeting of the Gerontological Society of America D San Diego! California o 
November, 1980. 

Coberly. S. NExtending the Worklives of Older Workers: Part-time Work 
Options." Testimony presented before the Subcommittee on Oversight, 
House Ways and Means Committee, Washington s D. Co: September lOs 1980. 

Coberly. S., Fleisher, 0., FritZI> 0 05 Cohn g J. and Kobata. F. NA Policy 
Note an the 1978 Amendments to the Older Americans Act." The 
Gerontologist. April. 1980. 

~ 

Coberly, S. A Conceptual Model for the Analysis of Regional Planning and 
Coordinating Agencies: The Case-o~rea A?encies on ~gin9. Ooctora'-
Dissertation. UniverSity of~ther~li ornia, ~ • 

Cohn» J'J Fritz_ 0., Coberly, SOl Fleisher p D. and Kobata, Fo Toward a 
Designation Policy for California'!~ Ageryc~ on Aging. Report
prepared for the camornia Department of AgHlg. 1~8. 

Coberly, S. and Fleisher, D. Evaluation of the San Joaquin and Marin 
County Area Agencies on~. Report:prepared for the california 
Departm~of Aging a I97a:---

Coberly, S., Kerschner, H. and Harootyan, R. SUreortiye Housing ~~ 
Elderll. Report prepared for the Southern Ca lfornla Presbyter,an 
Homes, 1977. 

Coberly, S. "Secession Movements in Los Angeles County: Misfits in the 
Boundary Systems of Decision Makers and Citizens. u Paper presented at 
the Annual Meeting of the Western Social Science Association, Denver, 
Colorado. 1977. 
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Coberly, S. uEvaluation of Title III Programs: Reduction of Consumption 
Costs as a Measure of Effectiveness." Paper presented at the 29th Annual 
Meeting of the Gerontological Society, New York. 1976. 

Co~erly. S. "Demonstration of Congruence Between Theories of 
Interorganizational Behavior and AAA Coordination Efforts." Paper 
presented at the 28th Annual Meeting of the Gerontological Society, 
Louisville, Kentucky, 1975. 

RESEARCH GRANTS AND PROPOSALS 

Co-Principal Investigator. "AAR? Andrus Foundation Policy Internship 
Experience Program." The AARP Andrus Foundation. $386,829. January 1. 
1~85 - December 31,1987. 

Principal Investigator. "National Policy Center on Employment and 
Retirement." Administration on Aging. $266,821. July 1, 1984 - August 31, 
1985. 

Principal Investigator. "National Policy Center on Employment and 
Retirement. N Administration on Aging. $177,884. November 1. 1983 - June 
30. 1984. 

Co-Principal Investigator. "Employer Strategies for Meeting the Challenge 
of Aging in the Workplace." The General Electric Foundation. $25,000. 
March I, 1983 - October It 1983 • 

PrinCipal Investigator. "Incentives for Hiring Older Workers in the 
Private Sector." The American Association of Retired Persons Andrus 
Foundation. $30,000. January 1, 1982 - December 31, 1982. 

COURSES TAUGHT -
School of Gerontology: 

·Social Policy and Administration of Aging Services 
·Policy Analysis 
·Administration and Systems Management in Programs for 

Older Adults 
°Extending the Life Span: Scenarios for the 21st Century 

School of Public Administration: 

• I ntroducti on to Urban S tudi es 
·Senior Research 
·Research in Public Administration 
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PRESENTATIONS 
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Presenter. "The National Policy Center on Employment and Ret:irement: 
Lessons from a Five Year Un;ver$ity/ GO\fernment Experiment. II 
Multidisciplinary Resear~h Seminar in Aging. University of Soutnerij 
California, los AHgeles~ 19a5. 

Co-chair. PfPer Session on "Education and Elders." 37th Annual Scientifi~ 
Meeting 0 the Gerontological Society of America, San Anton1o~ 1984. 

Reactor. "Improving the Skills and Education of low-Income and 
Disadvantaged Individuals." Panel Discussion. National Symposium an 
Creating Opportufi1ty: Strategies for Increasing the Self-sufficiency of 
Americans Through Economic Development» Chicago, 1984. 

Lecturer~ "Employment and Retirement Issues. M Administration on Aging. 
Washington, D.C., 1984. 

Presenter. "Employment and Older Americans: Concerns, Patterns and 
PrOblems." Meeting of the Federal Interagency Task Force on Older Worker 
Employment, washington. D.C. p 1984. 

Presenter. Workshop on ·Planning for Older Worker' Involvement in JTPA: 
Needs Assessment and Data Analysis. M National invitational conference on 
Older Worker Involvement in the Job Training Partnership Act» ' 
Washington, D.C., 1984. 

Presenter. Symposium on "Education for Aging: Models and Methods for 
Different Needs li

• 36th Annual Meeting of the Gerontological Society of 
America, San Francisco, 1983. 

Discussant. Seminar on IOThe Older Employee in Today's Technology: State of 
the Art Issues.Y=Susiness Institute in Gerontology, University of 
Southern California, Andrus Gerontology Center, 1983. 

Presenter. Workshop on -roo Future Labor Market." Los Angeles Conmi ttee on 
Careers fOr Older Americans, 1983. I 

Facilitator. Section on Labor Force PartiCipation. NATO Symposium on 
Aging and Technological Advances, University of Southern California. Los 
Angeles, 1983. 
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Presenter. ~~m~osium on NTransition Issues in Education for Older Adul~s: 
Tuition an oeational Training." Association for Gerontology in Higher 
Education. los Angeles. 1983. 

Presenter. ~The Future Structure of Employment Opportuniti~s: Implications 
for Older Workers.· Meeting of the Federal Council on Aging. Washington, 
D. C., 1982. 

Presenter. Discussion Session on "Productive Use of the Aging Workforce.· 
35th AnnuaT Meeting of the Gerontological Society of America, Boston, 
1982. 

Presenter. ·Vocational Education for Older Persons. N Meeti"r of the 
California Community College Educators for Older Adults, ga2. 

Moderator. Session on "Successful Integration of Older Workers. M National 
Council on the Aging, Inc. Experience Works Job Fair, 1982. 

Presenter. Workshop on "Optional Work Arrangements: Part-time. Phased 
Retirement, Work at Home." Western Gerontological Society Conference on 
the Older Worker, San Diego, 1982 • 

Coordinator. Workshop on ·Vocational Education and Job Training: New 
Dimensions for Older Persons.- Western Gerontological Society Annual 
Meeting. San Diego, 1982. 

Organizer. Discussion Session on "Employment and Older Workers: Policy and 
Practice Issues for the 1980s." 34th Annual Meeting of the 
Gerontological Society of America, Toronto, Canada, 1981. 

Co-chair. Paper Session on "Employment and Re-employment: Options and 
Preferences.' 34th Annual Meeting of the Gerontological Society of 
America, Toronto. Canada. 1981. 

Instructor (with Robert Binstock). "Economics of Aging." Intensive 
conducted for the Annual Joint Meeting of the National ASSoclat;on of 
State Units on Aging and the National Association of Area Agencies on 
Aging, Washington, D. C., 1981. 

Presenter. Workshop on MEmployment in the Decades Ahead: A Forum for 
Defining the Issues. 1f Western Gerontological Society Annual Meeting. 
Seattle, 1981 • 
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Presente~. -Employment and Older Ca1ifornians: Oefining the r~$ueso~ 
legislative Forum on Employment and Older Persons sponsored by the 
National Poltey Center on Employment and Retir@ment ind the C~liforni~ 
Assembly Committee on Aging. S~cramentop 1981. 

Co-organizer. Workshop on NFocal Points: Developing the Potential.= 
Western Gerontological Society Annual Meeting, Anaheim, 1981. 

CONSULTING -
South Carolina State Health and Human Services Finance Commission. 
NLong-term Care Insurance. N 1985. 

U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment. NRetraining the Older 
Worker for Changing Technology: Programs and P~actices.N 1983. 

SRI, International. NHon-service Policy Options for Expanding Employment 
Oppo~tunities for Older Persons.- 1982. 

National Institute on Aging. National Aging Research Planning Panel. 
NDomains of Productive Behavior: Paid Employment.- 1981. 

PROFESSIONAL. COMMUNITY~ ~ UNIVERSI1!~ERYICS 

Member. National Council on the Aging Senior Community 
Service Employment Project Advisory Council 
(1984-P resent) 

Member. Arrangements Committee, KNBC and NCaA Experience Works 
Job Fair for Mature Workers (1984 and 1985) 

Member. AARP Andrus Foundation Internship Policy Experience 
Advisory Board. Leonard Davis School of Gerontology 
( 1984-Present) 

Member. Western Gerontological Society Employment Committee 
(1982-1984 ) 

Reviewer. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
Office of Human Development Services, 
Consolidated Announcement Concept Papers (1982-1984) 

Reviewer. Retirement Research Foundation. 
Research and Demonstration Proposals (1984) 

Reviewer. City of Los Angeles, Community Development 
Department, Older Worker Job Training 
Partnership Act Proposals (1984) 

Member. Long Term Care Advisory Committee, Programs in 
Health Services Administration. School of Public 
Administration (1985-Present) 
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I~ember • 

Chair. 

Member. 

Chair. 

Chair. 

Search Committee for UPS Foundation Chair 1n 
Social Gerontology (1985) 

Gerontological Policy Committee. Andrus Gerontology 
Center (1984-Present) 

Policy and Administration Ad-hoc Curriculum Committee, 
Leonard Davis School of Gerontology (1984) 

Cost Reduction and Productivity Committee, Andrus 
Gerontology Center (1984) 

Personnel Committee, Andrus Gerontology Center (l983) 

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 

Gerontological Society of America 

American Public Health Association 

American Society on Aging 

American Health Planning Association 

7/85 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN. Governor 

OEPARTMENT OF JUSnCE JOHN K VAN DE KAMP, Attorney General 

COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING ~ 

•

949 BROADWAY 
O. BOX 20145 

SACRAMENTO 95820-0145 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
(916) 739-5328 
BUREAUS 
Administrative SerVices 
(916) 739-5354 
Compliance and Certificates 
(916) 739-5377 
Infonnafion SerVICes 
(91S) 739-5340 

Management Counseling 
(916) 322-3492 
Standards and Evaluation 
(91S) 322-3492 
Training Delivery SerVices 
(916) 739-5394 
Tramlng Program Services 
(916) 739-5372 
Course Control 
(916) 739-5399 
Professional Certificates 
{916} 739-5391 
Reimbursements 
(~16) 739-5367 
Resource Library 
(916) 739-5353 
Center lor ExecutIVe 
Development 
(916) 739-5328 

• 

• 

To Whom It May Concern: 

This is to introduce Captain James M. Weyant of the Torrance 
Police Department, Torrance, California. Captain Weyant is 
conducting law enforcement research. He is a member of the 
Command College, a program for future law enforcement leaders 
sponsored by the California Commission on Peace Officer 
Standards and Training (POST). Independent research is an 
integral part of the program and is a requirement for 
graduation. 

Assistance provided toward the research project will benefit law' 
enforcement in general. The final research product produced by 
each member of the Command College will be made available 
through POST. 

If you have any questions, you may contact me at 
(916) 739-5336. This letter of introduction expires on 
January 1 J 1986. 

Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 

&cereL 
DOU~HOMAS 
Senior Consultant 
Center for Executive Development 

L-l 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN. Governor 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIce JOHN K VAN DE KAMP. Attorney Ger,aral 

COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 
4949 BROAOWAY 
• O. BOX 20145 

3ACRAMENTO 9582().0145 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
(916) 739-5328 
BUAEAUS 
Adrnintslrabve S8fVlCes 
(910) 739-5354 
Cornpliaf1C8 and Certificates 
{9to} 739-5377 
Information ServlClJs 
(916) 739-5340 
Management Counseling 
(916) 322-3492 
Standards and evaluabon 
(916) 322-3492 
Tra/nlflg Delivery Services 
(916) 739-5394 
Traifllng Program Services 
(9te) 739-5372 
Course Control 
(9te) 739-5399 
ProfesS!Cnai Cerbficat8s 
(916) 139-5391 
Relll1bursements 
(9Te) 739-5:367 
ResourclJ Library 
{9T6} 739-5353 
Center for eX6Cuiive 
Development 
(916) 739-5328 

June 5, 1985 

Donald E. Nash 
Chief of Police 
Torrance Police Department 
3300 Civic Center Drive 
Torrance, CA 90503-5056 

Dear Chief Nash: 

On July 12, 1985, Captain James M. Weyant will complete the 
second phase of the POST Command College program. At that time, 
a total of six months' time will be allowed for completion of 
the independent research project portion of the program. 

Your jur'isdiction will be reimbursed for Captain Weyant's travel 
and subsistence costs associated with the research project when 
such costs have been given prior approval by POST. The Planning 
Committee has anticipated that 30 days of on-duty time will be 
required to complete each research project. At the end of the 
six month period, a record of the on-duty days devoted to the 
research project will be submi tted to POST ~ and the sal ary for 
the actual number of days; not to exceed 30~ will be 
reimbursed. 

Your continued commitment and support of the Command College 
program are greatly appreCiated. 

If you have any questions regarding the Command College program~ 
please contact the Center for Executive Development at 
(916) 739-2093. 

Si ncerely, 

~C~ 
NORHAN C. BOEH~1 
Executive Director 

cc: Captain James M. Weyant 
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tlt-ICE OEP .... RTMENT 

'lNAL.O e:. NASH 
" ..JL.ICe: CI'II e:,.- CITY OF TORRANCE 

• 

• 

:3:300 CIVIC CE:NTE:R DRIVE:. TORRANCE:. CAL.lnJRNIA 

TEI..£PMCNE t213J 326·3<1156 

July 17, 1985 

John Stein, Assistant Director 
National organlzation for 
Victim Assistance 
717 "0" Street NW 
Washington D.C. 20004 

On June 25th of this year I attended a one-day workshop 
entitled "Senior Citizens as Victims and as Offenders", 
at w~ich your director, Marlene Young, gave a rather 
inspiring presentation. As I understand she is out of 
town, I am directing this communication to you . 

The enclosed documents (a letter of introduction from 
P.O.S.T.; and a brief description of my "project") will 
serve to explain the nature of my interest in your organi-
zation and operation. . 

At this point I am unsure of what to "ask for" specifically; 
however, if you feel you have any documented information 
that may be helpful to my efforts, I would greatly 
appreciate hearing from you. Should a visit to your 
offices be reasonably worthwhile to my project development, 
P.O.S.T. will authorize such an expenditure. 

Finally, I presented Marlene Young with my card at the 
June workshop, with a request that she provide me with a 
copy of her presentation (she stated she had a summary of 
same ... ). Perhaps you can remind her of my request upon 
her return. 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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POL.ICE DE:P.A.RTM&NT 

1NAL.D E. NASH 
JI..ICE CHIEF' CITY OF TORRANC. 

3300 CIVIC CENTER DRiVe:. TORRANCe:. CALIF'OF'lNf/", 

July 17 v 1985 

WPIX-TV 
220 E. 42nd Street 
New York NY 10017 

T£1.£FlHCN£ C213] 32S·34S6 

On Sunday, June 30th, a television broadcast entitled 
The Wall Street Journal Report, including a segment 
on older Americans, was viewed on Channel 7 (KABC) in 
Los Angeles (10-10:30 a.m.). 

I am involved in a police executive research effort 
concerning the future of law enforcement as it pertains 
to the elderly, and I understand a copy of the tran
~cript for the above broadcast may be available. If 
so, I would be most appreciative of same, or information 
as to how I may obtain one. 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 

'NALO E. NASH 
.I.ICE CHIEF' CITY OF TORRANCE 

• 

• 

3300 CIVIC CENTER ORIVE. TORRANCE. CAL.IF'CRNIA 

TtL£PHClN£ C2131 320·3"56 

July 17, 1985 

Kate Toothman 
CYA - Prevention and Community 

Corrections Branch 
1234 E. 14th Street - Room 201 
San Leandro CA 94577 

Pursuant to our telephone conversation, this date, I 
am enclosing (1) the P.O.S.T. letter of introduction; 
and· (2) a general description of my "project If • 

As you can see, I have a long way to go, and any 
assistance I receive through your efforts will be 
greatly appreciated. Hopefully, I will have the 
opportunity to meet with you at some point during my 
project development. 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU, 

L-S 
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POLICE DCPARTMENT 

"lNALD Eo NASH 
olLleE: CHIEF" CITY OF TORRANC. 

3300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE, TI'JRRANCE, CALIF'I'JRNJA 

July 18, 1985 

David Schichor 
272J. Merlin 
Fullerton CA 92634 

TEI.EPHONE [2133 321!1-3-4S6 

Pursuant to our telephone conversation this date, 
I am enclosing (I) Letter of introduction for the 
California Commission on Peace Officer Standards 
and Training; and (2) A brief description of my 
project for the "Command College n • 

I am looking forward to meeting with you on Friday, 
July 26th, at 9:00 aom. 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 

L-6 
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POL.ICe: Oe:PARTMe:r~T 

• 

H"AL.O e:. NASH 
.JI..ICe: CHIEF' 

• 

• 

CITY OF TORRANCE 
3300 CIVIC CE:NTE:R DRIVE:. TORRANCE:. CALIF'ORNIA 

July 18, 1985 

Peggy Weatherspoon, 
Diector 
Area Agency on Aging 
801-C No. Broadway 
Santa Ana CA 92701 

T£I.EPHONE: C213l 329·3456 

Pursuant to our telephone conversation this date, 
I am enclosing (1) Letter of introduction for the 
California Commission on Peace Officer Standards 
and Training; and (2) A brief description of my 
project for tile "Command College". 

I am looking forward to meeting with you on Friday, 
July 26th, at 11:00 a.m. 

ES M. WEYANT, 
PATROL BUREAU 

L-7 
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POL.ICE CEP.l.RTMENT 

.. "'CNAr..C E:. NASH 
OI..ICE CHIEF' CITY OF TORRANC 

3300 CIVIC CENTER DRiVe:. TORRANCe:. CALIF'ORN 

TEI.EF'HCNI'.: cal3l 3aa·3456 

July 23 9 1985 

George Sunderland, Senior Coordinator 
Crime Prevention Program - Criminal Justice Services 
American Association cf Retired Persons 
1901 "K" Street NW 
Washington DC 20049 

Dear Mr. Sunderland: 

By way of introduction, I am enclosing a copy of my "Letter 
of Introduction'l from the California Commission on Peace 
Officer Standards and Training (P.O.S.T.)l as well as a • 
br.ief description of my "project", in which I plan to pursue 
the impact of the increasing average age of the population 
on the local police service. 

Should you have any information (articles, lecture tran
scripts, reference sources, etc.) that you feel would assist 
me in my quest, I would be most appreciative of your 
forwarding same (or otherwise advising me as to how I may 
obtain them). 

Gratefully, 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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POLICE O£PARTME:NT 

. II..ICE: CHIEF" •
qON"~O ~ NASH 

• 

• 

CITY OF TORRANCE 
3300 ClVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCE. CAL.IF'CRNIA 

TEL.ll:PHCNE: C213J 329-3456 

July 31, 1985 

Yvonne Neely 
Office of Research and 
Funded Projects/CSUDH 
1000 E. Victoria; ERC/D-514 
Carson CA 90747 

Pursuant to our telephone conversation this date, 
I am enclosing: (1) Letter of introduction from 
the California Commission on Peace Officer 
Standards and Training; and (2) A brief description 
of my project for the "Command College". 

I am looking forward to. hearing from you regarding 
the possibility of obtaining assistance from your 
office on my effort. 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 

L-9 
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Captain James Weyant 
Commander, Patrol Bureau 
Police Department 
3300 Civic Center Drive 
Torrance, CA 90503-5056 

Dear Captain Weyant: 

August 9,1985 

We do not have too much directly related to your study 
. but I am sending some material which may be of collateral use. 

r am sending a copy of my article on the older offender 
which has been a subject of major national attention since 
about 1979. Despite all the publicity we have not been able to 
uncover any significant increases in the crimes committed by 
older persons. Unfortunately the researchers are emphasizing 
increases in crime by percentages which greatly distorts the 
picture, in other words, in Virginia in 1975 we had two persons 

• 

over 65 arrested for robbery. Obtaining the latest statistics • 
from the Governor's office we note that this has increased to 
three persons per year. This out of a population of 525,000 
persons over the age of 65 in the State of Virginia. The major 
networks and big city newspapers have been reporting this as a 
50% increase in criminal activity in this crime category. If 
it were more accurately stated as to a rate it would be sta
tistically unreportable. 

Starting in December 1983 and for a period of one and a 
half years AARP hired a consultant to conduct a national study 
on volunteers in law enforcement. Please note a copy of my 
article in the FBI magazine wherein I stress the importance of 
the older person as a volunteer supporting law enforcement. This 
~tudy revealed that most executives today believe that volunteerism 
is a trend that will increase and become institutionalized by 
the end of the century. By volunteers we mean people actually 
serving in a police agency in a variety of roles. I attach a 
Monograph written by my assistant, Mrs. Lee Pearson, wherein 
we set out 44 functions currently being performed by volunteers 
in law enforcement agencies. 

.\l1h!fi~;m .-\:-'~Il~iati()n III Retircu Pt!l'~on~ II,lOY K Strcct. :'-i, W .. \Va~hing[()n. D.C. 200..J.Q t ~(2) X72--l.700 

Vila R (htrallllcr Pre'ldem C~ nl r, Brid.ticld F..\('( /If;\'{' {)irec(or 
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-----------------------------------------------------------

Captain James Weyant 

August 9, 1985 
Page Two 

In summary I might say that the projections of an increase 
in elderly criminal activity are pure conjecture and external 
events may very will alter any predictions made today. By that 
I mean that usually during periods of great national emergency 
very often we see crime go down. The reasons appear to be that 
attention is divenfd toward survival, many of the crime prone 
male youths are diverted into active military service in combat 
conditions and the country takes a harsher stand toward suppressing 
criminal activity. This may very well happen toward the end of 
the century. 

Relative to the demands on police service, surely these 
will change not only in magnitude but in kind. In a study con
ducted by Chief Rochford when he was Superintendent of the 
Chicago Police Department, it was revealed that the older victims 
tended to register complaints at a greater rate than younger 
victims. We know also that older people are subjected to certain 
crime types at a greater frequency than younger persons. . 
Specifically in the categories of purse snatch, and criminal fraud . 

As one old retired police officer to one who is conducting 
a study, let me say that I am tremendously interested in your pro
ject and hope that you will provide us information that will come 
out of your study. 

Please keep in touch and best wishes. 

S~ncerely, ~ 

George Sunderland 
Manager 
Criminal Justice Services 

GS/eam 
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POI.ICE OEFIARTME:NT 

OOIllAI-O e:. NASH 
FlCI-ICS: CHIEF' 

September 56 1985 

Janet Henkin 
1568 Temescal 
Norco, California 

Dear Janet:: 

91760 

.
I 

3:300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCE. 

Te:Le:F'HONe: C ZI3 1 3Z8-3.1S6 

Based on our telephone conversation (September 5)Q I 
am enclosing: (1) P.O.SoT. Letter of Introduction; 
and (2) a brief description of my "Command College W 

project. 

I will be calling you regarding setting up an interview 
in the near futureQ 

Very truly yours, 

DONALD E. NASH ~ 
CHIEl? OP POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M 0 WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BOREAUo 
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POLICe.: OEPARTMENT 

tNAL.e e. NASH 
,.JI-ICe: CHIEF" 

• 

• 

CITY OF TORRANCE 
3300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCE. CAI-IF'CRNIA 

T£I.£PMONE: C2133 32S·3456 

October 11, 1985 

Police Department 
Huntington W. Virginia 25701 

Pursuant to a research project in which I am 
presently engaged (see enclosures), I am planning 
a trip to Washington D.C. to spend some time with 
George Sunderland (Director of Criminal Justice 
Services for the American Association of Retired 
Persons). In a recent conversation with Mr. 
Sunderland, he stated you have a rather unique 
service to the elderly of your community - having 
to do with calling on "shut-ins"(?) 

I am interested in more information and, perhaps, 
including a stop at your agency during my trip east 
(which I have tentatively scheduled for the week 
of November 18th. 

A quick response to this letter, in order that I 
nay further my plans, would be greatly appreciated. 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 

L-13 
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,.-.-... NAL.O E. NASH 

.-OL.ICe: Cl-il EF' 
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CITY OF TORRANC 
3300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCe:. CALIF'ORNIA 

TEl.E:PMCN£ t213 J 329·3456 90503·5056 

October 14, 1985 

Saint Petersburg Police Department 
Saint Petersburg FL 33701 

Pursuant to a research project in which I am presently 
engaged (see enclosures), I am planning a trip to 
Washington D.C. to spend some time with George Sunderland 
(Director of Criminal Justice Services for. the American 
Association of Retired Persons). 

Since it is my understanding that your agency has dealt ~ 
significantly with crime and the elderly, I am con-
sidering the possibility of a side trip to your city 
in order that I may glean whatever I can from same. In 
order that I may further consider the relative value 
of such a venture, I would be most appreciative of any 
information you may provide me as to your experiences 
in providing police service to elderly persons .. 

A quick response to this letter, in order that I may 
further my plans, would be greatly appreciated. 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
CO~~NDER, PATROL BUREAU 

L-14 
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II CITY OF 

HUNTINGTON 
- W •• T "'IIII(lINIA 

Cant. James M. Weyant 
Commander, ratrol Bureau 
City of Torrance 
Police Department 
3300 Civic Center Drive 
Torrance, CA 90503-5056 

Dear Capt. Weyant: 

HUNTINGTON POLlCE DEPARTMENT 
ADMINISTRA T1VE BUREAU 

(304)696-5560 
City Hall, P. O. Box 1659 ZIP 25717 

October 15, 1985 

This letter is in response to your inquiry of October 11 
about our Lifeline Program. Enclosed is a phamplet which will 
explain the Program to you. We also have an annual Christmas 
dinner for the elderly in this Program. Our dinner is scheduled 
for December 12, 1985 • 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 
We would welcome a visit from you if you decide to come. Please 
contact me for details concerning a possible visit in the near 
future. We would be glad to help you make your arrangements. 

Thank you for your interest in our Program and please do 
not hesitate to contact me. 

Enclosure 

L-1S 

Sincerely, 

~ ..... - ,:; ... , :(~ ;., .... :-
Sgt. Henry Reger 
Commander, Crime Prevention 

Unit 
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Captain James Weyant 
Police Department 
3300 Civic Center Dr. 
Torrence, CA 90503 

Captain Weyant: 

MRP 

October 15, 1985 

I am enclosing a print-out from NCJRS on subjects of 
interest to you. Please acknowledge receipt. 

I am also ordering another which will be delivered with
in a fe\V' weeks. 

My lecture tour in Europe starts Oct. 17th and I will 
return to D.C. on 1 November. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

George Sunderland 
Manager 
Criminal Justice Services 

GS/eam 

\I11CrIl':m ,\~~II<':li.HiI1ll of Retireu Per..,on!i 1909 K Street. :--J. W .. Washington. D.C. 20049 (202) Xn-4i'OO 

Vila R. O'lranuer Pr".I/lh'll( Cyril F. Brtd.lidc.l I:'.\('("/If/I·(' lJir('c(or 
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POL-ICE: OEPARTMENT 

• 

·NAI..O E. NASH 
..Jt.ICe: Cl-IIEF' CITY OF TORRANCE 

• 

• 

3::300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCE. CAt.IF'ORNIA 

TELEPHONE C2131 326·3456 

October 21, 1985 

Sergeant Henry Reger 
Commander, Crime Prevention Unit 
Huntington Police Department 
Post Office Box 1659 
Huntington,' West Virginia 25717 

Sergeant Reger: 

Thank you so much for your quick response to my recent 
inquiry. I am planning a visit to your agency -
tentatively set for an arrival in the afternoon of 
Tuesday, 19 November 1985, and a departure the following 
afternoon. 

I would appreciate your offer to assist with my arrangements. 
I will advise you as to exact arrival time, flight number, 
etc., as soon as I have the information. Meanwhile, should 
you have any suggestions as to convenient lodging, etc., 
I would appreciate your input. 

Very truly yours, 

DONALD Ee NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE. 

CAPTAIN JAMES M 0 WEYANT If 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU • 

L-17 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 
,-~. 'lNAlLCI Eo NASH 

{ .:JL.JCE CHIEF' 

'!II 

CITY OF TORRANC 
3300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCE. CAL.IF"CJRNIA 

: \ 

". 

T£LE:PHCN£ [2133 328·3456 905C3.SCS6 

October 21, 1985 

Doug Thomas, Senior Consultant 
Center for Executive Development 
California Commission on Peace Officer 

Standards and Training 
4949 Broadway 
Sacramento, California 95820-0145 

Dear Doug: 

Pursuant to my ·Command College- research project, and per our recent 
telephone discussion, I am furthering efforts to make three (3) 
separate on-site inspections, interviews, etc., during the week of 
17-23 November 1985. Please review the following and confirm my plans 
meet with your approval: 

1. SUN CITY, ARIZONA: The Maricopa County Sheriff's 
Department is said to have developed 

a volunteer posse program for Sun City, made up entirely 
of city residents. By definition, these volunteers are 
older persons in that Sun City is a retirement community 
of individual homes and condominium developments. By 
spending a day (18 November 1985, Monday) at Sun City, 
I hope to thoroughly familiarize myself with this unique 
approach of police service to a community made up of 
elderly residents. 

2. HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA: In this city, older persons 
and police have established 

a cooperative program to provide services to elderly and 
handicapped citizens. I am told the ·cornerstoneW of the 
program is older volunteers, who contact program recipients 
daily by telephone to check on their well-being. As a 
result of this "Lifeline" program, many lives have 
reportedly been saved. As of 1980, this city of 16 
square miles had a population of 75,000, with approximately 
20% above the age of 60 years. 
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WASHINGTON, Do Co: According to my efforts thus far, 
perhaps the foremost nationwide 

authority on crime and/or police service and the elderly 
is one, George Sunderlande Mr. Sunderland, a retired 
Captain of the White House Poli~e (who also served with 
the Metropolitan, Washington, D.C. Police Department), 
heads up the IICriminal Justice Program of the American 
Association of Retired Persons (AARP)-, which is the 
largest single organization devoted to the vast array 
of senior citizen needs that I have been able to identify. 
During a two-day stay in Washington, D.C. (21-22 November 
1985), I hope to gather a significant amount of information 
from Mr. Sunderland, as well as from other sources he may 
provide. 

Additionally, by way of a Wprogress reportW, I have developed three 
separate survey forms and am in the process of administering them: 
(1) senior residents of Torrance: (2) police officers; and (3) police 
managers. Also, Dr. Sally Coberly is providing valuable input in the 
furtherance of my research. 

Very truly yours, 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE. 

CAPTAIN JAMES Me WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU. 
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CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG 

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION 
St. Petersburg Police Department 
1300 First Avenue North 
St. Petersburg~ Florida 33705 

October 28. 1985 

Captain James M. Weyent 
Commander, Patrol Bureau 
Torrance Police Department 
3300 Civic Center Drive 
Torrance, California 90503-5056 

Dear Captain Weyent: 

I was pleased to receive your letter concerning your proposed trip to 
Washington and St. Petersburg. 

In regards to your request reference Crime Victimization and the elderly. I 
have included some local information that you may find of interest. 

As you can see, the City of St. Petersburg has a large percentage of eld~'dy 
citizens in our population. In that regard, we are constantly directing a 
great number of our law enforcement activities towards the prevention of 
crimes against: our elderly citizens. 

If you decide to visit our city. please contact Lt. R. G. Kerlikowske, 
Commander, Criminal Investigation Division, (813) 893-7161. He will be 
glad to furnish you with contacts in our city» as well as any additional 
information you may need. 

If we can provide you with any other information in lieu of a visit, please 
do not hesitate to call upon us. 

Sincerely. 

T. HARE.ELL, ACTING LIEUTENANT 
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION 

TH:lm 
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STATE OF CAUFORNIA GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Governor 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP, Attorney General 

COMMISSION ON PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS AND TRAINING 
.• '601 ALHAMBRA BOULEVARD 

.. CRAMENTO 95816-7083 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
(916) 739-5328 
EXECUTIVE OFFi~E 

> (916) 739-3864 

BUREAUS 
AdministratIVe Services 
(916) 139-5354 
Center for Executive 
Development 
(916) 139-2093 
Compliance and Certlficates 
(916) 739-5377 
Information ServICes 
(916) 739-534IJ 
Management Counseling 
(915) 139-3868 
Standards and Evaluation 
{915} 739-3872 
Trammg Delivery Servrces 
(916) 139-5394 
Trammg Program Servrces 
(915) 139-5372 
Course Control 
(916) 139-5399 
ProfeSSional Certificates 
(915) 739-5391 
Reimbursements 
(916) 739-5367 
Resource Library 
(918) 139-5353 

• 

• 

October 29, 1985 

Captain James M. Weyant 
23309 Falena Avenue 
Torrance, CA .90501 

Dear CaPtain~yant: 
Your request to travel to Sun City, Arizona; Huntington, West 
Virginia; and Washington, D.C. on November 17 - 23, 1985 is 
approved. The purpose of this trip is to gather information for 
your Command College re,search project • 

Good luck on your project. 

DOUG HOMAS 
Senior Consultant 
Center for Executive Development 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT 

""ONALD Eo NASH 
JLICe: CHIEF' CITY OF TORRANCe 

3300 CIVIC CENi'ER ORIVE. TORRANCE. CAL.IF'QRNIA 

T£L.£PfotCN£ C213] 328·3456 

October 30, 1985 

George Sunderland, Manager 
Criminal Justice Services 
American Association of Retired Persons 
1909 "K" Street, N.W. 
Washington D.C. 20049 

Dear Mr. Sunderland: 

Pursuant to my California "Command College" research 
effort, I have made plans to spend two days in Washington 

?C5C3.SCS6 

D.C., and hope to spend that time interviewing you (and • 
others you may recommend) regarding my topic of "Police 
Service to the Elderly." 

". I am scheduled to arrive at Baltimore Airport (U.S. Air, 
Flight No. 372) at 7:43 p.m. on Wednesday, November 20th, 
and have made arrangements for a room at the Lombardy 
Hotel, per your suggestion. I will leave Washington on 
Saturday, November 23rd. 

I would certainly appreciate any assistance you may be 
able to render from your end (e.g., is there a shuttle 
from Baltimore Airport, etc.?), and look forward to our 
visit. I will "touch bases" again before I leave. 

Respectfully, 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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HUNTINGTON 

Captain James Weyant 
Patrol Bureau Commander 
City of Torrance Pol ice Department 
3300 Civic Center Drive 
Torrance, CA 90503-5056 

Dear Captain Weyant: 

HUNTINGTON POLICE DEPARTMENT 
AOM1NISTRA TlVE BUREAU 

(304)696-5560 
City Hall, P. O. Box 1659 ZIP 25717 

October 31, 1985 

Pursuant to our phone conversation, I have reserved a room for you 
at the Hoi iday Inn-University in our city. The rate for visiting officers 
is $22.00 per night plus $1.76 tax which totals $23.76. 

I wil I meet you at Tri-State Airport on November 19, 1985 at 4:10 P.M. 
• when your FI ight #1617 lands. 

• 

AI I other arrangements as to transportation,etc. have been taken care 
of. I think you wi I I find your visit to our city both informative and 
enjoyable. 

I look forward to seeing you upon your arrival. 

Sincerely, 

Administrative Division 

JHW!gs 
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POL-ICE DEPARTMENT 

1"''''lNAI..C r.:. NASH 
.ICE CHIEF' 

November 4, 1985 

.... --' 

Ti:I..CPMCN£ C:Z13J 32a-30456 

T. Harrell, Acting Lieutenant 
CID/ST. PETERSBURG POLICE DEPT. 
1300 First Avenue North 
St. Petersburg FL 33705 

Dear Lieutenant Harrell: 

I cannot thank you enough for your quick and very thorough 
response to my recent inquiry_ It is my loss that I will 
be unable to include your agency in my forthcoming site 
visitations (my plans have been made), since you obviously • 
are addressing the "elderlyi8 issue in a big and most 
effective way. 

I am particularly interested in the 40-hour course of 
£nstruction entitled, "Florida Crime Prevention Training 
Institute Crime and the Elderly", and I wonder if it 
would be possible to obtain copies of the actual le~son 
plans. An integral part of my research is to develop a 
corriculum of this nature, and the course outline you 
sent me indicates classes that are "right on target." 

AllY follow-up assistance you can render will be greatly 
appreciated. 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CA~TAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COY~NDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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L.ICE OEPARTMENT 

NAI..C E. NASH 
.'Clolee: CHIEF' CITY OF TORRANCE 

• 

•••• 

3300 CIVIC CENTER D·RIVE. TORRANCe:. CAlolF'C1RNIA 

TEI..E:PHCN£ C2133 329·:3456 

November 4, 1985 

Lt. Ray Blanchette 
MARICOPA COUNTY SHERIFFDS OFFICE 
3455 W. Durango 
Phoenix AZ 85009 

Dear Lt. Blanchette: 

9CSC3·5C56 

The two enclosures will hopefully serve to clarify the basis 
for my contacting you, and no doubt Corporal Nelson of your 
agency advised you of my previous phone call to "alert" 
you of my forthcoming visit . 

I have made arrangements to arrive at Phoenix airport at 
5: 25 p.m., Sunday, November 17th (America vlest AL, Flight 
No. 323), and have a reservation at the Grand Inn in 
Peoria, for both Sunday and Monday nights. My departure 
is 9:30 a.m., Tuesday. 

My hopeful intent is to spend the day (Monday) learniDg 
"everything" I can about the Senior Volunteer Program 
at Sun City (including taking photographs), and whatever 
assistance you can render will be greatly appreciated. 
I hope ·to "ride-along" with one of the senior patrols, as 
well as interview any "key" people involved in the 
program.- both sworn personnel and senior volunteers. 

I hope I am not intruding too much on your busy schedule, 
and I look forward to meeting with you. 

Respectfully. 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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DeLICE OEPARTMENT 

JNALO E. NASH 
.-OLICE Cl-IIEF' CITY OF TORRANC" 

3300 CIVIC Ce:NTER DRIve:. TORRANCe:. CALIF'ORNIA 

T£L.E:F'HCNe: (213J 32S':3456 

November 4, 1985 

Barbara Smiley 
c/o American Association of Retired Persons 
215 Long Bea~h Boulevard 
Long Beach CA 90801 

Dear Barbara: 

Thank you for your thoughtfulness in sending me a copy 
of the I1AARP News" pertaining to State Senate Bill 241. 
I will definitely make use of this noteworthy infor
mation in my research effort. 

You will be interested, I am sure, to learn that I will 
be spending two days in Washington D.C. (21-22 Nov) 
with George Sunderland. I am very optimistic the venture 
will be beneficial to my endeavor. 

Thank you again. 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. tvEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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PClLICE OEPARTM£NT 

•

1NA1..0 15:. NASH 
JL.II::e: CHIr;:F 

• 

• 

CITY OF TORRANCE 
:3:300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCe:. CALIFORNIA 

TELEPHONE C 213] 329·34$6 

November 6, 1985 

Marlene Young,Director 
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR 
VICTIM ASSISTANC~ 
717 "D" Street, N.W. 
Washington D.C. 20004 

90503.505';' 

On July 17th of this year, after having first heard your 
"Senior Citizens as Victims" presentation at a seminar in 
Orange County on June 25, I directed a communication to your 
assistant, John Stein. In that correspondence, I enclosed 
the same items you will find herein, as a means of intro
ducing myself and the reason for my interest in your 
organization . 

Pursuant to my research effort, I am scheduled to spend two 
days in Washington D.C. later this month, the primary reason 
for this visit is that of interviewing Mr. George Sunderland 
of A.A.R.P. (see copy of letter to Mr. Sunderland, enclosed). 

In order that I may "milk" as much from this brief visit to 
our Nation's Capitol as possible, I am in hopes of "touching 
bases" with you, also. Specifically, I am interested in 
discussing some of the actual victimization examples you have 
referred to in your aforementioned presentations. 

In conclusion, at the risk of infringing on your busy 
schedule, perhaps I can request that you and Mr. Sunderland 
discuss my forthcoming visit in the hopes that I may get as 
much "mileage" from it as possible. 

Respectfully, 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 

cc: George Sunderland 
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CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG 

ST. PETERSBURG POLICE DEPARTMENT 
1300 First Avenue North 
St. Petersburg, FL 33705 

November 12, 1985 

Captain James M. Weyant 
Commander. Patrol Bureau 
Torrance Police Department 
3300 Civic Center Drive 
Torrance, CA 90503-5056 

Dear Captain Weyant: 

The Florida Crime and the Elderly Course is the property of Florida 
Crime Prevention Training Institute. You should contact: 

Mr. Jim Murdaugh, Director 
FCPTI 
Office of the Attorney General 
The Capitol 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Unfortunately, the November course had to be cancelled due to lack of 
enrollment. Jim is a fine individual and will help you all he can. 

Sincerely, 

~~ w.i}?;:N;~. ;IV~ON 'CHIEl' 
COMMUNITY AWARENESS DIVISION 

WTGD:js 
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•

POLICE DEPARTMENT 

"lNAL.C £. NAISH 
JLICE: CHIEF' CITY OF TORRANCE 

• 
..... ..... 

'. 

33/J/J CIVIC CENTER DRiVe:. TORRANCE. CALIF'ORNIA 

November 15, 1985 

Mr. Jim Murdaugh, Director 
FCPTI - Office of the 
Attorney General 
The Capitol 
Tallahasse FL 32301 

The attached correspondence copies will hopefully 
explain the nature of my request. I am pursuing 
a research project dealing with police service to 
the elderly, and the lesson plan for your course 
would be extremely helpful to me, I am sure • 

I thank you for any consideration you may give me, 
and would certainly appreciate your response as 
soon as possible (my project is due December 15th). 

Gratefully, 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 

L-29 
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TORRANCE POLICE DEPARTMENT • 
DEPARTMENT NOTICE 

15 NOV 85 

TO: ALL PERSONNEL 

DONALD E. NASH v 

FROM: CH!EF OF POLICE 

SOBJECT: BUREAU COMMAND 

During the absence of Captain Weyant for 

'UCommand College" research (17-23 Nov 85)i 

Captain Randall will assume con~and respon- • sibility of the Patrol Bureau. 

CHIEF OF POL 

• 
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FI,OLICE CE:PARTME:NT 

'NALD E:. NASH 
.JLICE CHIe:F' CITY OF TORRANCE 

• 

• 

:3:300 CIVIC CENTER Of:!IVe:. TORRANCE. CALIFORNIA 

November 26, 1985 

Marlene A. Young 
Director 
National Organization for 
Victim Assistance 
717 "D" Street N.W. 
Washington DC 20004 

Marlene, 

Just a note to convey my most ~incere gratitude to you 
and John Stein for the courtesies extended during my 
recent visit to Washington D.C. The time you took, 
and the information gleaned; will prove to be a 
valuable inclusion in my project. Please thank also, 
Michaela Cohan for her helpful comments regarding 
your library. 

Gratefully, 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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POL.ICE CEPARTMENT 

°t:lMALO £. NASH 
1L.ICe:: CHIEF' CITY OF TORRANC. 

-'-~ ~-.~'-~,~. ~~~, 

3300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCE. CALIF'CRNIA 

November 26, 1985 

George Sunderland 
Senior Coordinator 
Criminal Justice Services 

TELEPHONE (213l 3:za·34S6 

American Association of Retired Persons 
1909 "K" Street N.W. 
Washington DC 20049 

90503.5056 

George: • 

Just a note to convey my most sincere gratitude to you 
and Lee Pearson for the courtesies extended during my 
recent visit to Washington D.C. The time you took, and 
the information gleaned, will prove to be a valuable 
inclusion in my project. 

Please thank also, Charlie Schafer for being so kind 
as to assist me in paying a visit to the u.S. Supreme 
Court Building. 

Gratefully, 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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LICE DEPARTMENT 

NALO Eo NASH 
JLICE CHIEF' CITY OF TORRANCE 

•• 

3300 CIVIC CENTER CRIVE. TORRANCe:. CALIF"CRNIA 

November 26, 1985 

Donald L. Norris, 
Chief of Police 
330 - 3rd Avenue 
Huntington WV 25701 

Chief Norris, 

T~I.£PHQN£ C213J 328·3456 

Just a note to convey my most sincere gratitude for the 
hospitality and helpful assistance I received during my 
recent visit to your city. I was particularly pleased 
to have "experienced" the transition into the "newll 
police facility. Please pass on my "thankslt to Capt. 
Tom Trippy, Lt. Bill HOlgan, Sgt. John Ward and PFC 
Bruce Sprouse, for their cordial assistance. 

I would be remiss if I failed to offer a special "thanks" 
to Alma Kidd, who provided me with excellent insight into 
your "Operation Lifeline" program. She is a truly 
dedicated volunteer. 

I only hope I may have the opportunity to "return the 
favor" should any of you venture to the Los Angeles area. 

Respectfully, 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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POI.ICE DEPARTMENT 

'NALO Eo NASH 
.L.ICE CHIItF' CITY OF TORRANC. 

3300 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE. TORRANCE. CAI..IF'CRNIA 

TE1.EPHONE: C213] 3213·3456 

November 26, 1985 

Ltc Ray Blanchette 
Maricopa County Sheriff's Office 
3455 W. Durango 
Phoenix AZ 85009 

Ray: 

Just a note to convey my thanks for the hospitaple 
assistance you rendered during my recent visit to 
your area to review the "Sun City Posse N operation. 
I gleaned much from the visit, and my research 
project will surely be enhanced due to your help. 

Gratefully, 

DONALD Eo "NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M 0 WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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eeL.ICE: DEPARTMENT 

1NAL.C E. NASH 
JL.ICE CI-O EF' 

• 

• 
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CITY OF TORRANCE 
3:300 CIVIC CENTER DRiVe:. TORRANCe:. CALIF'ClRNIA 

December 2, 1985 

Eldon Page, Captain 
Sun City "Posse" 
PoO. Box 6 
Sun City AZ 85372 

Eldon: 

Just a note to convey my most sincere gratitude for 
the hospitality and courtesies extended me during 
my recent visit to Maricopa County. Needless to 
say, I was most impressed with your organization, 
your outstanding facility, and the extremely pro
fessional manner in which you and your "troops" 
conduct yourselves. 

Please thank, also, Bert Brosius for his kind and 
thorough assistance. His attitude and approach to 
the training component of your program is both 
noteworthy and commendable. 

Thank you again, 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

CAPTAIN JAMES M. WEYANT, 
COMMANDER, PATROL BUREAU 
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STOP CRIME 
December 2p 1985 

Captain James M. Weyant 
Commander, Patrol Bureau 
Torrance Police Department 
3300 Civic Center Drive 
Torrance, California 90503~5056 

Dear Captain Weyant~ 

OFACE OF THE A TTORNEV GsNERAL 
11MI Cap4iol 

Talklh.usH, Florldtl 32301 
~7031'2 SUnC4ffl aTTa 3712 

Jim Smltli, AttofMY G4KitlOO 

Enclosed is a copy of the Florida Crime Prevention Training 
Institute's Crime and the Elderly Course. Also enclosed is a 
copy of the Florida Department of Law Enforcement's comparative 
review of this course. 

I hope it will assist you in your research project. 

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

5 t1'relY ') ., 
9~J~JI Iffl 

.J?ene s.rlf~~ 
Institute Coordinator 

GS/ch . 
Enclosure 

We support the National Citizen.' Crime Prevention Campaign. 
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December 5, 1985 

Captain James M. Weyant 
Police Department 
City of Torrance 
3300 Civic Center Drive 
Torrance, California 90503-5056 

Dear Captain Weyant: 

Both Lee Pearson and I were very gratified to meet with you on your visit 
to Washington. It is a source of great satisfaction to make the acquain
tance of police officers of your caliber. 

If at sometime in the future, you and Chief Dorsey develop ideas on a 
futures conference, please let us know. 

Best wishes and please ~eep in communication with us. 

Sincerely, 4 
George Sunderland 
Manager 
Criminal Justice Services 

GS/pat 

American "\s,odurion ofRetireu Persons Il109 K Street. :'.J. W .. Wa:-.hington. D.C 200-t.9 {202l ~72--t.700 

VIta R. O~traOljer Prl!Jidl!nr Cyril F. Brickfit:ld EXl!cwl\'(' Din'c/(Jr 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT~ 

TORRANCE POLICE DEPARTMENT 

ALL PERSONNEL 

DONALD E. NASH, 
CHIEF OF POLICE 

BUREAU COVERAGE 

DEPARTMENT NOTICE 

06 DEC 85 

(~ 1/ 

During Captain Weyant's "908" assignment {completion of Command 

College project}, 09-13 Dec 85, Captain Randall will assume 

responsibility for routine duties of the Patrol Bureau Commander's 

office. Captain Weyant will be furthering his efforts both at 

horne and at the station (Ext 5650) during the weeko 
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